


Any problem cQn be mQde cieQrer 
wrth Q pTcture, Qnd Qny pTcture 

cQn be mQde usTng the SQme 
sTmple set of tools Qnd rules. 

When Herb Kelleher was brainstorming about how to 

beat the traditional hub-and-spoke airlines, he grabbed 

a bar napkin and a pen. Three dots to represent Dallas, 

Houston, and San Antonio. Three arrows to show direct 

flights. Problem solved, and the picture made it easy to 

sell Southwest Airlines to investors and customers. 

Used properly, a simple drawing on a humble napkin is 

more powerful than Excel or Power Point. It can help us 

crystallize ideas, think outside the box, and communicate 

in a way that other people simply "get." 

Dan Roam argues that everyone is born with a talent for 
visual thinking, even those who swear they can't draw. 

As a consultant, he's shown Microsoft, eBay, and Wells 

Fargo how to solve problems with pictures. 

Now, drawing on twenty years of visual problem solving 

combined with recent discoveries in vision science, he 

shows anyone how to clarify a problem or sell an idea 
by visually breaking it down using a simple set of visual

thinking tools. His strategies take advantage of everyone's 

innate ability to look, see, imagine, and show. 
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DAN R 0 A M is the founder and president of 

Digital Roam Inc., a management-consulting firm that 

helps business executives solve complex problems through 

visual thinking. He has brought his unique approach to 

companies such as Google, eBay, General Electric, Wal 

Mart, Wells Fargo Bank, the United States Navy, HBD, 

News Corp., and Sun Microsystems, among many others. 

He lectures around the world for clients and at business 

conferences. He lives in San Francisco. 
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\ \ _ r \ hat', th, mm;t daunting bumn,,, probl,m you '''' pioM" ], it glob,] ",d 'N expansive, or small and personal? Is it political, technical, or emotional? Is 

it about money, process, or people? Is it rooted in the day-to-day opera

tions of your company, or is it floating high off in the conceptual ether? Is the problem 

you see one you know well, or one you've never looked at before? 

I'll bet you can come up with a problem that meets every one of these criteria. 

I know I can: managing businesses in San Francisco, Moscow, Zurich, and New York, 

I've dealt with problems across this spectrum myself-and seen many more dealt with 

by colleagues, bosses, employees, and clients. It's true: The heart of business is the art 

of problem solving. 

What if there was a way to more quickly look at problems, more intuitively understand 

them, more confidently address them, and more rapidly convey to others what we've dis

covered? What if there was a way to make business problem solving more efficient, more 

effective, and-as much as I hate to say it-perhaps even a bit more fun? There is. It's called 

visual thinking, and it's what this book is all about: solving problems with pictures. 



Here's my elevator pitch: 

Visual thinking means taking advantage of our innate ability to see-both with our 

eyes and with our mind's eye-in order to discover ideas that are otherwise invisible, 

develop those ideas qUickly and intuitively, and then share those ideas with other 

people in a way that they simply "get. " 

That's it. Welcome to a whole new way oflooking at business. 

Before I quickly share with you an overview of this book, let me start with the most impor

tant idea of all: Solving problems with pictures has nothing to do with artistic training 

or talent. That's right-nothing. I emphasize this because every time I'm invited to help a 

company solve a problem with pictures or talk to a group of businesspeople about visual 

thinking, somebody always says, "Wait. This isn't for me-I'm not a visual person." 

To which I say, "OK, that's fine, but let me put it this way: If you were able to walk 

into this room this morning without falling down, I guarantee that you're enough of a 

visual person to understand everything that we're going to talk about and to get some
thing useful out of it." 

In fact (for lots of reasons we'll explore throughout this book), the people who start 

out by saying, "I can't draw, but ... ," almost always end up creating some of the most 

insightful pictures. So if you're not convinced of your drawing skills, please don't put this 

book down yet. Instead, jump straight to page 22-if you can draw the box, arrow, and 

stick figure you'll find there, this book is for you. 

Here's how this book works. The Back of the Napkin is divided into four parts-this intro

duction and then one part each for discovering ideas, developing ideas, and selling ideas, 



all using nothing but our eyes, our mind's eye, our hands, a pen, and a scrap of paper. 

(Whiteboards are good, too.) 

In this introduction, we're going to define which problems we're talking about (all 

of them), which pictures we're talking about (very simple ones), and who can do this (all of 

us). We'll then talk about how-though our innate visual thinking skills vary-we can all 

do this, and we'll even run through a short checklist to help us better understand what 

kind of visual thinkers we are. Then, we'll talk about how simple the process of visual 

thinking really is, and how we already know how to do every step. 

In part II, Discovering Ideas, we'll run through the foundations of good visual think

ing: learning how to look better, how to see sharper, and how to imagine further. Then we'll 

familiarize ourselves with the basic tool kit of visual thinking: the SQVID (which forces 

our brain into visual action whether we want it to or not), the <6><6> framework (which 

helps us map what we've seen to what we want to show), and then the Visual Thinking 

Codex (which provides a cheat sheet for starting any picture we can think up). 

In part III, Developing Ideas, we're going to take a page from a typical MBA program 

and walk step-by-step through a business case study-and we're going to draw on that 

page. By the time we're done, we'll have road-tested the six fundamental frameworks of 

problem-solving pictures-and saved a business along the way. 

Finally, we'll come to the last part, Selling Ideas, where we'll pull everything together 

to create and deliver a sales presentation that requires no computers, no software, no 

projector, and no color handouts-just us, our client, a big whiteboard, and a lot of well

focused ideas. 

W~eV"e All -r~lS C",,~e .pV"O~: E~Blls~ BV"e""~.p",,s+
(t?rkt?r Haw ltislAt?rI-rl1iJfkiJf.;J S"t?rVed My Bt?rcaJf) 

When I asked you a moment ago to conjure up the most daunting business problem you 

could, I was myself thinking of a specific challenge that I faced several years ago, an incident 

that prompted me to start thinking in detail about everything that you'll find in this book. 



Perhaps you've been in a similar situation: Asked at the last moment to cover for a col

league, you say yes only to realize that you've stepped into your worst nightmare. In this 

case, my colleague had to leave the office on a medical emergency and pleaded with me 

to cover for a speech he had to deliver the following day. I said yes, only to learn later that 

the speech was to take place in Sheffield, England (we were in New York) to an audience 

of educational experts appointed by the then-new British prime minister, Tony Blair. My 

colleague hadn't told me what the topic was-something about the Internet--or where 

his materials (if there were any) were buried. 

So I found myself the next morning on a train departing from London's St. Pancras 

Station for Sheffield, jet-lagged from a transatlantic flight, surrounded by a group of British 

colleagues I'd never met before, all thanking me profusely for coming to "save their sales 

pitch." Save the pitch? I didn't even know what time it was. 

But then came along a most marvelous discovery: English breakfast on British Rail. 

As the train sped through the British Midlands, white-jacketed waiters served us a feast: 

scrambled eggs, poached eggs, boiled potatoes, fried potatoes, potato pancakes, blood 

sausages, white sausages, grilled sausages, white sauce, and Tabasco; toast, rolls, rye 

bread, rice pudding; coffee, tea, milk, orange juice, apricot juice, and ice water. It was a 

revelation. 

But by the time we'd made it through breakfast, I was feeling human again. That's 

when Freddie (the British team leader) asked me to walk him through my PowerPoint 

presentation. Wait-my PowerPoint presentation? But I didn't have a presentation, I 

explained; I wasn't even sure what we were supposed to be talking about. 

"Uh ... the role of the Internet in American education," Freddie said as a look of panic 

crossed his face. "You do know something about that, don't you?" he pleaded. 

"Actually ... no," I replied, as I turned to the window and contemplated how best 

to jump off the train. But then another idea began to resolve itself in my mind's eye, so I 

pulled a pen from my suit pocket and grabbed a stack of napkins from the table. 



"[ don't know much about educational Web sites specifically, but I do know a lot 

about creating communications-oriented Web sites," I said, pen poised over napkin. 

"Can I show you something that your education experts might find interesting? I have 

an idea." 

Before Freddie could answer, m y pen was already moving. And this is what I drew: a 

circle with the word 'brand" in the middle of it. 

8 
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"You see, Freddie," I said, "lots of people these days are very confused about how to 

create a useful Web site-and I imagine the same is true of our audience today. But the 

way I think about it, there are really only three things that we need to worry about. The 
first is the brand itself. The other two are the content and the function." I drew in two 

more circles and labeled them appropriately, then continued. "If we can determine what 

to put in these three circles, then we can build any site to serve any audience, including 
your educators. 

8 
8 8 

"The question is, How do we know what these three should contain? The answer is 

this." I drew a little smiley face next to each circle and wrote a caption for each. "What 

people want to DO (or what we want them to do) determines JUnction; what people want 

to KNOW (or what we want them to know) determines content; and what we want them to 

REMEMBER determines the brand. 



1IAo.~ ~ 1" ..... 
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"We can deterntine all these things through our client's business vision, market srud
ies, and basic educational research. We don't have to know all these answers today; the 

point of this picrure is that it gives us a good starting point for knowing who and what we 
should be looking for." 

Next I drew in three more smiley faces and captions, this time connecting the three 

circles together. "If our research tells us what to put in those three circles, then it's our 

own Web site team who will create it. Our engineers build the functional components; 
our writers define, write, and edit the content; and our designers create an experience 

that will be memorable. 

A Whole New W"'Y ooP Loo\:.i,,~ "'+- Svsi"ess I '! 



"Simple as it seems, that's pretty much it." 

I then summarized the napkin with a title and a key. 

"What do you think, Freddie? Could I walk our audience through something like 
that?" My napkin wasn't beautiful by any stretch, but it struck me as clear, comprehen-



sive, and comprehensible-and simple as it was, it gave me about a dozen starting places 

to talk in more detail about any aspect of creating a useful Web site. 

Freddie tore the napkin out of my hands. "That's brilliant! That's not part of our 

presentation-that's the whole thing! Think about who we're talking to." Freddie ex

plained. "Our audience is a group of highly educated government bureaucrats, all new 

to the Internet. A lot of public money is going to be spent on their online education proj
ect, and their necks are on the line. Their greatest concern is that there is a solid frame

work under their feet to give them confidence to move forward. Your napkin provides 

the structure they're looking for. This is perfect"-Freddie leaned back and looked at 

me-"but do you think you can talk about it for forty-five minutes?" 

"We'll find out soon enough," I replied. 

It turns out that the classic lecture halls of Sheffield University have the biggest black

boards 1'd ever seen. So I redrew the napkin step-by-step before the audience of fifty 

experts, walking them through it just as I had with Freddie over breakfast. We didn't just 

talk about it for forty-five minutes; they so enjoyed the process that we ended up talking 

for nearly two hours. Freddie's team won the engagement, and thus began the longest

running project of the London office. 

And me? Sharing that simple napkin in that grand university hall was my watershed 

moment in understanding the power of pictures. I thought about all the problems that 

that simple napkin sketch had helped solve: First, simply by drawing it, I had clarified in 

my own mind a previously vague idea. Second, I was able to create the picture almost 

instantly, without the need to rely on any technology other than paper and pen. Third, I 

was able to share the picture with my audiences in an open way that invited comments 

and inspired discussion. Finally, speaking directly from the picture meant I could focus on 

any topic without having to rely on notes, bullet points, or a written script. 

The lesson for me was clear. We can use the Simplicity and immediacy of pictures to 

discover and clarify our own ideas, and use those same pictures to clarify our ideas for 

other people, helping them discover something new for themselves along the way. 
After the eye-opening success of that English breakfast, I returned home inspired 

to learn all I could about the use of pictures as a problem-solving approach. Back in 

A W\..ole New W""y o-P t.ookl~B ""t- Blo\sl~ess , I I 



New York, I focused my attention on seeing how far I could push the use of images in 

discovering, developing, and sharing business ideas. I read everything I could find about 

business visualization, I attended workshops led by the gurus of information visualiza

tion, and I searched for and collected all the visual explanations I could find in the busi

ness press. 

Two things surprised me. First, I was shocked at how few materials I could find on 

visual thinking as a problem-solving approach-and of those, how few offered practical 

advice for the day-to-day world of business-and second, what initially appeared to be a 

wildly divergent set of materials in fact masked a small set of common themes. This last 

point struck me as particularly compelling. If visual thinking could usefully be broken 

down into a set of common tools, perhaps it could become a recognized way of approach

ing all sorts of business challenges, from idea discovery to concept development to com
munications to sales. 

I also realized that the best way to test these common tools was to put them into 

practice on real-world business consulting and sales assignments. So from that point on, 

I decided that wherever I could use a picture in my job, I would. The rest of this book is 

about what happened next. 



WHICH PRoBLEtv\s, WHICH PIC,\VREs, 
AND WHo IS ''WE''? 

rn 
Wl-\~+- I Hope 'iOtA. Ge+- -PyO\Ao\ '\his Book 

I na single ten-week period earlier this year, I worked with four very different 

companies-Google, eBay, Wells Fargo, and Peet's Coffee and Tea-to help 

out on four very different business challenges: defining a business strategy, 

implementing a new product, designing a technology platform, and launching a new 

sales initiative. On the surface, the four companies and their four problems had noth

ing in common: searching, selling, banking, and brewing. Normally, a different problem

solving approach would be required for each. 

But just below the surface, all shared something in common: The problems were hard 

to see and their solutions were nearly invisible. That's where visual thinking came in: 

Any problem can be made clearer with a picture, and any picture can be created using the 

same set of tools and rules. 

Here's what I hope you get from this book-a new way oflooking at problems and a 

new way of seeing solutions. I want you to be able to read this book in the time it takes 

to fly coast to coast, step into your conference room, auditorium, or cubicle the next day, 

and immediately start solving problems with pictures. 

1'3 



To this day, when I hear myself say, "We can solve problems with pictures," three ques

tions immediately jump to mind: first, What problems?; second, What pictures?; and 
third, Who is "we"? 

Let's start with the problems. What kinds can be solved with pictures? The answer is 

almost all of them. Because pictures can represent complex concepts and summarize vast 

sets of information in ways that are easy for us to see and understand, they are useful for 

clarifYing and resolving problems of all sorts: business issues, political deadlocks, technical 

complexities, organizational dilemmas, scheduling conflicts, even personal challenges. 

Since I am a bUSinessperson and work with other businesspeople, the problems that I 

usually focus on are business related: getting teams of people to understand how a system 

works and where they fit into that system, helping a decision maker clarifY his or her own 

thinking and improve the ways she or he conveys ideas to others, understanding a market 

and the potential impact that changes to a product may have on it. 

Because these problems typically involve lots of money and have an impact on the 

work of so many people-and because understanding their critical nuances typically takes 
years of study and experience-it is easy to consider these problems as being unique to 

business. But they're really not. For the purposes of introducing visual thinking, it's much 

more illuminating to consider these problems as representative of a broader set of com

mon challenges that we all face every day, in business and in life. 

Looking at the bigger picture, I clump most problems into the following basic (and 

familiar) set of categories. 



THE SIX PROBLEM "CLUMPS" (THE 6 W'S) 

1 

? 

O~D 

1. Who and what problems. Challenges that relate to things, people, and roles. 

• What is going on around me, and where do I fit in? 
• Who is in charge and who else is involved? Where does responsibility lie? 

2. How much problems. Challenges that involve measuring and counting. 

• Do we have enough of X to last as long as we need? 
• How much of X do we need to keep going? If we increase this over here, can we 

decrease that over there? 

3. When problems. Challenges that relate to scheduling and timing. 

• What comes first, and what comes next? 
• We've got a lot ofthings to do: When are we going to do them all? 

4. Where problems. Challenges that relate to direction and how things fit together. 

• Where are we going now? Are we headed in the right direction, or should we be 
moving elsewhere? 

• How do all these pieces fit together? What's most important and what matters less? 

5. How problems. Challenges that relate to how things influence one another. 

• What will happen if we do this? What about that? 
• Can we alter the outcomes of a situation by altering our actions? 

6. Why problems. Challenges that relate to seeing the big picture. 

• What are we really doing, and why? Is it the right thing, or should we be doing 
something different? 

• If we need to change, what are our options? How can we decide which of those 
options are best? 

Which PYo'olelMs, Which Pic+-l.\yes, A .... J.. Who Is "We"? , IS" 



Over the years, I've seen or created pictures that helped solve problems in all six cate

gories. In fact, because this simple 6 W's model covers just about every problem that I 
can recall working on, we're going to see it time and again throughout this book. Some 

time ago, early in my initial push toward visual problem solving, I even developed a little 

mantra about it: "Any problem can be helped with a picture." I said it so often that I drove 

my colleagues crazy, especially on projects such as this next one. 

t"'f2.0&1.~~ ~)("..~t"'l.~ ~""~&~f2. O~~: 

p"..t"'1t~~ "..~P nt-~ l~rof2.~"..no~ OV~f2.1.0""P 

One day a couple years after my trip to London, our consulting company received a call 

from a potential client. The caller-let's call her Daphne*-was the vice president of com

munications at a large publishing company, and Daphne was having an identity crisis. 

Her company, a $10 billion-a-year conglomerate that provided business information to 

professionals around the globe, had just received frighteningly low marks in an industry 

survey. It wasn't that the professionals surveyed thought badly ofthe company, the prob

lem was that despite the company's size, nobody had ever heard of it. 

This wasn't just a perception problem; this lack of recognition posed an even bigger 

financial problem. The company was planning to list on the New York Stock Exchange in 

a couple years, and if nobody knew who they were, nobody would buy their stock. What 

Daphne needed was a way to increase recognition of the company's name among inves

tors, and she needed to think strategically about it. If she was going to spend millions of 

dollars promoting the company's brand, she'd better have a rock-solid plan behind her 

and a crystal-clear vision ahead. Even with the when nailed down (two years), the where 

pinpointed (the United States, especially New York), and the why clear (raise investor 

awareness), Daphne still had to answer the who, what, how questions. 

In order to better understand what investors and clients knew about her company and 

its competitors, Daphne hired a brand survey firm to go around the world and find out. 

* All characters, companies, and projects in this book are real, but I have changed most of the personal 
names. 



Over a three-month period, the survey firm completed face-to-face interviews with hun

dreds of business decision makers and talked on the phone with hundreds more. It was 

a large and expensive undertaking and, as hoped, delivered an enormous amount of data. 

The problem was, it delivered too much, and that's why Daphne was calling us. Her 

goal wasn't to know everything in the world about publishing; it was to know the right 

things to help her define her plan and vision. In the end, what Daphne most wanted was 

for us to help her see what the data really showed. 

Daphne e-mailed us all the brand survey documents. There were dozens, each thicker 

and more detailed than the next. Even the file called" executive summary" was sixty pages 

long, jam-packed with more information than we could really make sense of in the two 

weeks that Daphne had given us. This is just one section of one document that Daphne 

passed on to us. 

~==-='::I 
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It was a bullet-point and bar-chart bonanza. We spent our first several days just trying 

to find what mattered most-while making sure not to miss any small yet critical detail. 

We were learning a lot, but we were becoming saturated with details at the expense of 

the big picture. The sad thing was that there was a lot of great information and insight 

there; it was just buried so deeply and spread so widely that nobody could find it. 

So we broke everything we could into one or more of the six "problem categories" 

and then scoured through, mapping what we found onto paper: 

1. The who/what: The list of competitors, the industries they served, and the products 
they offered. 

2. The how much: The size of each competitor based on total revenue and revenue per 
industry. 

3. The when: The two years for which we had good sales and revenue data. 

4. The where: The industries each competitor served. 

Then we plotted on top of all that: 

5. The how: How did the brand survey findings (brand recognition) map to all these 
factors? 

What emerged was a single picture that summarized all the data, showing the most 

important insight of all: 

6. The why: When looking at the chart, Daphne was able to finally see why her com
pany was unknown to her clients, and why a positive change was possible. 

This is the picture we came up with. 



!>and 
Recognition 

Breadth of Offenngs 

~, ~ 
CompI,'tltor3 

Daphne'. 
Company 

This single image summarized everything presented in the hundreds of pages of data 

we'd been given. Admittedly, it's not a chart that someone can "get" the first moment he 
or she looks at it, but then it didn't need to be. As a visual executive summary of hundreds 

of data points, it was intended to be accompanied by a few minutes of explanation (and 

in the last chapter of this book, we'll talk about why that's a good thing). Compared to the 

impenetrable wall of survey data, this picture served Daphne well, both as the summary 

of what she had found in her global study and as her introduction to where she wanted to 

take the brand. 

When Daphne presented it to her CEO, he spent thirty minutes discussing what he 

saw in the chart, and then asked to have a framed copy to hang behind his desk so that 

he could share it with anyone who asked him about the company's present and future 

market position. Two years later, the company listed successfully on the New York Stock 

Exchange, and to this day the chart still hangs in the CEO's office. 

Pictv.yes? Wh",t Pictv.yes? 

Before moving on, I want to point out two additional things about Daphne's picture. 

First, it was drawn on a computer using an expensive software program. You can tell 

because all the lines are straight, it has many precise levels of color shading, the shapes are 
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mathematically perfect, and the typeface is clean and readable. Second, it is the only pic

ture in this book drawn on a computer. I like to show this chart up front because it illus

trates what can be created once we've got down the basics of visual thinking. But now 

that we've seen it, I'd like to forget all about it. Here's why: The basics of visual thinking 

have nothing to do with creating charts on a computer. Visual thinking is learning to 

think with our eyes, and it doesn't require any advanced technology at all. 

There are really only three tools that we'll need to become great at solving problems 

with pictures: our eyes, our mind's eye, and a little hand-eye coordination. I call these our 

"built-in" visual thinking tools: 

Bv ·tlt-in Tools 
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With just these available, we've got everything we need to get started. There are also 

a few accessories that will help. 
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The reason we won't need computer software or sophisticated data-plotting programs 

is because every picture we're going to make will be composed of just a few simple pieces, 

all of which we should already be able to get down on paper. If you can scrawl out the 

following (regardless of how ugly you find your results), you're guaranteed to become a 

better visual thinker. 
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Throughout this book, the pictures we'll be looking at and creating include charts, 

diagrams, schematics, flowcharts , tables, maps, x-y plots, concept models, network mod

els, and many other kinds of visuals, and not one of them will require anything more than 

these pieces. 

As a little warm-up exercise, pick up your pen and paper, and try your hand at sketch

ing out the basics. 
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If you've used a software presentation tool (PowerPoint, Keynote, Star Office, etc.) in 

the past, you might recognize the above as part of the "drawing tools palette." There's a 

reason they appear so frequently: These few shapes are the core alphabet of visual think

ing. In the same way that written languages use a limited number of symbols to represent 

thousands of sounds and words, combinations of these symbols can create millions of 

powerful pictures. 
Take a look at the following summary of pictures that appear in this book, and see if 

you can find these basics throughout. Although every one of the pictures tells a different 

story, they are all made up of the same pieces. When you feel comfortable sketching out 

what's above, you can make any of what's on the next page. 
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Regardless of the names we'll eventually give them (and we are going to give them all 

names), these are the kinds of pictures this book is about. They can all be drawn by hand, 

and it's important, especially as we get started, that we do learn to make them by hand. 

Partly it is a question of visual confidence: The more we can rely on our three 'built-in" 

visual thinking tools (eyes, mind's eye, hand-eye coordination), the more we'll discover 

about our innate visual thinking abilities. 

This reliance on our built-in tools will also payoff when it comes time to share our 

pictures with others: 

1. People like seeing other people's pictures. In most presentation situations, audi
ences respond better to hand-drawn images (however crudely drawn) than to pol
ished graphics. The spontaneity and roughness of hand-drawn pictures make them 
less intimidating and more inviting-and nothing makes an image (even a complex 
image) clearer than seeing it drawn out step-by-step. 

2. Hand-sketched images are quick to create and easy to change. As we'll see, think
ing with pictures is fluid, and visual trial and error happens all the time. It is rare that 
the picture we end up with is exactly what we had in mind when we began, so being 
able to go back and make changes is important. 

3. Computers make it too easy to draw the wrong thing. Most software programs used 
for creating pictures come with several built-in chart-making functions. That's great, 
assuming we know which type of chart is most useful in making our point ... an 
assumption that is almost always incorrect. 

The most important reason to rely on our built-in tools is because in the end, visual 

thinking isn't about how polished our presentations are, it is in how comfortable we are 

in thinking with our eyes. 
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Whenever I tell people that I help solve business problems with pictures, they react in one 

of three ways. They say, "Cool! Can you show me how?" Or "Sounds interesting ... but 

does that really work?" Or "Forget it. I'm not a visual person." 
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There are three kinds of visual thinkers: people who can't wait to 

start drawing (the Black Pen people), those who are happy to add to 

someone else's work (the Yellow highlighters), and those who question 

> 

it all-right up to the moment they pick up the red pen and redraw it all. 

The first group is the "Hand 

me the pen" people. In my highly 

unscientific survey of business 

meetings I've attended, these 

people typically represent about 

a quarter of the attendees. I call 

them the Black Pen people be

cause they show no hesitation in 

putting the first bold marks on an 

empty page. They come across as 

immediate believers in the power 

of pictures as a problem-solving 

tool, and have little concern about 

their drawing skills-regardless of 

how primitive their illustrations 

may turn out to be. These people 

jump at the chance to approach 

the whiteboard and draw images 

to describe what they're thinking. They enjoy identifying visual metaphors and analogies 

for their ideas, and show great confidence in drawing simple images, both to summarize 

their ideas and then help work through those ideas. 
The second group is the "I can't draw, but ... " people, otherwise known as the Yel

low Pen people (or highlighters) because they're often very good at identifying the most 



important or interesting aspects of what someone else has drawn. This group usually 

makes up about half of the meeting population. These are the people who are happy to 

watch someone else working at the whiteboard-and after a few minutes will begin to 

make insightful comments-but who need to be gently prodded to stand and approach 

the board in order to add to it. Once at the board and with pen tentatively in hand, they 

always begin by saying, "I can't draw, but ... ," and then proceed to create conceptual 

masterworks. These people tend to be more verbal, usually incorporate more words and 

labels into their sketches, and are more likely to make comparisons to ideas that require 

supporting verbal descriptions. 

The last group 1 call the 'Tm not visual" or Red Pen people. Representing the last 

quarter of the meeting population, these people are least comfortable with the use of 

pictures in a business context ... at least at first. They tend to be quiet while others are 

sketching away, and when they can be coaxed to comment, most often initially suggest 

a minor correction of something already there. But that's usually a cover. Quite often, 

the Red Pens have the most detailed grasp of the problem at hand-they just need to be 

coaxed into sharing it. The Red Pens think of themselves as quantitatively oriented

almost mathematical-but once prompted will provide deep background explanations 

through persuasive speaking. But watch out: When many images and ideas have been 

captured on the whiteboard, the Red Pen people will finally take a deep breath, reluc

tantly pick up the pen, and move to the board ... where they redraw everything, often 

coming up with the clearest picture of them all. 

An interesting note on these three groups is that they don't correlate to age, education, 

background, job role, or title. I've worked with a CEO at a global consulting company who 

draws everything out on sheets of tabloid paper as his way of thinking through a problem 

and sharing his ideas with his team, and I've also worked with another CEO who is among 

the most charismatic and spontaneous public speakers I've ever met, but who quakes at the 

idea of approaching a whiteboard. One of my frequent collaborators is a] ohns Hopkins

trained MD who creates miraculous visual descriptions of even complex concepts, and I've 
worked with hard-core "geek" software engineers who couldn't wait to start drawing. 
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Your Pen Is What Color? 

Before we go on, let's take a moment to see if we can't identify which pen color you pre

fer. As you imagine participating in a business meeting or group problem-solving setting, 

how do you see yourself in one of these three" colored pen" groups? Does your approach 

change depending on the type of problem you're looking at, the people around you, or 

whether you're in a group or working alone? 

"WHICH COLOR IS YOUR PEN?" SELF-ASSESSMENT 

Select the single best answer for each of the situations below: 

I'm in a brainstorming session in a conference room that has a big whiteboard. I want to: 

1. Go to the board, pick up a pen, and start drawing circles and boxes. 

2. Try to decipher whatever is already written on the board. 

3. Go to the board and start writing categorized lists. 

4. Add a little clarification to what's already up there, to make it clearer. 

5. "Forget the whiteboard. Come on here, people, we've got work to do!" 

6. I hate brainstorming sessions. 

Someone hands me a complex, multipage spreadsheet table printout. I first: 

1. Glaze over, put it down, and hope it will go away. 

2. Flip through the pages letting my eye wander across all those numbers to see if 
something interesting-any thing-pops up. 

3. Read across the top of the columns or down each row in order, looking to identify 
the categories. 

4. Select a row and column at random and follow them to the data cell, then look for 
similar (or different) data results in other cells. 



5. Look for the largest or smallest values I can find, then trace them back to identify 
their categories. 

6. Flip back and forth between sheets and zero in on the important patterns that I saw 
right away. 

Someone hands me a pen and asks me to sketch out a particular idea. I: 

1. Ask for more pens, preferably in at least three colors. 

2. Just start sketching and see what emerges. 

3. Say, "I can't draw but ... ," and then make a horrible stick figure. 

4. Start by writing a few words, then putting boxes around them. 

5. Put the pen on the table and start talking. 

6. Say, "No, thanks, I can't draw," and leave it at that. 

On my way home from a big conference, I run into a colleague at the airport bar, and he or 
she asks me to explain more precisely what my company does. I: 

1. Grab a napkin and ask the bartender for a pen. 

2. Pick up three packs ofSweet'N Low, lay them on the bar, and say, "OK, this 
is me .... " 

3. Pull up a page from my PowerPoint-a really good page-and start describing it. 

4. Explain that "there are three things we do .... " 

5. Buy another round because we're going to be talking for a while. 

6. Say it's too complicated to explain well, but ask him/her the same question. 

I see a bumper sticker on a car that reads VISUALIZE WORLD PEACE. I: 

1. Try to imagine what peace must look like. 

2. Imagine John Lennon's glasses. 

3. Repeat those words to myself, kind of rolling them around: "World Peace." 

4. Imagine what this tells me about the owner of the car. 
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5. Think: "Whirled peas." 

6. Roll my eyes and murmur, "Damned Californians." 

If! were an astronaut floating in space, the first thing I would do is: 

1. Take a deep breath, relax, and take in the whole view. 

2. Try to spot my house ... or at least my continent. 

3. Start describing what I saw. 

4. Wish I had a camera. 

5. Close my eyes. 

6. Find a way to get back into the spacecraft. 

Now add up your total score and divide it by 6. Here's how to rate yourself: 

SCORE 

1-2.5 

2.6-4.5 

4.6-6 

CALCULATED PEN PREFERNCE 

Black Pen (Hand me the pen!) 
Yellow Pen (I can't draw, but ... ) 
Red Pen (I'm not visual.) 

There are two important takeaways from this exercise. The first is that depending on 

your visual thinking preference, you may find the greatest value in different sections in 

this book. If you're a Black Pen person and already feel confident about your ability to 

draw, I suspect that part II, which describes how to improve our ability to look and see, 

will be the most interesting place to start. If you're a Red Pen person and not convinced of 

the analytic power of pictures, you might want to start with part III (The Visual Thinking 

MBA) in order to see pictures at work in solving a business problem. If you're a Yellow 

Pen person, excellent at identifying what is most important, you might most appreciate 
part IV, as it describes how to show a picture to someone else. 

The second takeaway from this exercise is even more powerful. 



Regardless of visual thinking confidence or pen-color preference, everybody already 

has good visual thinking skills, and everybody can easily improve those skills. 

Visual thinking is not a talent unique to select individuals, or limited only to people 

with years of dedicated study. Although your results on the pen-color assessment will 

help you find the best way to use this book, the most important thing to note is that 

regardless of how you scored, visual thinking is an ability in which we are all innately 

gifted. The proof is in the physiological, neurological, and biological systems we are born 

with and the sight-dependent intellectual, physical, and social abilities we learn from the 

beginning of our lives: namely, our amazing abilities to look, see, imagine, and show. 

How t-o lJse -rl.\ls Book 
The essence of this book can be distilled down to one central idea. 

Visual thinking is an extraordinarily powe1fo.1 way to solve problems, and though it 

may appear to be something new, the fact is that we already know how to do it. 

Although we are born with an amazing vision system, most of us rarely think about 
our visual abilities and even fewer have any idea how to improve them. It's as if we've 

been given a high-end desktop supercomputer as a gift, but we don't know where to find 

any new software. Even though sight is for most of us the most highly developed of all 

our senses, when it comes to visual thinking, we limit ourselves to what is available right 

out of the box. This is a shame, because by better understanding the vision tools that we 

already have (and then learning to use a few new ones) we can learn to solve problems 

with pictures in remarkable ways. 

Think of this book as a guide rope that leads from here, where we have good but perhaps 

underutilized visual thinking skills, to there, where we have excellent visual thinking abilities 

that we can reliably call on whenever we need to. This guide rope is made up of three threads 
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divided into strands, each a simple theme, each easy to explain, and easy to understand. These 

three threads are the process (look, see, imagine, show), our built-in biological tools (eyes, mind's 

eye, hands/eyes), and the ways we see (who/what, how much, where, when, how, why). 

'I S+--p oS ( proc.ess) 

3 Pwt's-=~ 
(biotD,>, ) 

1. A four-step process: There is a learnable, repeatable, and useful process to visual 
thinking. 

The backbone of this book is a very simple process. It is composed of just four 
steps, and the beauty of these steps is that we already know how to do all of them. In 
fact, we're so good at them that we don't consciously think about them at all. But by 
calling attention to these steps and drawing out the distinctions between them, we 
can instantly improve our understanding of how visual thinking works. In addition, 
by introducing tools and insights on this step-by-step basis, we can improve our abili
ties in a gradual and coordinated way. 

2. Three built-in tools to improve: In order to think visually, we rely on the interac
tion of our three "built-in" tools: our eyes, our mind's eye, and our hand-eye coor
dination. We can improve all three, and the better we get at one, the better we get 
at the others. 

While our eyes serve as the tools by which we look at the world around us and see 
visual patterns within it, it is in our mind's eye where we manipulate those patterns, 



take them apart and rebuild them, hold them upside down and shake them in order to 
see what falls out. Then once we've rolled these patterns around and have something 
to explore, record, and share, we rely on coordination between our hands and our 
eyes to get those ideas down on paper for fine-tuning and sharing. 

3. Six ways of seeing: There are six fundamental questions that guide how we see 
things and then how we show things-and these six are recognizable to anyone. 

Regardless of business circumstance, project assignment, or timetable, every problem 
eventually breaks down into the six fundamental questions we've already seen. We're 
all familiar with these questions. Known as the 6 W's, they were introduced to us way 
back in elementary school as the basis of good storytelling: who, what, when, where, 
how, why. What makes the six exceptionally powerful for visual thinking is that these 
questions align precisely with the ways we literally see the world around us. 

As we follow this guide rope through the book, these three themes are going to 
come up again and again. So, with pens in hand, we're ready to walk through the 
visual thinking process. But first, let's adjourn for a moment to the game room, where 
playing a hand of poker is going to help get things started. 
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O ne excellent way I've found to introduce people to visual thinking

especially to people who don't consider themselves visual-is to compare 

the process to playing a game of poker. In fact, I often begin visual think

ing workshops by having everyone playa couple hands of Texas hold 'em. The game 

is simple enough that even people who have never played cards before can pick up the 

basics in a few minutes, and the lessons that the game teaches-how to look at a hand of 

cards and see patterns emerge, how to imagine what cards are necessary to complete the 

patterns, how to build the most effective hand to show other players-are textbook visual 

thinking. 
Let me show you what I mean by walking quickly through a hand of hold 'em. Like 

any game of poker, the goal is to create the best combination of five cards, as shown in 

the following table. 



In Texas hold 'em, each player receives two 

cards facedown that only he or she gets to look at. 

The dealer will turn another five cards faceup on 

the table for all players to see. From these seven 
cards (two "secret" and five "shared"), each player 

will construct his or her best possible hand. 
Let's say, for example, that when you looked 

at your secret cards, you saw a jack and king of 

hearts. 

My co.rrls 
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Winning poker hands, most valuable to least valuable. 

Because there are a lot of high-scoring combinations that could come your way, that's 

a great starting hand. So you place a good bet and the game keeps going. Step by step, the 

dealer then turns faceup the five shared cards on the table, and you see your hand getting 

better and better. You continue betting along the way since you imagine that the chances 

for someone else to have a better hand are becoming fewer and fewer. 



As the dealer turns over the last shared card, you see that you've got a full house (a 

great hand in hold' em), so you bet big. When those players still in the game show their 

cards, your full house is the winning hand, and you take the money. 

Great. Now that you're feeling good about your poker skills, let's connect this game 

back to visual thinking. There are several reasons why the poker example works. 

1. There is a process, and rules to govern it. Like any activity requiring a series of 
steps, poker has to be played in a specific order. The game wouldn't work if we first 
showed our entire hand, then placed our bets, and then dealt the cards. Similarly, 
visual thinking is also a process guided by rules. 

2. We must make decisions with less-than-perfect information. In poker, we have 
to gamble at every step, guessing how things are going to play out long before we've 
seen all the cards. The same is true of visual thinking. We'll frequently have to make 
important decisions about which pictures to use before we have all the information. 

3. A complete visual language is made up of a small number of elements. In poker, 
all the data is contained entirely within the fifty-two cards that make up the deck and 
the shared symbols on them. With nothing more that nine numbers (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10), four faces (A, K, Q,]), four suits (hearts, diamonds, aces, spades), and two colors 
(red and black), there is still an infinite variety of ways to play the game. Likewise in 
visual thinking, a small set of visual cues will represent an infinite number of problem
solving options. 

And the most important of all: 

4. The process of playing poker is a great analogy to the process of visual thinking. 
First, we are handed a couple of cards and we look at them. Without looking at the 
cards, we have no ability to know what our chances of winning are, so without look
ing, there's no way for the game to begin. 

But just looking at the cards isn't enough to know what they tell us. Next we have 
to see what is on them. What color are they? What number or face do they contain? 
What suit are they? Do we have all the cards we should? Is anything missing? Iflooking 
is the semipassive process of collecting visual inputs, then seeing is the active process 



of selecting those visual inputs that matter most, and then recognizing the pattern
making components within them. 

Once we've seen what we have in our hands, we next have to imagine how the 
emerging patterns might fit together. We have to imagine how the cards we've been 
dealt might create patterns that will help us win. We also need to imagine what the 
other players might have, and then try to imagine whether we can beat them or not. 

The final step of the game is to show. At the end, everyone still playing has to lay 
their cards on the table and show what they've got. Unless someone at the table is 

an incredible bluffer with an inscrutable poker face and has fooled everyone else into 
folding early, nobody can win until everybody shows. The same is true of visual think
ing. We may have imagined fantastic ideas, but unless we have a way to show them to 
others, the value of our ideas will never be known. 

There we have it: look, see, imagine, show. The four steps of poker correspond 

exacdy to the four steps of visual thinking. And as playing the game illustrates, there is 

nothing magic or secret about these steps. We complete these same steps in this same 

order every time we think visually. 

This process shouldn' t come as a surprise. After all, we go through these steps thousands 

of times a day-like when we cross the street, for example. We look both ways and if we 
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see a car nearby, we stop. If we see a car at a distance, we imagine whether we can make it 

across before it arrives, and if so, we show our decision by confidently striding across the 

street, or waiting until the car has safely passed by. 

The four-step visual thinking process when crossing a street. 
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Or when we prepare a business report: First we look at the materials we have to com

municate; then we see what within them is most interesting, relevant, or useful; then 

we imagine the best way to convey our message; and then we show our report to our 

colleagues. 
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Or when we need to explain a 

chart in a business presentation: 

The four-step visual thinking process when creating a report. 

We look at what the chart contains 

(the key, the coordinates, the data 

sets, the sources), then we see what 

patterns emerge in the data (per

haps the x axis is rising faster than 

the y axis, or maybe the blue part 

of the pie chart is much larger than 

the red part), then we imagine what those patterns mean (costs are rising faster than prof

its; the Southwest region is outpacing the Northeast region), then we stand up and confi

dently show all these insights to our audience by walking them through exactly the same 

process we just completed ourselves. 
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The four-step visual thinking process when presenting a chart. 

Because we're so good at this whole process, we don't think about it much. But that's 

only because we've practiced it so much that the process has become second nature. But 

watch a class of preschoolers holding hands on their way to the zoo, and we'll see that 

crossing the street safely isn't an intuitive process. Without the teachers as guides, many 

of the kids would walk right out into the street, in effect completing the show part of the 
process without having gone through the look, see, and imagine steps ... with disastrous 

results. As we'll see later, that is exactly what most businesspeople do when creating a busi

ness graphic. And that's why it's worth spending a few more minutes learning the process. 
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Looking 

This is the semipassive process of taking in the visual information 

around us. Looking is about collecting inputs and making initial rough 

assessments of what's out there, so that we know how to respond. 

Looking involves scanning the environment in order to build an initial 

big-picture sense of things, while simultaneously asking the rapid-fire 

questions that help our minds make a first-pass assessment of what is in 

front of us. 

Looking = Collecting and screening 



Looking questions: 

• What is there? Is there a lot of it? What is not there? 

• How far am I able to look? What are the edges and limits of my vision in this situation? 

• What do I recognize right away, and what throws me off? 

• Are the things in front of me what I expected to see? Can I "get" them rapidly, or do I 
need to spend extra time figuring out what I'm looking at? 

Looking activities: 

• Scan across the whole landscape. Build a big picture; note that there are forests and 
trees .. . and leaves, as well. 

• Find the edges and determine which way is up. Establish the limits of our view and 
the fundamental coordinates of the data in front of us. 

• Make an initial pass at screening out the noise; separate the visual wheat from the chaff. 

Seeing 

This is the other side of the visual input coin, and it is where our eyes get 

more consciously active. While we were just looking, we were scanning 

the whole scene and collecting initial inputs. Now that we' re seeing, we are 

selecting which inputs are worth more detailed inspection. This is based on 

recognizing patterns-sometimes consciously, oftentimes not. 

I SeeIng = Selecting and clumping \ 

Seeing questions: 

• Do I know what I'm seeing? Have I seen this before? 

• Are any patterns emerging? Does anything in particular stand out? 



• What can I take away from what I see- what patterns, what priorities, what interac
tions- to help me make enough sense of this environment in order to make decisions 
about it? 

• Do I have enough visual inputs collected to make sense of what I see, or do I need to 
go back and keep looking? 

Seeing activities: 

• Filter for relevance: Actively select those visual inputs worth another look and dismiss 
others. (Then later go back and check again.) 

• Categorize and make distinctions: Separate the wheat into different categories by type. 

• Notice patterns and clump creatively; identify visual commonalities among inputs, 
and larger commonalities among categories. 

Imagining 

Imagining is what happens after the visuals have been collected and 

selected, and the rime comes to start manipulating them. Imagining can 

best be thought of in one of two ways: It is either the act of seeing with 

our eyes closed or the act of seeing something that isn't there. 

I 1III4gilting = Sedng wlult isn't there \ 

Imagining questions: 

• Where have I seen this before? Can I make any analogies to things I've seen in the past? 

• Are there better ways to configure the patterns I see? Can I rearrange them to make 
more sense? 

• Can I manipulate the patterns so that something invisible becomes visible? 



• Is there a hidden framework connecting everything I saw? Can I use that framework 
as a place to put other things that I've seen? 

Imagining activities: 

• Close your eyes to see more: With all visual inputs fresh in the mind, look with your 
eyes closed and see if new connections emerge. 

• Find analogies: Ask, "Where have I seen this before?" and then imagine how analo
gous solutions might work in this new situation. 

• Manipulate the patterns: Tum pictures upside down, flop them left to right, switch 
coordinates to tum them inside out. See if something new becomes visible. 

• Alter the obvious: Push visual ideas by finding multiple ways to show the same thing. 

Showing 

Once we've found patterns, made sense of them, and figured out a way to 

manipulate them to discover something new, we've got to show it all to 

others. We need to summarize all that we've seen, find the best framework 

for visually representing our ideas, nail things down on paper, point out 
what we imagined, and then answer our audience's questions. 

I Slwwing = Making it all clear \ 

Showing questions: 

• Of all I've imagined, what are the three most important pictures that emerged-both 
for me and for my audience? 

• What is the best way to visually convey my idea? Which visual framework will be 
most appropriate for sharing what I've seen? 

• When I go back to what I originally looked at, does what I'm now shOwing still make 
sense? 



o Say, "This is what I saw." Then ask your audience, ''Does it make sense to you? Do 
you see the same things, or do you see something different?" 

Showing activities: 

o Clarify your best ideas: Prioritize all visual ideas so that the most relevant come to 
the top. 

o Nail things down: Pick the appropriate visual framework and get your ideas down on 
paper or up on the board. 

o Cover all the W's: Make sure that who/what, how much, where, and when are always 
visible; let how and why emerge as the visual punch line. 

For the rest of this book, these are the four steps that we're going to take every time we 

solve a problem with a picture. In fact, the rest of this book is built around these steps. But 

there's one more nuance to be aware of that will help us as we apply the process. Looking 

back to poker, we can see one place in particular where the game diverges from visual 

thinking: namely, forgiveness. In poker, rules are rules, and once you've laid your money 

down, you can never go back. But when 

solving problems with pictures, going back 

and making changes is one of the most 

valuable parts of the whole approach. 

Here's a useful process secret. Although 

the four steps will always naturally flow 

in order, we don't have to march through 

them in a straight 1-2-3-4 line. In fact, the 

whole process plays out more like a series 

of loops, something like the drawing at 
the right. 

Notice how looking and seeing go 

\ , 
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The visual thinking process, as it really happens. 



around and around, feeding off each other? These two steps that bring in visual information 

are so closely linked that one simply can't happen without the other. But that doesn't mean 

we can't take advantage of their differences as we improve our visual thinking skills--on the 

contrary, in the next two chapters we're going to see how this loop actually helps us. 

In a very different way, imagining-taking everything that we've collected and selected 

and then seeing it all with our eyes closed-is the bridge that leads us from having visual 

information come in to helping us get our visuals out. We're going to talk a lot about this 

almost magical step, and provide a new tool to help make imagining a more reliable and 

less mysterious activity. 

Last comment on the process: Did you see that big dotted-line arrow connecting show 

back to look/see? The point is this: If we've done our job right, the moment we start to 



show our work to other people, they will start their own visual thinking process, look

ing at our pictures, seeing what is interesting to them, and imagining how they could 

manipulate and alter what we're showing. So the visual thinking loop continues again 
and again. 

, 
..... ... -
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lem solving with pictures is that most people are unsure of their ability to 

draw. Red Pen and Yellow Pen people in particular may believe that since 
they can't draw, they can't rely on visual thinking as a way to approach complex chal
lenges. It's unfortunate, because this belief stops many of the most potentially insightful 

visual thinkers from ever getting started. 
Let's tum this thinking around. Instead of believing that we first need to be able to 

draw (show), let's imagine for the moment that being able to draw well is largely an out

come of being able to see well, and being able to see well comes directly from being able 
to look well. In other words: 
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Understanding visual thinking as a complete process means that the starting point 

isn't learning to draw better, it's learning to look better. That's why the process is 

valuable: It puts looking-something we're all innately good at-back at the front 

of the line. 

Viewed from this perspective, the best way to start thinking visually is to become bet

ter acquainted with how our internal vision system looks at the world. 

How We Loo~ 
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Every second that our eyes are open, millions of visual signals enter as photons of light, 
are converted into electrical impulses by our retinas, and then get passed along our optic 

nerves into various regions of our brains where the signals are parsed, filtered, compared, 

categorized, and recombined-so that they emerge as the complete pictures that we see 

inside our heads. 

This entire process takes place hundreds of times every second, completely uncon

sciously, and neuroscientists and vision specialists are only now beginning to compre
hend how it all works. The more they learn, the more fantastic and almost magical the 

mechanisms of vision appear. Yet as amazing as our automatic looking system is, it is 

only part of the looking involved in visual thinking. When we talk about visual thinking, 
we're talking about hijacking this automatic system in order to consciously take advan

tage of its strengths. When we talk about visual thinking, we're first talking about active 

looking. 
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Although the basic neurological pathways of vision* remain the same whether we're 

looking at the stars in a night sky, a child's face, or a spreadsheet of numbers, what our 

eyes look at and how we make 

sense of it depends on the 

visual problem that we're try

ing to solve at any given time. 

Imagine that we're going 

to meet some friends for bowl

ing. What's the first thing that 
we look at when we walk into 
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the bowling alley? The place- How we look depends on the problem we need to solve. 

ment of the number-six pin 

in the twelfth lane? The num-

bers printed on the back of the bowling 

shoes behind the desk? No, the first prob

lem that we face is simply understand

ing where we are, so our eyes scan the 

width of the whole bowling alley, estab

lishing the limits of the space and in a 

split-second creating a three-dimensional 

mental model of which way is up, where 

the walls are, and where we are located. 

Before we've even had a chance to think 

about it, our automatic looking process 

When we first enter an environment, our eyes make a quick 

three-dimensional model to establish the space's orientation 

and our position within it. 

* If you're interested in the scientific rationale for much of what I'm about to say, see Appendix A: The 
Science of Visual Thinking. 



has already established that the bowling alley is this wide, that deep, so tall, and

thankfully-not upside down. In other words, our visual autopilot has established our 
orientation and position. 

With this 3-D bowling alley model in our heads, our looking system gets to work on 

the job at hand, namely finding our friends. Our eyes automatically scan for telltale signs: 

a familiar face, a distinctive profile, a telling movement, etc. Bingo! There they are: three 

lanes over, just past the soda machine. Through unconscious identification and recogni

tion-matching what we're looking at with what we've expected to see-we've found our 

friends. 

When we've got a rough idea of where we are, we 

start looking for people or things that we recognize 

(that match our expectations of who or what should 

be there). 

Only later-once we've got our bowling shoes on, have our ball in hand, and are 

standing at the top of the lane-are our eyes really interested in looking in the precise 
direction of the pins down at the far end. 



Only when we're finally ready to 

roll the ball do we really look in the 

precise direction of the pins. 

It's worth emphasizing these orientation, position, identification, and direction steps 

because they are just four of the key tasks that our looking system automatically takes 

care of for us. These four are particularly important because if they are not completed 

instantly-if we have to spend a lot of time and effort figuring out which way is up-we 

will never have the chance to move on with rolling our strike. 
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Four of the automatic looking tasks-things our vision system takes care 

of without any conscious thought from us-include orientation, position, 

identification, and direction. 
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Let's start with this basic business chart. 

What's important here is that 

these same four looking tasks define 
whether we immediately "get" a 

business picture or not. To illustrate 

what I mean, let's start with a basic 

visual thinking task, like reviewing a 

simple chart. 

With just a couple seconds' 

review, it should be obvious that 

this chart compares the price of tea 

across a set of countries. But what 

makes that obvious? What is it about 

this chart that allows us to under

stand quickly what it shows? Using 

what we've learned about looking, 

let's find out. 

First off, the chart follows a set of 

generally accepted standards on how we present data with a picture: It is based on a hori
zontal and vertical two-axis coordinate system. 

Just like the ceiling, walls, and floor that our eyes noted the instant that we entered the 

bowling alley, this chart gives us the visual cues to immediately understand which way is 

up. In this chart, these cues come in the form ofthe two-axis coordinate system indicated 

by the main vertical and horizontal lines. Of course, up isn't really "up" at all (here, it's 

how much), and right isn't really "right" (it's where), but our eyes still recognize the simple 

coordinate system. 
Are there any other ways this chart is "obvious"? Yes. The labels allow us to find our 

position relative to the coordinates and to the other countries. Ifwe're in the United States, 

for example, we can find ourselves near the center of the chart. 
Finally, the relative positions of the countries and prices and the various heights of the 

price measurement bars all work to give us a sense of direction, in this case, where coun-



tries' teas prices are relative to one another. 

For example, we see that tea is much more 

expensive in the United States than in China, 

but slightly less than in France. 

The point here is to illustrate that even 

though this chart and the bowling alley 

have nothing in common, our eyes still look 

at them the same way. We have exactly the 

same number of incoming visual signals, 

the same kind of electrical impulses to ana

lyze and collate, and the same pathways 

along which to pass those impulses. From 

our eyes' perspective, we've even got the 

same set of problems to solve-orientation, 

position, identification, and direction. 

The chart allows us to quickly establish orientation by 

providing us with a horizontal and vertical coordinate 

system. 

By providing labels. the chart allows us to determine our 

own position relative to the coordinates and to the other 

listed countries. 
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The relative heights of the vertical bars tell us the direction

up, down, the same, etc.-of one price to another. 
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When we enter any "data landscape" (a spreadsheet, table, chart, 

diagram, etc.), our eyes go through the same looking process as 

when we entered the bowling alley. 



How to Look BetteV': FOL\V' RL\les to Live By 

To develop good looking skills-and build a good foundation for visual thinking-there 

are four basic rules to apply every time we look at something new: 

1. Collect everything we can to look at-the more the better (at least at first). 

2. Have a place where we can layout everything and really look at it all, side by side. 

3. Always define a basic coordinate system to give us clear orientation and position. 

4. Find ways to cut ruthlessly from everything our eyes bring in-we need to practice 
visual triage. 

THE FOUR CARDINAL RULES FOR BETTER LOOKING 
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Looking Rule 1: Collect everything possible up front. 

Looking is collecting, just like any other kind of collecting. Once we've started, we're 

immediately faced with one of two problems-either having too much to collect or not 

enough. The first situation we've already seen in chapter 2: When Daphne needed to 

make a decision about her publishing company's brand, she collected all kinds of data 

about the industry, so much, in fact, that she couldn't quickly make sense of the results. 

These days, Daphne's problem is shared by everyone, everywhere, in every busi

ness context: Information overload is today's standard operating condition, and we're just 

going to have to learn to deal with it. Given that reality, active looking serves as a useful 

approach for figuring out what's important and making sense of it. After all, our eyes have 

too much information coming in all the time, and yet we can still see very well. There's a 

lesson there. 

-roo t--\l.\Ch +-0 \..oo~ A+-
When Daphne e-mailed all her survey materials to our team, it was as if we were sud

denly teleported into the middle of the bowling alley, bypassing the front door and find

ing ourselves plopped down in the middle of a lane, with data sailing past us right and left. 

Without knowing where we'd come in-or even what we were supposed to be looking 
for-we didn't know where to look first. 



But our vision system is flexible and resilient, and it really 

wants to figure things out. So we put our active looking pro

cess to work. First order of business? Figure out which way is 
up. We needed to find a coordinate system to get us pointed 

upright, so we defined a model that mapped who/what (com

petitors) versus how much (revenue). 
Next up: position. We looked for measures that showed 

where Daphne's company sat in the space defined by our co

ordinate system. Next: identification. We looked through the 

data to locate where other companies were located within the 

same space. Eventually, the picture that became Daphne's 

chart emerged. Information overload is here to stay, but active 

looking gives us a way to get through the worst of it. 

Not E\\OV.Bl-\ to Look At 

Choosing a who/what versus a how 

much coordinate system gave us a 

context in which to look at other 

detailed data, such as where and when. 

A year after completing Daphne's publishing brand strategy picture, I was contacted by 

Ken, the communications director at a well-known scientific research center, with what 

appeared to be a problem similar to Daphne's, namely how to position his institution's 

"name brand" for maximum financial impact. The scientific institution that Ken worked 

for also needed to raise awareness among potential investors-not because it was going to 

list on the stock exchange, but because changes in the federal funding landscape prompted 

it to look into possible alternative sources of scientific funding outside of the federal 

government. 

But it quickly became clear that Ken's challenge was actually the precise opposite of 

Daphne's: She had too much to look at; he did not have enough. It came down to the 

ways the two organizations looked at themselves. Daphne's company saw itself as a 

money-making business, and any opportunity to make more money was at least worth a 

look. Ken's institution saw itself as a guardian of scientific truth, and was uncomfortable 



with potential conflicts of interest from business sources of funding-so uncomfort

able that our entire study had to take place under the cover of darkness. If word got 

out internally that we were even looking at funding options, scientific mutiny was feared. 

We were again thrown into the bowling alley, but this time with most of the lights 

switched off. We had the institution's insights and reports on federal funding, but that lit 

up only so much. If the institution was going to look outside for money, it was going to 

need to look outside for ideas. As with Daphne's challenge, we had to define our coordi

nates first. Again, we started with the 6 W's as a way to frame the problem: 

• Who: Who were roughly similar organizations-science based, academic and research 
oriented, focused on the natural world-and in need oflarge sums of nongovernmental 
money? 

• How much: How much money did these organizations need, and how much did 
they get? 

• Where: Where does their money come from? Where are they located in the overall 
landscape of scientific and natural sciences funding? 

• When: How often do they get their money? Weekly? Annually? All the time? 

With these framing criteria in place, we went out and looked for the right whoso We 

found numerous organizations worth including-museums, environmental organiza

tions ... everything from Conservation International to the Sierra Club to the Monterey 

Bay Aquarium-they all fit in the frame: science, natural world, needs money. So we took 

names, and between the laws of public disclosure and the miracle of the Internet, we 

were quickly able to find much of what we were looking for: size of organization, finan

cial status, source of funds, etc. 

With nothing to start with other than a simple problem statement-"What are non

governmental ways we can get funding?" -we used active looking to collect the pieces 

necessary to build a visual model of the natural sciences funding landscape. It looked 

roughly like this. 
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Visual model of the natural sciences funding 

landscape. 

With that framework in place, it was now a matter of plotting in the numbers we'd 

collected, and we were on our way toward looking at the viability of all kinds of funding 

options. Once again, active looking provided the guidance we needed, even in darkness. 

Looking Rule 2: Lay it all out where you can look at it. 

Having collected everything, we now have to lay it all out where we can really look at 

it. This is such an obvious rule that it often gets ignored, and yet it is the single best way to 

effectively look at a broad range of inputs-take everything we've collected and lay it out 

side by side, where our eyes can scan it all in a few passes. 
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Let's call this the garage-sale principle: Regardless of how well organized all the stuff in 

our garage may be, laying everything out on tables in the light of day yields a completely 

new perspective on it all. The same is true of data: When it is packed away in individual 

files and records, it's impossible to look at the big picture-but getting everything out in 

the open makes otherwise invisible connections visible. 

The garage-sale principle: Everything looks different when we can 

see it all at once. 

A couple years ago, I was work-

ing with a computer manufacturer 

in Silicon Valley. In order to keep 

up with global changes in software 

sales, the CEO of this company 

made the gutsy decision to turn 

his sales process upside down. 

No longer would customers buy 

a shrink-wrapped package of soft
ware CDs and then receive com

plimentary upgrades and technical 

support. In the new world that the 

CEO envisioned, the software itself would be given away for free, and customers would 

pay for the upgrades and support-kind of like going from a "buy a book a month" club 

to joining an expensive private library: The same books are available; we just pay for 

them differently. 

This was a huge change. It meant that everything had to be revised, from the way soft

ware was written to the support process. In order to avoid company-wide panic among 

the tens of thousands of employees, the decision was made that the first word should go 

out through a series oflow-key, "impromptu" meetings-hundreds of them. 

What a disaster. From the moment that the designated speaker first mentioned the 



change, he was overwhelmed. Salespeople demanded, "What about commissions?" Engineers 

demanded, "How will we release the binaries?" Everybody demanded, "Are we insane?!" 

All the speaker could say was, "Let me finish. I promise we'll get to that! For now I just 

want us to look at the big picture!" 

The problem was that there was no picture at all. It was as ifhe had said that every

thing in the garage was going to be rearranged, but nobody could look in the garage-all 

they could look at was their own little stack of boxes. It's too bad, because the message to 

deliver was simple and almost entirely visual-here's what we do now, here's what it will look 

like in the future, here are the parts that will be the most difficult to change-and could easily 

have been introduced with no more than two or three pictures. 

But no pictures were ever made. These meetings went on for weeks, with the same 

result every time: shock followed by confusion followed by anxiety. In the end, momen

tum finally built up enough to where people either got on board or left the company. 

Today the company is well along the path to implementing the change, fine-tuning the 

new process, and waiting to see how the market reacts. But when I think about the time 

and money that was wasted in those meetings and the angst they generated, all I can 

think is how much could have been saved by simply laying out the big issues side by side 

on the table and letting everybody just take a look. 
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From a practical perspective, laying everything out where we can look at it means we 

need plenty of space, so it's important to be prepared to spread things out and let the 

room get messy. Cover every table, chair, wall, and flat space: It's amazing the connec

tions that our eyes will find when given free reign to look everywhere. 

When I was still working for the company that sent me to London, my team had to 

present a design to a client. The day before the presentation, I asked everyone to print 

out a copy of everything they had created, from notebook sketches to typeface tests to 

final designs, and pile them all in a stack in the conference room. When I came in early 

the next morning to set up the room, the table overflowed. When Susi, the receptionist, 



arrived thirty minutes later, the conference room looked like a war zone, with papers 

spread from end to end. 

Susi freaked. Our boss Roger was notorious for neatness-especially in the conference 

room. Here I was, ankle deep in paper and, even worse, taping things to the walls. When 

she saw that, Susi really went buggy. The only thing I could do was ask for her help. 

It was a great day. When our clients arrived, a surprising thing happened. We couldn't 

start the meeting. As people moved into the room, they immediately gravitated toward 

the walls; fingers pointed, arms waved, deSigners and clients who had never spoken before 

spontaneously conversed-and great ideas emerged as people really looked at everything 

for the first time. 

At some point during the presentation, I noticed that Roger was in the room. He 

smiled, and after the meeting he insisted that the work remain on the walls for several 

days, to let other people coming and going in the office take a look. In the end, the final 

design emerged not from a formal review, but from the perceptive comments of an 

accountant who couldn't stop looking at two of the drawings. 

But big open spaces aren't always needed to lay everything out. Many times the data 

we need to look at is just that: numbers, plain and simple. That's where spreadsheets 

come in. Although some Black Pen people may be convinced that numbers buried in 

rows and columns can never be "visual," spreadsheets are excellent tools for spreading out 

lots of data on a single sheet, where it can all be looked at and compared in one go. 

Looking Rule 3: Establish. th.e 
underlying information coordinates. 



Remember that instant 3-D model of the bowling alley 

that we created in our minds the moment we walked 

in? We were able to build it so quickly because our eyes 
could immediately discern the room's underlying coor

dinate system: which way was up, left, right, front, back. 

Since we live in a three-dimensional world, our eyes are 

really good at recognizing these coordinates, otherwise 

known as length, height, and depth. As an example, imag

ine holding a small box. 

To represent the three-dimensional space that the box 

occupies, we can draw a three-dimensional grid around 

it, where the coordinates are called x (length), y (height), 

andz (depth). 
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When we represent the box in a coordinate 

system, we label the axes x, y, and z. 

A box has three dimensions: length, 

height, and depth. 



Now imagine that the box is a room that we're inside. Even though it looks a little 

different because we're inside it, the underlying coordinates are the same, and we're still 

looking at length, height, and depth. 

Any room that we're inside can be drawn 

on these same x, y, z coordinates. 

Red Pen people might find this idea confusing, but no worries, our vision system does 

not. After all, this is exactly what our system is doing a hundred times per second-looking 

for visual cues to help determine the x, y, and z of the world around us. 

But what happens when we're looking at things that don't exist in three dimensions, 

things such as the price of tea in China, Daphne's industry data, or Ken's fundinginforma

tion? How can coordinates help us find the underlying shape of an idea? 
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How can we find coordinates that frame raw data, 

information, and ideas? 

The trick is to find a coordinate system that doesn't rely on length, height, or depth, 

and guess what? We've already got one, six, in fact. 
We've encountered this new coordinate system several times already in this book: the 

6 W's. Perhaps we've never thought of who / what, how much, when, where, how, and why 

WHO/WHAT, HOW MUCH, WHERE, WHEN, HOW, WHY 

, , 
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The 6 W's aren't just a set of questions we ask to define a problem. They're also the source of 

every pictorial coordinate system we're going to use from now on. 



as a coordinate system, but that's exactly the way we're going to use them for the rest of 

this book. 

Here's how it works: Think back to the picture we drew for Daphne. It was a chart 

that compared who to how much to where. Think back to Ken's picture: It was a chart that 

compared what to how much, then plotted in who. 

Daphne's picture: who versus 

how much versus where. 

Ken's picture: what versus how much. 

A stock price chart compares how much to when. A table of the winning times in a race 

compares who to when. Even a world map is really just a where (N-S) superimposed on 

another where (W-E), with some what (continents) placed on top. 



The 6 W's are used as coordinates for almost every 

descriptive picture we're likely to face. 
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Think about any movie or television show you've watched that includes scenes of an 

emergency room: M*A *S*H, ER, Pearl Harbor, Band of Brothers. Now think about the scene 

where the big crash/ accident/battle has just taken place, and the wounded are piling up 
faster than the doctors can help them. What happens every time? A senior nurse runs out 

into the chaos and starts making instant, intuition-and-experience-based decisions about 



who has enough chance of survival to be admitted, and who must be left out in the cold. 

This is called "triage," and our eyes do it all the time. 

Here's why: There is always far more visual information out there than we can process, 

so our vision system needs to be picky about what it lets past the front door. Although 

most of this process remains a mystery, our brain's higher processing centers benefit from 

the end result. It is as if our eyes have some kind of experiential intuition-just like the 

triage nurse who has seen it all-that helps them make instant judgment calls about what 

is important to look at and what is not. 

This "intuition" is actually the result of many "low-level" cognitive processes. These 

are the activities that take place when we first receive sensory inputs and react to them 

without putting demands on our brain's more complex capabilities. When we look up to 

watch a plane fly by and instead squeeze our eyes closed to avoid the sun, we're experi

encing a "low-level" mental process-in this case a simple instinctive reaction. Because 

we act before we even think about it, such actions are called "precognitive responses" and 

the sensory inputs that cause them-in this case the bright intensity of the sun-are called 
"precognitive attributes." 

As visual signals enter our eyes, our visual processing centers take a quick glance at 

everything, make a rapid decision about what's really worth looking at, then pass that 

signal on down the line, rejecting everything else. This visual triage works because visual 

precognitive attributes are everywhere, and our eyes know exactly how to recognize 

them, without even thinking about it. 

Neuroscientists and psychologists have discovered evolutionary reasons why we're so 

well adapted to rapidly recognizing and processing many precognitive attributes. We're 

good at distinguishing vertical from horizontal lines because they help us keep upright in 

a vertical and horizontal world; we're good at interpreting shading and shadows because 



they indicate where the sun is, telling us which way is up; we're good at picking up subtle 

differences in visual textures because they help us find the edges of objects, etc. 
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Precognitive visuals are those that we process long before we even know 

that we are processing them. 

Knowing about these precognitive cues is useful because it helps us identify which 

kinds of pictures (or pieces of pictures) we're going to understand without any conscious 

mental effort. If the goal of our visual triage nurse is to let in only those visual signals that 

provide the greatest meaning but have the lowest impact, she is going to look kindly at 

these kinds of visual signals and let them come right in. 

The point here is that the more precognitive cues there are in a picture, the more 

likely we are to move the picture to the front of the line and process it quickly, saving our 
"high-level" mental capacity for deeper analytic processing: the kind that we'll see in the 

next chapter. 



Proximity: Our eyes assume that things closer to each other are related. 

•• •• • ••• 

Color: Our eyes immediately notice differences in color and assume groupings based on like 
coloring. 

c.I.r-

Size: Our eyes perceive differences in size with essentially zero effort, again allowing the 
assumption that the odd one is the one worth noting . 

• • •• • • • • 
Orientation: Our eyes instantly distinguish between vertical and horizontal orientation (but 
have a much harder time with angles other than 90 degrees). 

-----1--

Direction: "Fate" is another word for perceived movement, something that we also pick up 
on without any conscious thought (and which will become key in the next chapter). 

Our eyes notice differences in shapes somewhat less well . . . .. . ...... 
Shading: But our eyes immediately detect differences in shading as a way of distinguishing 
between up and down or in and out. 

O~gOOO 

Common precognitive visual attributes: visual cues that help us rapidly determine what is worth 

looking at and what is not. 



\ \ _ r \ bile looking" about collecting ",e row virual ;monnarion that " m front 'N of us, seeing is about selecting what's important. Here's the difference: 

Imagine that you're driving along and suddenly your car's engine gives 
a heave and starts hammering. You pull over and tum off the key. The engine dies with 
a shudder and a puff of blue smoke. You climb out, pop the hood, and lean in. Your eyes 

begin roving over the engine compartment from front to back, and side to side, taking it 

all in: hoses, headers, manifolds, cables, wires, filters, dipsticks, fan belts. There's a lot of 
stuffin there, some of which you may recognize, some a total mystery. You know some
thing is wrong, but you don't know what. So your eyes just roam. That's looking. 

Then your eyes catch on something over to the left, where a group of thick wires 
emerge from a black plastic cap, like spaghetti from a pasta maker. All the wires flow out 

and attach to the side of the engine ... except one. That particular wire isn't going any

where-unlike the others, it's just hanging there. Your eyes pick up on this broken pat
tern, and although you might not know anything about engines, you do know that it just 
doesn't seem right. Then you notice a place on the engine where it appears that it should 

attach, just like the others. Hmmm ... perhaps attaching the noodle there would fix the 
problem? That's seeing. 
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Looking at a problem is how we start, but just 

looking doesn't present any solutions. In order 

to know what to fix, we need to be able to see 

what's broken. 

The differences between these two go beyond 

semantics. Our eyes do very different things when 
we look and when we see, and both are necessary 
for visual problem solving. Depending on our level 
of familiarity with auto mechanics, we may have 

known exactly what we were looking at when we 
popped the hood, or have been completely lost. 

But even if we were lost, there was still a very good 
chance that our eyes might pick up on something 
wildly out of place. That kind of contextual pattern 
recognition is what seeing is about, and our eyes do 
it extraordinarily well. 

" ' 
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Seeing is the flip side of looking: Looking is the open process of collecting visual infor

mation, seeing is the narrowing process of putting the visual pieces together in order to 

make sense of them. Looking is collecting; seeing is selecting and identi.JYing patterns. 

And really good seeing is even more than just pattern recognition; good seeing is prob
lem recognition. 



One of the reasons that pictures are such a great way to solve problems is that many 

problems are hard to see dearly, and a picture can help us see aspects of the problem that 

might otherwise be invisible. Visual thinking helps by giving us a way to see problems not 

as an endless variety of things that go wrong, but as a small set of interconnected visual 

challenges, each one of which can be pictured more dearly on its own. 

Over the following several pages, we're going to complete a visualization drill that will 

show us something new about how we see. In this exercise we're going to conjure up a 

series of simple mental images, mentally animate them, and then watch them come to 

life-all in our mind's eye. In order for this to work, it will be helpful for you to sit in a 
quiet place where it's possible to read a few lines and then look away from this book for a 

moment while you mentally conjure up what you've just read. 

I call this the bird-dog drill, and when it is complete, you will see that we don't see in 

just one way at all. Depending on the problem in front of us, we can see in several differ

ent ways: up to six different ways, in fact ... which just happen to map exactly back to 

those same 6 W's. 

So find a quiet spot for the next ten minutes, and let's do the bird-dog drill. 

THE BIRD-DOG DRILL 

1. Picture someone you know who makes you feel good. 

We're going to start with something easy to visualize, namely a person, someone 
familiar to you. In your mind's eye, I want you to picture someone who you know 
personally, someone who just the thought of makes you feel good. If you're a parent, 
it might be your child; if you're married, perhaps your spouse; if you're unmarried, 
your boy- or girlfriend; if you don't have a boy- or girlfriend, perhaps your best friend. 



It doesn't matter who it is, but it does matter that thinking about them makes you feel 
happy. 

Once you've come up with who the person is, I'd like you to picture them in your 
mind's eye, even in just a general way. Don't worry about seeing every detail of their 
face, don't worry too much about what they're wearing-just say their name to your
self and see what image comes to you. 

2. Picture your favorite dog. 

While keeping that image filed away at the top of your mind for quick retrieval, I 
want you to think about your favorite dog. Be specific: Think about the first dog you 
ever had, or the one you have now. If you've never had a dog, that's OK, just think 
of Lassie. In any case, see again if you can create a general image in your mind that 
shows "dog." 

3. Picture someone pushing a baby carriage. 

A few more characters to go: Next, I want you to picture a couple pushing a baby car
riage. In this case, we don't need any details of the people or the baby carriage, just a 
rough image of what two people pushing a baby carriage look like. Now, file that one 
away for a moment while we create our last character. 

4. Picture a bird. 

Last character: I want you to think of a bird. A seagull, an eagle, a crow, a robin, a 
pelican ... just name a bird and think for a moment about what it looks like. Got it? 
Good. 

OK, we've got our cast of characters. 

• Someone who makes you feel good 

• Your favorite dog 

• A couple pushing a baby carriage 

• A bird 



5. Picture an outdoor place where there is a bench you can sit on. Sit on it. 

It's time to make a little scene. Picture a place in your favorite park, someplace where 
there is a bench you can sit on where you can relax and just watch the people pass
ing by. I often think of the Marina Green in San Francisco: a sandy path along the 
grassy edge of the Bay, water behind framed by the Golden Gate Bridge, a paradise
on-earth kind of place. Find your own place and, in your mind's eye, put yourself on 
that bench. 

6. See your full scene. 

Now we're going to populate this scene with your cast of characters. First off, just a 
little way in front of you is your friend, walking the dog on a leash. Coming from the 
other direction toward your friend and your dog is the baby carriage couple. Some
where a little ways away, beyond the baby carriage, the bird is sitting on the grass. 

Let the scene play along for a moment. Perhaps your friend pets the dog, perhaps the 

dog sniffs in the dirt, perhaps the couple with the baby carriage slowly moves along this 

way, perhaps the bird is pecking at the ground-lots oflittle things are taking place as the 

scene comes alive. 

Then ... uh-oh, what's this? The dog spots the bird. The dog stops, looks, sniffs the 

air. Now what? Does the dog move toward the bird? Does your friend see the bird? Does 

the carriage keep rolling? Does the dog dart forward? Does the leash pull tight? Watch for 

a moment and see what plays out. Let it go for a few seconds .... 

Stop the scene right here. Game over: Freeze things in your mind as much as you can 

and try to lock down what's what and where's where. We're going to talk about what you 

just saw, but before we do, one question: Is the bird still on the ground, or did it flyaway? 

-rhe 'Sl)< w"'-ys we 'See 

As you think about answering the question, let's take a look at what just happened. By 

creating this scene based on a few simple images, we built a scale model of how we see. 
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Granted, it was completely artificial and consciously forced, but the basic mental method

ology and mechanisms of seeing all took place. 

As we went through that drill, whether our eyes were closed or open, whether it was 

easy to complete or a real struggle, we did see a lot. A bunch of events took place through

out our vision system, many simultaneously, some just split seconds apart, some over the 

entire duration of the exercise. Broadly speaking, what follows are the six ways we see. 

One of the first things that happened as we created this scene was that we saw several 

objects: There was our friend, there was a dog, there was a bird, there was a bench. 

They are all objects we know, that have names, and that are visually distinct. I doubt 

that anyone had a hard time visually distinguishing the dog from the baby carriage, for 

example. 

There could also have been a whole lot of other objects that our minds also placed 

in the scene, whether we intentionally conjured them up or not-perhaps some trees, 

water, grass, clouds, other people and dogs-most anything that we'd expect to see in 

such a scene is possible. 

The way that we created and recognized these objects was by seeing their measurable 

aspects and their qualitative attributes. Whether we were aware of it or not, we knew our 

friend through recalling countless measurements of facial feature size, proportion, and 

placement: Our mind's eye created a visual shorthand version of our friend's face based 



on countless such measurements stored away in our brain's neocortex. * The dog showed 

similar visual specifics depending on the breed we chose: size, color, hair length, etc., all of 

which we saw to a greater or lesser degree in our mind's eye. The baby carriage was round 

or square in shape, pink. or orange or blue in color; the bird was white, black, blue, long 

neck, short neck-the list is endless. The point is that we recognized who and what we were 

seeing because we saw them as discrete objects exhibiting known measures and attributes. 

While part of our mind was occupied with visually identifying objects, another part was 

seeing numbers. We saw one dog, one bird, and at least three people. The baby carriage 

had four wheels (or maybe three, if it was one of those sporty tricycle jobs seen in places 

like the San Francisco marina). The bird had two wings, the dog had four legs, and who 

knows how many trees there might have been. If we saw ourselves in a park, probably 
too many to even attempt counting. 

Recognizing these how manys and how muchs was also near instantaneous, and again, 

we didn't confuse the number of objects with the objects themselves. We didn't mix up 

"four" and "legs on the dog," for example. The point here is that our minds didn't have 

any trouble simultaneously seeing things as well as quantities of those things, and we 

didn't have to get hung up on the individual qualitative details of the objects in order 

* If you're interested in the neurobiology and science behind the six ways we see, be sure to read 
Appendix A: The Science of Visual Thinking. 



to see how many of each there were. So far then, we've got two distinct ways of seeing: 
objects (who/what) and quantities (how many, how much). 

Meanwhile, a third part of our vision system was simultaneously occupied with noticing 

where all these objects and quantities were located, both in relation to us and in relation to one 

another. We saw that our friend was maybe twenty feet ahead of us and toward the right, for 

example, and that the dog was at our friend's foot level, but just beyond. We saw that the baby 

carriage was way over there to the left, and the bird was another twenty or thirty feet past that. 

We also saw that all these objects were solidly attached to the earth, and that even 

though they were all grounded on the same horizontal plane, we had no trouble noticing 
what was in front of what, what was next to what, and we could even estimate the dis

tances between everything. 

Instantly recognizing these objects' positions in space was entirely distinct from simulta

neously recognizing the objects. The nearest person to us may have been our friend, but her 

proximity had no bearing on her being our friend: She would have been the same friend even 

if she'd been the character farthest away. Likewise, the fact that there was a good distance 

between the dog and the bird didn't alter the fact that one was a bird and the other was not. 

Our minds were completely capable of seeing the who simultaneously and yet indepen

dently of the where, and it turns out that that's not just academically interesting; it's actu

ally the way we're neurologically wired. Studies in neurobiology over the past few years 

have revealed that two vastly different pathways in our brain's vision system account for 

identifYing objects' positions and for identifYing the objects themselves. 



The first pathway has been given the wonderfully descriptive (and thankfully unscien

tific) name "the where pathway," and it identifies the parts of our brain that help us visu

ally determine our own spatial orientation and the position of objects around us. Much of 

this visual processing takes place in an evolutionarily ancient part of our brain known as 

the reptilian brain, or brain stem, and much of the processing-if we recall the precogni

tive attributes we discussed in the previous chapter-takes place long before we have any 

conscious awareness of even knowing what we're looking at. 

The second pathway, which has the equally descriptive name "the what pathway," is 

composed of visual processing centers located in the evolutionarily newer outer layers of 

our brain known as the neocortex. The what pathway-not surprisingly-is responsible 

for identifying things and attaching names to them.* 

We've accounted for three independent yet interrelated ways of seeing: who/what, 

how much, and where. We're halfway done. Did you notice how the ways of seeing cor

respond to the 6 W's? That relationship is going to continue for the remaining three, but 

with a slight difference: While the first three ways of seeing are instantaneous, the next 

three depend on the passage of time. 
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As we let our scene play out, our characters and objects moved about. Our friend walked 

a little, the dog jumped more, and the bird may have flown away entirely. We know this 

* There are several theories as to why the visual processing of where and what are not only physically 
remote from each other in our brains, but are also separated by several million years of neurobiologi
cal evolution. See Appendix A: The Science of Visual Thinking. 



because while the various parts of our vision system were working on what we were 

seeing, how many there were, and where they were, yet another part (or perhaps several 

parts-nobody is entirely sure how this neurologically happens) was keeping track of the 

objects and their positions as they moved over time. In the case of the baby carriage for 

example, at the beginning of our exercise we saw it in one place, but by the end it was in 

a different place: Over the couple minutes' time of the exercise, it had changed location. 

And yet our eyes didn't question whether it was a different carriage just because at one 

point in time it was here and at another point in time it was there. We knew it was the 

same carriage because our eyes knew that we were literally seeing time pass by. 

Had we observed for several more minutes, we would have seen the carriage visually 

change in other ways. It would have become smaller as it moved farther away, it would 

have changed shape as its angle from our eyes shifted, and if we'd been able to watch for 

a really long time, it might even have changed color as its paint faded in the sun. But no 

matter how long we watched-as long as we stayed on the scene-we'd still see it as the 

same carriage. 
Seeing the when is different from the three ways we've already discussed. While we saw 

the who/what, how much, and where instandy, to see when demands that at least some time 

pass. As obvious as that sounds, it's an important idea that has real ramifications for how 
we see and represent things that change over time. We can (and often do) make immedi

ate visual judgments about objects, number, and spatial position, but we can't do the same 

when it comes to how things change. To see when, we have to see at least two different 

points in time-before and after, now and then, yesterday and today, etc. 



Up to this point, the four ways of seeing have been largely independent. Our eyes saw and 

processed who and what separately from where and when. But as we watched our scene 

unwind over time and saw our characters and objects shift their positions in space, some

thing else happened: We started to see chains of related events and the impact of one 

thing upon another. In other words, we saw how. If our friend's dog lunged toward the 

bird, any of several things could have occurred. Perhaps our friend yanked the leash and 

caught the dog up short; perhaps the dog snapped our friend forward; perhaps the dog 

bolted, leaving our friend in the dust. 

No matter what took place, we saw cause and effect in action: The dog did something 

(ran, barked, jumped) that forced our friend to do something in response (fall down, yell at 

the dog, jump even farther). Our eyes sawall of this and compared it to what we expected 

would happen-based on similar cause-and-effect scenes we'd seen in the past-and con

firmed that the world still made sense. In the unlikely event that the dog suddenly sprouted 

wings and flew or our friend teleported to the other side of the park, our eyes would have 

been very surprised, and we would have had to reassess how our world works. 



Like when, seeing how requires the passage of time, long enough for at least a little 

cause and effect to be visible. But unlike the other ways of seeing, how isn't something 

we distinctly see on its own. Hows are usually combinations of whos, whats, how muchs, 

wheres, and whens all rolled up together. In other words, the first four W's serve as the raw 

materials that we build together in order to see how things happen. 
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Our eyes visually deduce how by observing the interactions of the first four W's. 

This means that of the five ways we've covered so far, hows are the most challenging 

to see: They don't appear immediately, and they require that we see (and visually com

bine) at least two or more of the previous W's first. We'll come back to this point several 

more times as we apply all this to real problem solving, but first we've got one more way 

to see. 
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Friends, dogs, baby carriages, birds, objects, positions, locations, changes over time, influ

ences, causes and effects: For a simple exercise that took just a few minutes, we certainly 

saw a lot. And by seeing the objects, measuring their attributes and numbers, determin

ing their position and size, tracking countless changes to them over time, and detecting 

interactions between them, we came to know something about our world. In fact, we've 

started down the path of seeing why. 

Perhaps we don't yet know from our little scene precisely why birds flyaway from 

dogs or not, or why a leash is an effective way of keeping a dog from crashing into a baby 

carriage, but given what we've seen, we won't be able to stop ourselves from making 

some guesses. Whether those guesses will turn out to be right or wrong will be answered 

only by observing similar scenes over and over, and seeing if they end up the same way. 

But the truly amazing part of our vision system is how often our guesses turn out to be 

right. Bird-dog drills are entering our eyes every second of every waking moment, and it's 
staggering how rarely we make a mistake in keeping track of the whos, whats, wheres, etc. 

Most of us would probably struggle to recall times when we fundamentally misidentified 



someone or something, profoundly confused the positions of objects in space, or saw time 

flow in the wrong direction. It's not that these things can't happen; it's just that if they do, 

we become intensely aware of them, since they run counter to what we know. They mess 
up our understanding of why. 

This wraps up our exercise on the six ways we see, except for one last thing: the bird. 

When we ended the exercise, I asked, "Is the bird still on the ground or did it flyaway?" 

While I have no idea where your bird ended up, I do know this: After going through 

the bird-dog drill with hundreds of people, I've seen a pretty consistent two-to-one split. 

Two-thirds of bird-dog participants say the bird flew away-usually because it got scared 

by the dog-while one-third say the bird stayed on the ground-either because the exer

cise ended before the bird noticed the dog, or because the bird was bigger than the dog 

and would have been happy to eat that puppy for breakfast. 

Wherever your bird ended up, the final point of the exercise is the same: Based solely 

on things we saw, we can begin to make rational arguments about why particular things 

happened in our world, and back up those arguments by pulling from the 6 W's. Whether 

we come away believing that birds flyaway from dogs or not, we've justified and solidi

fied our understanding of the hows and whys of the world, simply by seeing the whos, 

whats, wheres, and whens. 

When we see problems according to the 6 W's, we're taking advantage of the way our 

eyes and mind naturally view the world. By seeing a problem as six individual yet related 

components, we've got a problem-solving approach that is entirely intuitive (since it mir

rors the way our eyes already see) and powerful (since it's usually a lot easier to address a 
handful of small challenges than one big one). 



-rhe Chocol~te w~V' 
All it usually takes to see a problem clearly is to consciously seek out the 6 W's. A couple 
years ago, I worked with the training and personal development manager at one of the 
world's largest online stores. Lila had been with the company since day one and had seen 
it grow from a shop of twenty people to well over a thousand, and as training manager, 

Lila knew every one of them. Ask her a who, what, where, when, or why about anybody, 

and she could answer. Over her five years with the company, Lila had become an irre

placeable business asset, the one person who knew everyone, and her managers agreed 
that they'd bend over backward to keep her. 

But one day Lila got a call from a headhunter with an offer that no amount of execu

tive back bending could counter: chocolate. One of the nation's most highly regarded 
luxury chocolate brands was shifting into growth mode. All around the country, sales of 

high-end chocolate were up as Americans' tastes became more refined, and the company 

realized that if it was ever going to expand its small base of regional shops into a nation
wide chain, the time was now. But in spite of the need for speed, the company's leaders 
made the decision that growth would not come at the cost of quality. 

Which meant that everyone involved in opening the new stores-from the managers 
to the chocolatiers to the cashiers-would need quality-oriented and quality-centric train
ing, and lots of it. The company needed a training manager with experience in rapidly 

growing organizations, which meant that the company needed someone like Lila. And 
Lila, tasting a real opportunity, realized that she was more ready for a change than she'd 
thought. She took the job. 

When Lila met her new team, she was awed by their experience and dedication. Most 
had been with the company for the bulk of their careers and knew exactly how things 
worked, inside and out. This was good for Lila, because it meant she'd have the collected 

insight in the company available to her as she ramped up the new training engine. But it 
also turned out to be bad for Lila because it meant that her people had been looking at 
their same materials for so long that they could no longer see them. 



When Lila asked for a sample of existing training materials, her team brought her hun

dreds of documents in dozens of binders, each with cryptic names: LL T v.l2, CTFS&C 

2005, and ISMT LvI 2 (SM) (Leader-Lead Training, Chocolate Tastingfor Staff and Customers, 

In-Store Management Trainingfor Shift Mgrs). When she asked for an overview to orient 

herself within these unfamiliar terms, her team came back with another dozen documents: 

calendars and schedules, org structures and job titles, training locations, lists of desired 

outcomes, and test result summaries. 

Her team didn't "get" what Lila was asking for, and Lila wasn't "getting" what she 

wanted. For her, it was like looking under the hood and not seeing anything useful: There 

were too many pieces with too few visible connections to discern any patterns. There 

was no question that her team knew what they were talking about; they answered any 

query from Lila with speed and confidence. When Lila asked, "Who attends Leader-Lead 

Training version 12?" they all answered in unison, "All new hires who have completed 

Bean Basics but have not yet qualified on customer tastings management." 

It drove Lila crazy: Her people knew their training programs so well that they couldn't 

remember what it was like to not know them. Since the curriculum had grown around 

them, her team couldn't see training as anything but a fully integrated piece-which was 

the last thing that Lila could discern. As an experienced trainer herself, Lila knew that the 
fix relied at least as much on her as on her team. They knew what was what but couldn't 

describe it; she didn't know what was what and couldn't see anything. 

Lila had three choices: She could bear all the pain (attend the entire training series 

herself-a minimum eighteen-week commitment, normally spread out over five plus 

years); she could make her team bear all the pain (by telling them to go off as a group and 

not come back until they'd rewritten everything in a way that could be summarized in an 

hour); or they could all share the pain. 

Lila chose the shared-pain option, and that's when she called me. She wanted to 

arrange a whiteboarding session to which everybody brought all their training materials, 

looked for connections with everybody else's materials, and kept at it until all the pieces 

gelled into visible alignment. Not being a fan of day-long "brainstorming sessions," Lila 

wondered if! had any ideas about how pictures might minimize the pain. 



I suggested that she and her team lay everything out and then work through it piece 

by piece, trying to see the chocolate training process as it is reflected across the 6 W's. 

1. Looking over all the materials in front of them, I suggested that they try to see the 
who and the what of the training system. 

• Who gets trained and who does the training? 

• What topics are taught and what lessons are presented? 

2. Next, try to see how much and how many. 

• How many lessons are required; how much time do they take? 

• How many people can attend each lesson; how many instructors are needed? 

3. Next, try to see the where. 

• Geographically, where do the lessons take place: in-store, training facilities, at home? 

• Conceptually, where do the lessons overlap in content, structure, or attendance? 

4. Then the when. 

• When do the lessons take place? 

• In what sequence do they need to occur? 

5. Then the how. 

• How does one lesson relate to another; how do they fit together? 

• How are the lessons taught: face-to-face, in a group, online? 

• How are the lessons applied; how do you know you're ready to move on? 

6. Finally, try to see the why. 

• Why is training necessary; why make the effort at all? 

• Why judge, why test, why track, why follow through? 



Then I suggested that as they see these things, they map them on the whiteboard 

according to the 6 W's categories. Lila thought that sounded fine and asked me to join in. 

I did, and here is what I saw on the table when I arrived: 
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First off, we looked through the training materi

als with an eye toward seeing which people were 

involved. Each time we came across a role, job title, 

or position, we wrote it down. There were a lot of 

specifics, so we decided to summarize them by orga

nizationallevel. This turned out to be a good way to 

start, since everyone in the room already had a com

mon understanding of how the organization was 

structured, making it easy to capture the basics. 
F".~or., ,t... ff R.o.+<Iil sto. off 

Here we see who needs to be trained, from staff 

to executives. 

Next, we looked for specifics describing what was 

taught. This was a little harder, not only because 



the list was long, but because different trainers thought about courses in different ways. 

Some summarized by teacher, some by materials, others by outcome. After a brief discus
sion, we agreed to make our list based on what specifically was taught, which led to the 
emergence of a fairly natural set of categories. Even at this early point in the day, there 
was a shared sense of accomplishment in generating a single list that everyone could see 

and agree on. 
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Here we see what the employees are being trained on, from chocolate manufacturing and retail basics 

up to advanced business management courses. 
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When we came to how 

much training was required, it 

was difficult to separate out the 

specifics. It depended on the 

subject, the audience, previous 

experience, etc. But since we'd 

just created a shared list of 

whats, we had a common base 

from which to start. So we 
took the top c.ategone", trom 

the what map and estimated 
total training hours associated 

with each. 

BCl!>i c s EsstM\i .. I$ 'Procusts l<t.~i ) Chocolll.-lit~ M~+- Seeing the geographic 
wheres was a no-brainer since 

there were only three physical 

places that anyone could think 

Here we see how much training is required, and that the hours increase 

as people become more expert and have more to learn. 

Here we see where training 

takes place, from factory 

training to home learning. 

of where training took place. 

It offered a nice rest and we all took a breather ... until we started 

in on the conceptual side of where. When we started to discuss such 

ideas as where the courses overlapped in terms of content or audi

ence, or where they mapped on various career paths, the going got 

tougher. Not wanting to lose momentum, we decided to press on 

with the whens and come back later. 

It was a good decision to make: As we mapped out when the vari

ous courses needed to be taken, another natural pattern emerged. 

It turned out that there wasn't a single timeline, but rather two: the 

path for employees entering the factory and the path for employees 

entering the retail side of the business. Both took the same amount 

of time to complete, but both were completely distinct from each 



other-which effectively accounted for the 

course overlap challenge we'd hit a few 

minutes before. In this case, by seeing when, 
we resolved the issue of where. 

Then we took a break. 

It turned out that the break was a good 

idea, too, since mapping out the how proved 

to be the most difficult. This wasn't surprising 

since we know that how is fundamentally the 

intersection of all the previous W's. Since we'd 

spent all morning on the who, what, how much, 

where, and when, we were able to finally nail 

down a model of how training worked that, 

again, everyone could see and agree with. 
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Here we see when training occurs throughout the entire 

career of the chocolatier, and for the first time we see that 

there are, in fact, two different timelines. 

Here we see how training takes place, and we see that the two different paths have options based on 

previous experience and individual career choices. 



Last, we see why training takes place: to make the best 

chocolate in the world, and to make sure the largest 

number of chocolate lovers possible can get some. 

Seeing the why was a good way to end 

the day. Everyone knew exacdy why all this 

training was needed-to provide a way for 

a lot of people to start making, selling, and 

enjoying really good chocolate without 

sacrificing quality. 

Who, what, how much, where, when, how, 

and why: For the first time, everyone saw 

eye to eye. Lila saw why it had been so dif
ficult for her team to summarize everything 

(there were a lot of pieces here) and the 

team saw why she needed a summary (in 

order to see how to optimize and grow the training process). In one day, we'd managed to 

convert hundreds of pages and many years of experience into a handful of pictures. Now 

Lila could see what her team was talking about, and they could see what she was after. 

Lila still had an enormous amount to learn from her people, and she faced the even 

larger task of finding a way to scale up all this training in order to support hundreds of 

new people, but her new career in chocolate finally felt under control. Now she could see 

where she was going. 
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There is another way to use these six ways. Because they encapsulate all the ways we 

see, they also encapsulate all the ways we can show. When the time comes to move to 

the final step in the visual thinking process, we're going to come back to these same six. 
But next time, we won't be using the 6 W's as ways of seeing, we'll be using them as the 

basis for showing other people what we've seen, and thus completing the visual thinking 

cycle. 
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The six ways we see: who/what, how many, where, when, how, and why: 

But we're not quite there yet. So far, we've been focused on our eyes and looking and 

seeing-the tools and steps that we rely on to process visual information from the out

side world. In the next chapter, we're going to close our eyes and start spinning all those 

visual inputs around, manipulating them, turning them upside down, and trying to create 

entirely new patterns. We're going to tum on our mind's eye and start imagining. 

Everything we've seen up till now is going to come back around when it's time to show: 
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V p to this point, our eyes have been our windows on the world: Through 

active looking we used our eyes to collect visual information about the chal

lenges in front of us, and through careful seeing we broke that incoming 

information into six different visual types. But as useful as our eyes have been, we're now 

going to leave them behind. In this section, we're going to be seeing in ways that don't 

require our eyes at all; what we will require is our ability to imagine. 



Imagining is how we let our mind's eye take over so that we can see things that aren't 

physically visible in front of us. This means taking the concrete coordinates, patterns, 

and components that we see in the world and translating them into abstract pictures 

that we can manipulate inside our heads. 

Imagining isn't a magical process that requires us to enter a trancelike state or visual

ize positive energy or anything equally disconcerting to most businesspeople. Imagining 

is simply another approach to seeing, and in most respects it is not far removed from the 

six ways of seeing we've already discussed. The only real difference is that when we imag

ine, we're letting our mind's eye see things that aren't actually there. When we imag

ine, we're using the same high-level mental vision processing centers that we do when 

our eyes are open. We're just letting our mind's eye do the visual cooking instead of 

ordering in. 

From a business problem

solving perspective, imagining is 

an extraordinarily powerful way 

of conjuring up ideas and solu

tions, and there are dozens of 

approaches, exercises, and books 

available for improving the cre

ative thinking process. Some, like 

visual memory games, mind map

ping, visual analogies and meta

pl1ors-yes, even specific kinds of 

meditation-can be applied with 

great success to the visual thinking 

process. 
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The best way to see something that isn't there is to look with our eyes 

closed, and that's where imagining comes in. 



Since excellent descriptions of many of these are available elsewhere, * we're going to 

focus on a single imagining framework that I call the SQVID. The SQVID (we'll get to the 

origin of the name in a moment) is a visual imagination activation tool that I rely on con

stantly when I'm working with clients. Like the other visual thinking tools, the SQVID is 

a stand-alone exercise that can to be used anytime, anywhere to fully engage our visual 

imaginations. As we'11 see, the SQVID simultaneously helps us complete two critical tasks 

of imagining: It activates every comer of our mind's eye to fully realize a mental image, 

and it helps us see that image through the eyes of our potential audience. 

The best way to introduce the SQVID is with another visualization exercise. (IrOnically, 

this time I'd rather you didn't close your eyes.) But instead of sitting on a park bench, 

we're going to travel farther from home: This time imagine that you're on vacation on 

a tropical South Sea island, and on a gorgeous sunny day you're taking a leisurely stroll 

along the beach. On one side of you is white sand and turquoise ocean. On the other side 

is deep jungle, blooming with tall palms and colorful plants. Got it? Not too hard to con

jure up that scene, I hope. 

* See Appendix B: Resources for Visual Thinkers. 



Now imagine that as you stroll along, you meet a local islander coming the other 
way, eating an unusual purple fruit . Although you don't speak the local language, this is a 
very friendly island, and the islander nods hello. You nod back, and the islander stops and 
hands you one of the strange purple fruits, indicating that you should taste it. You accept 
and take a tentative chomp. Hmrn . .. it's really good, almost like an apple, only sweeter 

and juicier. 
The villager doesn't seem tobe in any hurry to go anywhere, and you've got noth

ing pressing to do, so you decide to reciprocate by sharing something about apples back 
home. Of course, there's nothing around that looks like an apple, so the language barrier 
dictates that you'll have to use pictures. Luckily, you have several cocktail napkins from 
your resort and a felt-tip pen in your pocket. & you pull out these excellent visual think

ing tools, you begin to imagine the best way to visually describe an apple. 
Your first sketch is a simple little drawing of an apple, the first thing that pops into 

your mind's eye. 

But, thinking about this sketch and noting the lush jungle around you, you realize that 

perhaps it makes more sense to elaborate a bit and add an apple tree. 



Then again, maybe it's better to show the whole orchard. 

Odd: All three of the drawings are valid deSCriptions of apples, yet each looks 
different-and this is just the beginning. Now that you're thinking about it, you realize 



that depending on what you most want the islander to understand about apples, you 
could sketch all sorts of other views. 

You might wish to try to describe the apple in all its luscious glory: red and shiny, 
round and shapely. 

Or ifyou'dJike to share why an apple a day keeps the doctor away, you might wish to 

show how nutritious an apple is. 

vSRpA 
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You might wish to share your idea of apple perfection, the apple pie. 

Or you might find it more useful to explain how to make that perfect apple pie. 



You might wish to show the apple all by itself, the better to point out specific details 

of the fruit. 

Or maybe it makes more sense to compare the apple to other fruits that the islander 

may already know. 

U'O' 
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You could show how an apple begins. 

Or you could show how the apple ends. 



Wow! All that from one apple? Believe it or not, standing there on the beach with 

nothing but a pen, a napkin, and an islander looking at you, you've activated every corner 

of your mind's eye and both sides of your brain. From an imagining perspective, you've 

taken a single simple starting idea-apple-and let your mind's eye run wild with it, con

juring up views, aspects, and details you might never have thought of if you'd been able 

to get away with, "Yep. Tastes like an apple." 

At the same time you were tossing this apple around in your head, you were also 

beginning to think about how-in this particular circumstance and to this particular 

audience-to visually describe your apple so that it would make the most sense to the 

islander. In other words, you were starting to think about your own idea from your audi

ence's perspective, recognizing that in other circumstances there might be better or dif

ferent ways to draw it. 

OK, let's step off the beach and back to reality for a moment. Since I know this is going 

to come up (it always does), I'm going to address something that you might be thinking. 

Ifwe'djust gone through this exercise in a workshop, guaranteed somebody would say, 

"Now, wait a minute. You told us we're dealing with a local islander, and yet here we're 

sketching out nutritional breakdowns and apple pie cooking instructions. That's silly. The 

islander isn't going to care about that." 

To which I say, "Possibly, but I never told you what the islander looked like. Ifhe or 

she was wearing a grass skirt, perhaps the first picture might be the best. But what if this 

islander was wearing a lab coat and had a stethoscope around his or her neck? Or what if 

he or she was wearing a baker's hat? Which apple pictures would be better then?" 
And that's really the second point of the exercise-to recognize that even if we have 

only one seemingly simple idea to share, there are always many ways to show it to our 

audience, and some are far more appropriate and effective than others. That's why toss

ing this apple back and forth is both a great way to force our mind's eye into looking 

at our idea in multiple ways (always discovering something new as we do) and to start 

thinking about what's going to be the best way-from our audience's point of view-to 

eventually show it. 



What we just went through on the beach was the SQVID exercise. At its most basic level, 

the SQVID is just a series of five questions that we walk our initial idea through in order 
to bring it to visual clarity and to refine its focus-both according to what's most impor
tant to us and what's most important to our audience. The SQVID helps us imagine what 

visual messages we'd like to convey before we start worrying about which picture we're 

going to draw. 
The word SQVID is a simple mnemonic composed of the first letter of the first word 

of the same five questions that we tossed around back there on the beach. (Note: the V is 
taken from the Roman U, and the D is from the Greek for delta, the symbol of change. So 
we could say this is both a multilingual and a classical SQVID.©) 



THE FIVE SQVID QUESTIONS ASK, DO I WANT TO SHOW. 

S stands for: Simple ~ vs. Elaborate 

Q stands for: Quality j vs. Quantity ~" " 
----,.-' 
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I stands for: Individual attributes ~ vs. Comparison 
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D stands for: Delta (or Change) tc vs. Status quo '"Q 
Drawn side·by-side, the SQVlD looks like this: 
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There are two main ways to use the SQVID, both simple and insightful. The first-as 

we did on the beach-is to walk through the five questions in order and think of how we 
could visually describe our idea according to each option: a simple view or an elaborate 

view, a qualitative view or a quantitative view, etc. Then, either on paper or just in our 
mind's eye, draw out what each view might look like. 
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savIo pathway 1: By walking our ide. through the five questions and coming up with. visual 

d.scription for each end, we force our mind's eye to come up with at least ten different views. 



As we've seen, this pathway through the SQVID forces our visual system to switch 

gears back and forth as we move from question to question, extreme to extreme. (Try it: 

I swear you can literally feel your mind's eye grinding metal as it jumps from quantitative 

visual description to visionary visual description and so on. It's a trip.) This shifring of 
gears in turn exercises comers of our mind's eye we rarely explore. forcing us to conjure 

up images that we rarely think of. This pathway is ideal for generating an unexpectedly 

broad number of ways to visually represent our idea. and leaves us with many views to 

choose from when it comes time to pick which to show. 

The second pathway through the SQVID is driven less by our idea and more by our 

anticipated audience's expectations. In this approach. we use the SQVID like a graphic 
equalizer. identifying which overall "settings" are most useful to our audience. regardless 

of the details of what we're going to describe. For example. we may know that whenever 

we need to share any idea with our company's project managers. we should skew toward 
quantitative. execution-oriented visuals. but if we'll be talking with the press. we may 

want to skew toward simple visionary representations. 
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savIo pathway 2: By setting the graphic equalize r sliders t oward t he views we t hink will be most relevant to our 

audience, we provide focus on which type of picture will be best to show them. 
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Either way we walk through the SQVID (idea fOCUSing or audience focusing), a pattern 

emerges between the upper and lower extremes of the SQVID that will prove useful for 

really pushing our thinking-and for addressing an eternal conflict in business problem 

solving. On the upper part of each slider we see sirnplidty, quality, vision, individuality, and 

change. These skew toward what are typically considered creative attributes: the descrip-
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Attributes on the top of the savIo are "warm" or "right brain": 

simple, qualitative, visionary, etc. Those on the bottom are "cool" 

or "Ieft brain": complex. quantitative, execution oriented, etc. 

tive, the synthetic, the different, the 

abstract, attributes that are difficult to 
measure and carry more emotional 

weight. We'll call the top the "warm" 

side of the equalizer. 
When we look at the lower extreme 

of each slider-mmplexity, quantity, 
execution, comparison, and the status 

quo--we see alignment toward the 

more traditional notions of business 

attributes-attributes that are numeric, 
analytic, detailed, factual, and measur

able. Because these are more rational 

and detached from emotional assoda
tions, we'll call the bottom side of the 

equalizer the "cool" side. 

In other words, by forCing ourselves to look at our idea from every point on the 
SQVID, a fasdnating thing happens, with an equally fasdnating outcome: We fullyacti

vate both the left ("analytic") and right ("creative") sides of our brain.* This means that if 
we're the kind of person who thrives on detailed quantitative analysis of problems, using 

* For more on the basics of the right-brainlleft-brain split, see Appendix A: The Science of Visual Thinking. 



the SQVID activates both our more familiar thinking style and the creative side that we 

don't see so much. Conversely, ifwe consider ourselves as more visionary or qualitative, 

using the SQVID gets us to work out the kinks on our more analytic side. 
This means that the SQVID serves as an excellent way to get groups of businesspeople 

who might rarely understand one another's points of view to begin to see eye to eye. 

FOR RIGHTBRAINERS 

When the creatively inclined need to deal with those 
hard-nosed business types: 

One benefit of the SQVID is that by creating a 
structured and repeatable way of using our abilities 
to imagine, the approach illustrates in a concrete 
way the importance oflooking at both warm I 
creative and cool/business attributes when thinking 
through an idea. 

So, when facing a dubious business type as you 
describe the value of your simple, qualitative, 
visionary, individualistic and industry changing idea, 
show them how it fits into the rationality of the 
SQVID. 

FOR LEFTBRAINERS 

When the business inclined need to deal with those 
squishy, abstract, creative people: 

One benefit of the SQVID is that by visually 
defining the interplay of both the emotional and the 
rational when imagining an idea, it intuitively and 
conceptually illustrates the need to balance creative 
visiOning with practical business considerations. 

So when facing a dubious creative type when 
you need to share the value of your complex, 
quantitative, execution-oriented comparison of 
present-day realities, show then how it fits into the 
creativity of the SQVID. 

As pleasant as it is to imagine ourselves on that beach drawing pictures of apples, a far 

more likely scenario will find us running into a coworker at the water cooler, meeting 



with an employee in cubicle land, or preparing to give a presentation to the board of 

directors in the conference room. And while we're probably not going to need to describe 

an apple, we will need to describe just exactly what it is that we are working on. 

To see how we can use the SQVID's five questions to help focus our visual ideas, let's 

take a look at how others have approached answering them. The rest of this chapter takes 

each of the five questions and shows how they were visually addressed by real people, in 

all cases business professionals with no formal training in the visual arts. 

SIMPLE 

When I introduce the SQVID as a visual thinking tool and talk about the first question, 

someone always asks, "Isn't' complex' the opposite of' simple?' And for that matter, if the 

idea of pictures is to clarify communications, why would anyone ever want to intention

ally show complexity?" 

This is an excellent question itself because it demands two important but subtle 

answers. First, the opposite of "simple" is not "complex," but rather "elaborate." The Mobius 

strip, a continuous ribbon that is folded over so that mathematically speaking it has 

only one side, is a perfect example of something that is both complex and simple at the 

same time. 



Second, this is not just a minor point of semantics: It cuts right to the heart of solving 

problems with pictures. One of the most important virtues of visual thinking is its ability 

to clarify things so that the complex can be better understood, but that does not mean 
that all good visual thinking is about simplification. The real goal of visual thinking is to make 

the complex understandable by making it visible-not by making it Simple. Whether that goal 

demands a simple picture, an elaborate one, or an intentionally complex one is almost 

always determined by the audience and its familiarity with the subject being addressed. 

Let's look at the recent work of Jeff Hawkins, an engineer 

who invented the PalmPilot and founded Handspring, and who 

has spent the last several years becoming an expert in the study of 

the human brain, especially the neocortex. 

While his new company, Numenta, focuses on mimicking the 

behavior of the neocortex with software, Jeff spends much of his 

time on the road discussing his views on how the brain 'Ys>rks. 

He presents to audiences as diverse as high school-age st~ents 
at New York's Juilliard School and neuroscience professors at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Regardless of who he is talking to, Jeff gives essentially the same 

speech, but how he succeeds in getting his various audiences engaged 

is that he varies the level of simplicity versus elaboration to match 

the expertise of his listeners. Jeffbegins his talks by showing one of 

two drawings of how the brain works, one for lay audiences and 

one for the experts. The simple picture is composed of two boxes, 

thirteen arrows, and eleven words, and describes conceptually how 

our brains process incoming information. 

Hawkins's second drawing is also composed of boxes, arrows 

and text ... just a lot more of them. This version is the one that 

Jeff shows when talking to neuroscientists, PhD's, and other experts. 
Although conceptually the same as the first drawing-the same 

components, the same relationships, even the same shapes-this 

The amazing one-sided Mobius strip: 

a perfect example of something 

simultaneously simple and complex. 

This is the picture Jeff Hawkins uses 

to introduce general audiences to 

his ideas. 



This is the drawing Hawkins shows to scientists 

and PhD's. 

QuALlTATIV£ 
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drawing scares off anyone not already an expert 

in brain science. At the same time, Jeff needs this 
drawing as his introduction when addressing the 
experts because if he doesn't show something this 

elaborate, they won't believe that he knows what 
he's talking about. 

The most interesting part of this whole story 

is that by the time his presentation is over, Jeff has 
shown both audiences-experts and newbies-both 
pictures. For the lay audience, seeing the wildly com
plex drawing after they understand the basics of how 
the brain works is amazing. And the neurobiologists 

and PhD's get really excited by Jeff's simple draw

ing because once they believe he knows what he is 
talking about, they find the drawing refreshing. 

~ 
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Pilots come in two types: those who fly by the seat of their pants and those who fly by the 
numbers. The early days of aviation were dominated by the first type-pilots feeling their 
aircraft's position and orientation through their butts' contact with the seat. We can think 



of them as "qualitative" aviators, experts at guiding their aircraft by experience, instinct, 

and intuition. 

The second type of pilot flies in a completely different way. By-the-numbers pilots 
know that facts, data, and the monitoring of multiple precise measurements keep them 

in the air. Because these pilots know that the continuous interpretation of measured alti

tude, heading, airspeed, position, and orientation is what keeps them alive, we can think 

of them as "quantitative" aviators. 

It's a rare pilot who can fly both ways, but when Apollo 11 made the first landing on 

the moon in 1969, that's exactly what Commander Neil Armstrong had to do. Just above 

the lunar surface and with only seconds of fuel remaining for him to land, Armstrong

considered among the most by-the-numbers astronauts in NASA-saw a pile of boulders 

littering the planned landing spot. He did what any wide-awake driver would do when a 

pothole appears just ahead. He stomped on the gas and drove by the seat of his pants. After 

finally touching down safely on the moon's surface, Apollo 11 Mission Control could only 

say, "You got a bunch of guys about to tum blue. We're breathing again. Thanks a lot." 

The next time we land on the moon, Mary 

"Missy" Cummings is going to make sure it won't 

be anywhere near that exciting. Not that Missy isn't 

used to exciting landings. As one of the first women 

naval aviators to be cleared for combat flight, Missy 

has landed her A-4 Skyhawk countless times on toss

ing aircraft carrier decks. Now that she runs MIT's 

Humans and Automation Lab, she gets the chance 

to put her academic background in systems engi

neering and her firsthand piloting experience into 

practice: Her lab is designing the visual displays that 

the next lunar astronauts will use when they land on 

the moon, tentatively scheduled for 2013. 

As Missy puts it, "As instrumentation design

ers, our biggest challenge is deciding how much 

LUNAR MODULE CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 

The eyes of astronauts in the 1960s had to move 

quickly across several differently configured 

instruments, burning through many "cognitive 

cycles" just to figure out which way they 

were going. 



infonnation not to show, and how to trick people into perceiving what we most want 

them to see. We do this through multivariate instrument optimization, which is a fancy 

way of describing the process oflayering many numeric visual inputs together to create a 
single, rapidly perceived qualitative display." In other words, Missy's challenge is to find a 

visual way to merge seat-of-the-pants and by-the-numbers flying. 

While 1960s-era Apollo astronauts' eyes had to jump repeatedly across many instru

ments to get a sense of situational awareness, the goal of Missy's team's new VAVI 01er

tical Altitude and Velocity Indicator) is to provide immediate visual cues that are both 

numerically precise and convey directional infonnation. Her solution was a completely 
new instrument with "waving anns" that help make astronauts feel visually whether they 

are going up or down while simultaneously providing the critical numeric readouts nec

essary for pilots to know exactly where they are and how fast they are going. 

Missy's team's new VAVI design relies on "waving arms" to help astronauts 

visually feel their rate of ascent or descent. 

Her team has tested their VA VI in a U.S. Marine Corps Harrier Jump Jet with great 

success, and is looking forward to pushing it out into the commercial aviation market. 



Even if NASA doesn't end up heading back to the moon for a long time, Missy is pleased 

with what her team has accomplished. By creating a working prototype of a single dash

board instrument that provides both qualitative and quantitative information, they have 

learned much that can be applied toward the design of business management control pan

els that make today's digital dashboards look like leftovers from the early days of flight. 

VISION y 
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Sometimes the most important message a business audience can hear from its leaders is 

that "we know where we're going." Other times, all the audience needs to hear is that "we 

know exactly how we're going to get there." This is the difference between vision and exe

cution, and whichever message is more important, it is often best heard through the eyes. 

In 1992, when the soon-to-be-appointed chairman of the consulting giant Bain & 

Company needed to deliver a rousing message to the foundering company she was about 

to take over, she knew that unless she was able to immediately articulate and share a new 

vision for the company, poor morale would bring the once-proud firm to its knees. It was 

clear-eyed-vision time, and Orit Gadiesh believed she had the right vision to share. 

Orit's husband was an avid sailor and frequently spoke with her about the joys and 

terrors of sailing solo. Among other stories of the sea, he told her about the earth's two 

north poles-something unknown to most people but a matter oflife and death to sailors. 

There is magnetic north-which is easy to find because the needle on a compass always 



points toward it-and then there is true north, which is the actual point around which 

the earth spins. While the position of true north never varies, magnetic north moves over 

time and shifts position as you sail around the globe, which means that if a sailor follows 

only his compass, he will sooner or later get lost and wreck. 

Orit saw parallels in that story with her own company, and realized that in the world 

of business consulting-a world influenced by short-term market changes and faddish 

business thinking-this model of two norths also held true: Consultants who steered only 

by the shifting compass of the market and fads would founder, while those who tacked to 

the true north of their fundamental business beliefs and culture would succeed. 

As she prepared for the speech of her lifetime, this image kept coming to her mind, and 

she decided to gamble on it. So in August 1992, at the worst of the firm's woes, Orit got up 

to give her "no numbers" speech, a no-bull talk intended to establish pride and direction 

through the clear articulation of clear ideas. Using the simple visual of a compass point-
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ing not straight up at magnetic north, but slightly toward 

the side-toward true north-Orit spoke about the need 

to not be swayed from the firm's founding principles. 

Orit received a standing ovation and became the only 

woman ever to head a major consulting company. Under 

her direction, the company grew 25 percent in the next 

five years, doubling its geographic reach. Today Bain is 

again considered the most innovative of the major con

sulting firms, and the dedication of the company's con

sultants is legend-and the company's logo is a compass 

pointing to true north. 

The Bain & Company prototype logo: a 

compass pointing not to magnetic north, but 

The opposite of the "where we are going" statement 

of vision is the "how we are going to get there, step-by

step process" chart. Bain & Company, like any business 

that plans and delivers complex projects, lives by time

lines and Gantt charts. Designed in the 1920s by Henry 

Laurence Gantt, a mechanical engineer who became one to true north. 



of the first of a new breed of business thinkers called management consultants, the Gantt 

chatt is often considered one of the most important project management breakthroughs 

of the twentieth century. 
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A Gantt chart is really nothing more than a bar chart laid on its side, with the length of 

each bar representing how long a specific task will take to complete. What makes a Gantt 

chart useful in showing how to get to a successful project outcome is that it visually shows 

the steps that need to take place, represents those steps in order, and clearly illustrates 

how anyone step is dependent upon others. 
Today, business software packages generate Gantt charts so easily that it is difficult 

for the modern consultant, project manager, technical architect, or builder to imagine 

a time when such visual representations didn' t exist. Used on every sort of project from 
the Hoover Dam construction in the 1930s to the moon-landing program of the 1960s to 

virtually any major technology project today, the Gantt chart has stood the test of time as 

the way to show not where we're going, but how we're going to get there. 
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Texas's most famous napkin: Herb Kelleher 

and Rollin King's sketch that started 

Southwest Airlines. 
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Herb Kelleher was a lawyer from New Jersey who 

decided that the big open spaces of his wife's native 

Texas looked like a good place to set up business, so he 

packed upthe family and headed to San Antonio. 

One afternoon in 1967, Kelleher was sitting at the 
prestigious St. Anthony Club, helping his client Rollin 

King finish up the paperwork that would close Rollin's 

failed regional airline. But Rollin wasn't through with 

the airline business: He picked up a napkin and sketched 

a triangle on it. As he wrote SAN ANTONIO, HOUSTON, and 

DALLAS on one of each of three points, Rollin explained 

another crazy airline idea to Herb-an idea that four 

years later became Southwest Airlines. 

Rather than running a small airline that serviced 

small towns, why not run a small airline that serviced big 

cities-the three biggest boomtowns in Texas, in fact? 

Because it flew to only three cities, the airline would not 



come under the regulation of the Texas Civil Aeronautics Board, thus freeing it to finan

cially operate pretty much as it pleased. And by flying to Dallas's otherwise deserted Love 

Field, it would offer a far easier commute for Dallas-based business travelers. 

Southwest legend says that Herb agreed with Rollin on two things: first, that the idea 

was crazy, and second, that the idea was brilliant. On its own, their simple map illustrated 

the fundamental operating principles of the company that Herb and Rollin agreed to start 

that evening: fly short routes between busy cities, avoid hubs, and where possible fly into 

smaller, secondary airfields. One napkin; one good idea; one profitable airline. 

But where that napkin really made an impression was when it was compared to the 

route maps of the big airlines of the day-American, Continental, and Braniff. Seeing 

them now side by side shows even more clearly why this plan was destined to succeed. 
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Perhaps it's not surprising why Southwest's plan worked: When compared to its competitors' routes, 

it looks like three strokes of genius. 

In 1967, as we've said, the biggest airlines flying in and out of Texas all operated accord

ing to the "hub and spoke" model of air transport, which offered the airlines the most 

convenient way to move the maximum number of passengers. By delivering passengers 

from many spokes to a central hub, then flying them out on another spoke, the airlines 

could avoid the difficulties associated with operating countless direct flights between cit

ies. While this model worked well for the airlines and for passengers traveling long dis

tances, it was not at all convenient for local, shorter distance air travel. 



Although it took four years oflegal wrangling by Herb to get started, by 1971 South

west was in the air. By focusing only on a small group of cities, Southwest was able to 
combine operating efficiencies with a convenience and price that Texas-based business

men found highly desirable. That, combined with gung-ho marketing that included hot

pants-wearing stewardesses and "free" fifths of Chivas for passengers who purchased 

full-fare tickets, ensured that Southwest soon became the airline to beat on domestic 

routes, a legacy that has been proven in thirty years of unbroken profitability, an other

wise unheard of record in aviation. 
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A recent work efficiency study conducted inside one of America's largest banks revealed 

an unsettling number: The constant communications enabled through e-mail, instant 

messaging, Web-based tools, conference calling, and video conferences left senior man

agers with an average of only four minutes to spend on any given task before being inter

rupted. The data was only slightly better for executive vice presidents and VPs, directors, 



and staff. Everyone at the bank was feeling as if 

they were slipping further and further behind on 
what they needed to get done, while simultane
ously they saw that their stack of to-dos just kept 

growing. 
Seeing the numbers, the bank knew it had to 

act, and fast. If the highest paid decision makers 

couldn' t spend more than four minutes without 

interruption, how could they possibly take the 

time to make good decisions? A small SWAT 

team of internal thought leaders was called 

together to see what could be done. Sitting in a 

Status q uo: The bank's SWAT team sket ched out the 

company's time crisis. 

room with a whiteboard, the team was quickly able to visually show the problems. 
The simple sketch showed the world in which the bank employees lived "today." For 

very good reasons, the bank had cultivated an environment where open communications 

was valued above almost all else. Letting branch managers speak directly to senior man

agers allowed regional issues to be resolved quickly. 

But instead of employees being happy that they could always reach out to one another, 

message overload caused many people to give up on answering any device. Of course 

that wasn't possible either-among all the noise there was still a tremendous amount of 

valuable information being shared. 
Sometimes a clear articulation of the status quo is all that a project needs to get it 

moving. But not this time: The SWAT team realized that if they couldn' t come up with 

some way to address this problem, it was unlikely that anyone further up in management 

could either. They hadn't been called together just to say "we know what is wrong." 

They knew they needed to find an answer. 

They started by imagining what things would look like when they had succeeded

when people could communicate with whomever they needed to whenever they needed 
to, and at the same time the receiver could choose when and how to be notified of the 

incoming messages. 



The team then created a view of what the perfect world 

might look like: everything filtered by sender, priority. 

urgency. and personal preferences. 

On the second pass of "what might be." the team got to 

a more realistic solution: inbound and outbound filters. 

The team was happy with that. Although it 

did nothing to address how, it at least showed 
the situation they'd like to have, and served as a 

starting point for imagining a berter future. Then 

it dawned on the team that they may have gone 

too far in purting themselves into the picture. 

They had become so defensive about their own 

time and keeping a filter on what was coming 

in that they forgot to think about how to send 
information back out. 

So they took another pass at their picture, 

this time recognizing that every sender is also 
a receiver, and that the receiver-if he or she 

wishes to have incoming communications fil

tered by urgency, relevance to a specific project, 

and overall importance- must then also take 

responsibility for indicating those same criteria 

in messages he or she sends out. 
Senders and receivers sit on either side of a set 

of lenses that filter according to a whole range 

of criteria, some filtering messages on the way 
in and some on the way out. "Channels" (phone, 

e-mail. IM.mail) become secondary to the type of 

message itself, and can be chosen by either sender 
or receiver, depending on their preferences. 

Now the team agreed that they had a 

model for what to aim for . It was still highly conceptual and asked more questions 
than it answered, but they felt pleased with their afternoon's work. And they were 

especially pleased that they had been able to get their vision to this level without being 

interrupted. 



WHITEBOARD WORKSHOP: TAKING THE SQVID FOR A WALK 

1. Pick an idea. 

Think about a particular idea that you'd like to share with business colleagues. The 
idea could be most anything, from an insight you gleaned from a financial spreadsheet 
to a brilliant blog you read online to a new marketing message you'd like to propose. 
Since you'll be thinking about this idea for a while, pick something that you find per
sonally interesting and which is relatively easy to explain. 

If you're stumped, here are a few examples: 

• A new ad for our product, based on a princess kissing a frog. 

• We don't calculate profitability correctly. 

• In the past year, China became the world's second largest auto manufacturer behind 
the United States. 

2. Draw a circle and give it a name. 

Get a stack of six sheets of blank letter-size paper and a black pen. On the first sheet, 
draw a circle in the center ofthe page. 

o 
Now give your idea a name. It could be as descriptive as "a plan for redefining 

how we calculate profit and loss," as abstract as "the frog campaign," or as simple as 



"China: 10 million cars and counting." Don't spend too much time on selecting the 
name-for now you're going to be the only person who will even hear it-but pick 
something that has meaning for you and your idea. 

Write your idea's name in the center of the circle and write the SQVID letters 
below it. 

3. Create your SQVID pages. 

On each of the five remaining pages, write the word that corresponds to the SQVID 
letter at the upper left, and the opposite word on the lower left. When you are fin
ished, you should have five sheets with one set of two words written on each. 

• Simple-Elaborate 

• Qualitative-Quantitative 

• Vision-Execution 

• Individual-Comparison 

• Change-Status quo 



They will look like this: 

4. Fill out Your SQVID. 

On each of the five sheets, make a quick sketch of how you might visually represent 
your idea according to each word. For example, if we had picked "the frog campaign," 
we might have something like this: 
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Complete a simple set of sketches for each sheet. If you need inspiration, go back and 
review your apples at the beginning ofthis chapter. 

The act of filling out the SQVID forces your mind's eye to look at your idea from many 

sides in a structured and repeatable way. The five questions you've just answered make 



different demands upon how your mind sees and activate many different thought centers 

in your brain, from those that notice measurement and shape to those that register time, 

space, and change. The sketches you've drawn visually represent all the fundamental 

ways you can see an idea. The exercise not only stretches the imagination, it simultane

ously brings your idea into clearer focus, ready to be finalized for showing in the next 

chapters. 



FRAtv\EWoRk-S FoR -SHoWING 

\ w \ ay bad< when we "",ted talking wout the v~ua1 thmking proce", I men
tioned that many people are uncertain about how to solve problems with 

pictures because they are uncertain about their ability to draw. This ten

dency to equate visual thinking with the creation of elaborate and refined drawings is just 

plain wrong. It approaches the process of visual thinking backward, limiting our most 

powerful problem-solving ability before we've even had a chance to really use it. 

That's because showing-the step that contains the closest thing to a drawing lesson

happens at the end of the visual thinking process, not the beginning. In fact, business

people who try to start the process with showing-which is what happens 90 percent of 

the time-get so distracted by drawing skills, computer programs, and visual polish that 

they miss the real value of this step. Showing is not only our chance to wrap up our ideas 

so that we can share them with somebody else, this step is also when we invariably make 

our biggest breakthroughs-but only if we've already looked, seen, and imagined well. 

12.~ 
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Showing is where it all comes together. We looked, we saw, we imagined; we found 

patterns, made sense of them, and found ways to visually manipulate them into a 

picture never before seen. Showing is how we share this picture with others, both to 

inform and persuade them--and to check for ourselves whether others see the same 

things. 

In order to show well, we need to complete three steps: Select the right framework, 

use that framework to create our picture, and then explain our picture to somebody else. 

Only one of those steps requires any drawing, and yet that's the one that nearly every

body gets hung up on. 



1. Select the right framework. 

To get started, we need two tools to select the right framework. We've already used 
the SQVID to help focus our idea, and now we'll use it again, along with a new tool 
that we'll see in a moment, to select the best framework for composing our picture. It 
won't be difficult because there are only six frameworks to choose from-and again, 
we've already seen them all. 

2. Use the framework to create our picture. 

With the most appropriate framework selected for the problem we need to solve, 
we'll start by laying in the appropriate coordinate system, then gradually adding in the 
data and visual details that make our picture show (and tell) the right story. 



3. Present and explain our picture. 

Whether we'll be there in person to present it or not, our picture still needs an expla
nation. Sometimes that may take a thousand words, sometimes none at all. Either 
way, a good problem-solving picture is always straightforward to explain, no mat
ter how complex its content or meaning. If the picture has been drawn according to 
the six ways we see and takes advantage of precognitive attributes, our audience will 
almost always "get" it long before we've stopped explaining. 

Showing Step 1. Select the Right Framework. \ 

Chapter 5 closed with the idea that being aware of how we see isn't just useful in help

ing us break problems down into distinct visual elements, but also provides guidance on 

how we can show. Here's what that really means: Since our vision system normally sees 

things according to specific pathways, it makes sense to take advantage of those same 

pathways when creating pictures that other people are going to see. In other words, if we 

see in six ways, it makes sense that we should be able to show in six ways as well. 



This is important-in many ways this is the key not only to the rest of this chapter, 

but to all visual thinking. To make this connection clearly visible, let's start with a quick 

review of the six ways we see. 

The six ways we see (again); who/what, how many, where, when, how, 

and why. 

As we continue, let's keep our eyes wide open. The next step leads to the biggest and 

most useful insight in this book-the <6><6> rule of visual thinking. 

The 

<6><6> 
Rule 

For every one of the six ways of seeing, there is one 
corresponding way of showing. 

For each one of these six ways of showing, there is a single visual 
framework that serves as a starting point. 



Walking through the picture from left to right, we see the six ways of seeing coming 

in through our eyes, being processed in our mind's eye, then flipping around and emerg

ing as six corresponding showing pictures on the other side: Who/what becomes a por

trait, how many becomes a chart, where becomes a map, when becomes a timeline, how 

becomes a flowchart, and why becomes a multiple-variable plot. 

Since everything in the rest of the book relies on this concept, let's make sure we really 

get it. Here's the way it looks from our own eyes, a kind of "inside-looking-out" view of 

the same idea. 
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Of course, it's not really our hands that pass off the visual inputs to the correspond

ing outputs, but since we're going to need our hands to create upcoming pictures, now 

is a good time to draw them in. Also, using our hands to model the rule (especially since 
we've conveniently got the right number of fingers and palms) makes it easy to visualize 

and hard to forget. 
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The <6> <6> model has many implications for visual thinking, all of them good: 

• There may be thousands of possible charts we can make, but all are derived from just 
six basic "showing frameworks" (or a combination of those six). 

• Learning when to apply these six frameworks and how to draw them gives us the abil
ity to create a pictorial representation of almost any problem we can see. 

The inverse is also true: 

• Any problem that we can see (and that we can break down into its 6 W's fundamen
tals), can also be shown by simply representing those same 6 W's. 

• The most efficient way to show a particular visual category (who/what, how much, 
etc.) is to just flip around the way we see it in the real world. If we see where based 
on objects' spatial relationships to each other, we can represent it by drawing those 
objects in a similar spatial position. Ifwe see when by noting an object's change over 
time, we can represent it by drawing the same object as it appears at different times. 

This means that we can forget about the hundreds of different kinds of charts, graphs, 

diagrams, pictograms, schematics, plots, maps, renderings, illustrations, and visualiza

tions we run across in business. Not that there's anything wrong with having such a vast 

quantity of pictures available-on the contrary, they're all useful in the right context (and 

we'll soon see many of them in play)-but as we move into understanding the showing 

process, we need to worry about only six fundamental frameworks, not a thousand. 

So the next time we face a problem, we won't have to ask ourselves, "Oh, boy, which 



picture could I possibly use to solve this problem?" We'll simply ask, "Which of the six 

frameworks maps to the problem I see?" 

5How: -

The six ways we see and the six ways we show. 



In order for these frameworks to be useful-both as starting points for visually thinking 

through ideas and as tools for drawing actual pictures-they must be comprehensive as a 

group (so that we can rely on just the six for most every picture we'll need to make) and 

yet individually distinct enough so that we know when to call upon each. To help us, 

there are four criteria that we will use to define each framework and differentiate them 

from one another. 

1. What the framework shows. Who/what, how much, where, when, how, or why, as 
determined by cross-referencing what we saw with the <6><6> model. 

2. The framework's underlying coordinate system. The fundamental structure of the 
picture, whether spatial, temporal, conceptual, or causal. This is also derived from the 
<6><6> model. 

3. The relationship between the objects contained within the framework. Objects 
defined by their own traits, objects defined by their quantity, objects defined by their 
positions in space, objects defined by their positions in time, objects defined by their 
influences upon one another, objects defined by interactions of two or more of the 
above. 

4. The framework's starting point. Top, center, beginning, end, etc. 

As we go through each framework over the following pages, we'll continually refer 

back to these four criteria as a way to keep the frameworks distinct in our minds and to 

help us as we begin to draw examples of each one. 

The showing frameworks help us in three profound ways. First, they show us that creat

ing meaningful problem-solving pictures isn't a random or chance event. On the con

trary, the frameworks show that there is a logical reason for picking one type of picture 



over another, and that the process is learnable and repeatable. Second, the act of simply 

selecting one of the frameworks forces us to think through what it is that we see that is 

most important to show. If it's the people who matter most-the who-then we'll use a 

portrait. If it's the timing that matters most-the when-then we'll use a timeline, and so 

on. Finally, by providing us with a defined coordinate system and specific starting point, 

each framework gives us the way to get our picture started without confusion or worry. 

VISUAL THINKING FRAMEWORKS: A SUMMARY OF TRAITS AND DIFFERENCES 

Framework type What it shows Coordinate system Objects' relationship Starting point Example 
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Now we've got two different ways to think about showing our problem: the six frame· 

works derived from the <6><6> model, and the five imagination-focusing questions of 



the SQVID. These two models look different, function differently, and even force our 

minds to think in different ways: more analytically when we go about selecting a frame

work, and more intuitively when we run an idea through the SQVID. These differences 

are important because they make the two models complementary. It's when we use them 

together that solutions literally begin to appear on the page. 

Imagine that we're running a major project and we've got to explain to our team lead

ers when a series of individual milestones must be completed to ensure on-time deliv

ery. Timing is the critical factor here (when) so the <6><6> model tells us that the right 

framework for showing this information is a timeline. That's a good starting point, but 

knowing that we need to create a timeline doesn't tell us how detailed it needs to be, 

whether it should show steps as approximate durations or ~inute-by-minute deadlines, 

whether it compares typical project timing against the urgency required this time, etc. 

In other words, we still need to determine which version of timeline to create, given 

the specific circumstances and audience we face: a simple timeline or an elaborate one, 

a qualitative version or a quantitative version, one that focuses on the vision of where 

we're going or the execution of how we're going to get there, one that shows this project 

alone or one that compares it to other simultaneous projects, a timeline that reflects the 

way things could be or simply the way things are. That's where the SQVID comes in. 
Because the SQVID forces us to answer each of these questions up front, it serves to focus 

our thinking and help us make important choices about our picture before we put pen to 

paper. 

When we map the <6><6> and the SQVID together on a shared grid, a master list 

emerges that illustrates and categorizes every major problem-solving picture we'll use for 

the rest of this book. This list is called the Visual Thinking Codex, and using it is simple. 

At the intersection of each framework and each point of the SQVID are two icons, one 

for each SQVID option (simple vs. elaborate, quality vs. quantity, etc.). These icons rep

resent the ideal starting point for any picture, taking into account what is most important 

to emphasize, depending on our audience, communications priorities, data, and personal 

viewpoint. 

To use the codex, we first select the appropriate framework on the vertical axis 
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The Visual Thinking Codex: a master list of problem-solving pictures. 
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(portrait for who, map for where, etc.), then slide across the horizontal axis using the points 

of the SQVID to select the best version of that framework. In some cases, no icon appears 

because no appropriate version of that framework exists (there is no reason to qualita

tively show how much, for example.) 

Let's now run through that previous project management example using the codex. 

Step 1. Showing when things need to get done in order to meet a final deadline is 
primarily a when problem, so we slide down the codex to the when row. Clearly, we're 
going to be making a timeline. 

Step 2. Given the detailed and precise information we need to convey to our team leaders, 
we see as we slide across the SQVID that our timeline is going to be elaborate, quantita
tive, and execution oriented-a kind of super timeline shOwing the specific interaction of 
many precise deadlines of many project components. That's where we're going to start. 
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To test the codex again, let's now imagine that we're Daphne, the brand manager for 

the global publishing company from way back in chapter 1. We plan to go to our CEO 



to get his or her support for the new branding project we want to start. Getting support 

from the CEO is almost always a question of why-Why is this important to our growth? 

Why does it need to happen now? Why will Wall Street like it?-so this is a very different 

problem than the previous one, and it requires a completely different kind of picture. 

Step 1. We slide down the axis to the why row: We'll be making a multiple-variable 
plot. Ouch. Those are the hardest of all pictures to create well and to show well. Then 
again, nobody said getting support from the CEO was easy. This will require some 
homework. 

Step 2. We can make it an easier sell if we can show how our project aligns directly 
with the CEO's vision of the company, so let's make this a visionary plot. 

Step 3. It will be even more persuasive if our picture shows how our project can help 
our company shift market position upward relative to our competitors-something 
the CEO's been talking about for years. To show that kind of picture, the codex tells us 
we should start with a visionary, comparative, multiple-variable plot-tricky, but worth 
the effort if it succeeds in showing the full story. 
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In both cases, whether we're managing a major project and need a detailed timeline or 

we're Daphne in search of the right plot, we've got our starting framework and version 

selected. In the first case, we're going to start with a super-timeline; for Daphne, it will be 

a visionary, comparative, multiple-variable plot. The codex has done it's job, now it's up 

to us to start drawing. 
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The beauty of the <6><6> model is that by presenting a simple way oflooking at the 

endless variety of possible pictures out there (and mapping them according to the six 

basic ways we see), it makes it easy to select the right starting point for showing almost 

anything we want to ... almost. 

The fact is that how and why aren't the only combinations we see. The miracle of 

our vision system is that it continuously combines all the ways we see in order to help 

us understand our environment. We see when in combination with where, we see how 
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much in combination with what, etc. Two 

combinations-hybrid frameworks that are 

created by combining two of the basic six

are so frequently used in shOwing that we're 

going to identify them specifically as we run 

through each of the basic frameworks in the 

corning pages. 

k.", M".!. how V .. \v.t c.lWn 

The first is the time series chart, the com

bination that results when a how much chart 

is superimposed on a when timeline. We'll 

discuss this combination in the when frame

work section in chapter 13. The second is the 

value chain, the result of combining a when 

timeline with a how flowchart, which we'll 

encounter in the how framework section in 

chapter 14. 

-
Two combination frameworks appear often enough in 

problem-solving pictures that we're going to look at them 

in detail over the coming pages. 
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A fter we've identified our problem, selected the appro- ~ ~ 
priate showing framework, and further focused our Z~ 

ideas using the SQVID, the next step is to put pen to • 

paper (or napkin or whiteboard) and start drawing. There are two 

ways we can look at what we're about to do. Ifwe're a Black Pen 

person, it's going to be the easiest thing in the world; if we're a Red 

Pen person, it's going to be impossible, and there's no way we'll 

produce anything worth showing anybody. Both views are wrong. Drawing our picture 

is going to be harder than expected for the artistically gifted among us (because we'll 

be forcing our brains into potentially unfamiliar analytic processes); and it's going to be 

easier than expected for the 'Tm not visual" crowd (because we'll be taking unexpected 

advantage of analytic capabilities we use all the time). The important thing to keep in 

mind at this point is that we already know what to do. We looked well, we saw clearly, we 

imagined confidently-we've even got our starting framework selected. 

Here's how this is going to work: Since each framework requires a different way of 

approaching a drawing, we're going to run through an example or two of each. That is 
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plenty enough to cover everything we've talked about in the book so far, but nowhere 

near enough to cover every problem we might face in the world. But that's the real 

beauty of visual thinking. It doesn't take many pictures to see how just a few frameworks 

and rules make any problem easy to picture. 

In business school, MBA students and executives rely on case studies to put into practice 

the theories of finance, operations, marketing, and management that they've learned in 

the classroom. Whether based on actual companies facing historically accurate business 

challenges or hypothetical situations featuring fictional businesses, the case studies are 

the backbone of MBA programs because they make abstract ideas "real." In part III, we're 

going to take the same approach. By walking through a detailed case study, we're going 

to make the tools and rules of visual thinking come alive. 

Using a fictitious software company in crisis as a backdrop, we're going to put everything 

we've discussed into play: the visual thinking process, the SQVID, the <6><6> model, and 

the codex. To really show how effective visual thinking can be in understanding a complex 

business problem, we're going to use these tools to create pictures covering everything we 
would see in a business school seminar. Starting with customer research, we'll then move 

through marketing and product development, financial analysis, project planning, and 

finally strategic decision making. In short, there's going to be a lot to look at. 

As with any rigorous case study, there are two ways to approach this: either as a top

level scan or as a detailed deep dive. To help readers who want to make a quick scan, 

this case study is broken into six chapters, one showcasing each of the six visual frame

works. If you're mainly interested in the frameworks themselves, readjust the first two or 

three summary pages of each chapter-you'll still get a great sense of the overall business 

story. 
If you're interested in following the entire line of reasoning in detail, start from the 

beginning. As you work your way through, you'll notice that each picture is created step 



by step over a series of frames-almost 

like a stop-action animation-to help you 

see exactly how each is composed. Either 
way-scan or deep dive-this is where 

solving business problems with pictures 

becomes real. 

Imagine that we work for an accounting 

software company called Super Account

ing Exchange Incorporated, or SAX Inc. SAX 

has been designing and selling specialized 

accounting software for use by large organiza

tions since 1996, and although SAX isn't a very 

big company, our flagship product has been 

an industry benchmark for nearly a decade. 

In our niche industry there are pres

ently five main competitors, all with their 

own approaches to the business and all with 

their own strengths and weaknesses. The 

five are: 

• SAX Inc. (That's us) 

• SMSoft Inc. 

• Peridocs Incorporated 

• Univerce LLC 

• MoneyFree 

Starting with a basic who problem at SAX Inc., we're going 

to run through all six frameworks, creating several pictures 

that take us from defining the problem to arriving at a 

solution. 



So here's the problem: For the past two years our sales have gone flat while sales at the 

other companies have continued to rise. Our latest product release a year ago introduced 

many new features, making our software the most feature-rich available, but our custom

ers' reception has been lukewarm. Our sales reps complain that they're having an increas

ingly hard time selling our expensive software, given the rise of "open-source freeware" 

over the past year. Such freeware-typically created by loosely affiliated developers 

unencumbered by the overhead costs and shareholder demands seen in a bigger business 

like ours-is making increasing inroads into the technology industry everywhere. So far 

no open-source freeware comes close to our feature set, but that won't last forever. We 

don't know exactly what we need to do before we lose significant market share, but we 

know we have to do something. So let's move on to chapter 9 and start at the beginning, 

with our customers. 



A NOTE ON THE PICTURES 

WE'LL BE CREATING 

Before we get started, it's worth revisiting an earlier comment about the images in this 
book. Everything we're about to create is intended to be drawn by hand: on a whiteboard, 
on a yellow pad, on the back of a napkin, on whatever drawing surface you might have in 
front of you. In the introduction I said that Daphne's strategy chart was the first and last pic
ture in the book to be created on a computer, and that remains true. While computers are 
insanely wonderful tools for countless applications, I can't think of anything that they add 
to visual thinking at this level-while I can think of several things they take away. In fact, 
because using a computer seems to mask a number of our basic cognitive tasks-especially 
the unexpected ideas that emerge when we put pen to paper-relying on computers at 
this stage is more likely to undermine our visual thinking abilities than to advance them. 

On the plus side, it's also true that computers make the composition and finishing 
of the more advanced pictures infinitely easier than anything we can do by hand, are 
essential for creating accurate quantitative images, and are irreplaceable presentation and 
communication tools. Those points are all not trivial. That's why appendix B is included: 
It addresses which software I find most useful for further developing each framework, 
and introduces a few simple software tricks that will be helpful if you decide to go the 
entirely digital (and I don't mean fingers) route. 

But for now, let's stay with pens and napkins: It's good practice for the next time we 
meet someone interesting at an airport bar. 
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W e all agree: We don't know our customers as well as we should anymore, 

and in order to figure out which customers to go out and talk to, we need 

to create a portrait of who we think they are. Let's pick a large client com

pany and use what we know about it to create a sample baseline customer profile. We 

know that our baseline will contain a lot of information, that we'll want to be able to look 

at it from many different angles, and that we'll share it inside and outside our company, 

so it makes sense to create a picture. 

We already know how to pick the right framework: Look it up on the Visual Thinking 

Codex. In this case our problem is about people (who our customers are), so the codex 

tells us to start with a portrait, or qualitative representation. 



REVIEW: A PORTRAIT SHOWS WHO AND WHAT 

Framework type What it shows Coordinate system Objects' relationship Starting point Example 

1. Portrait 

DOl 
: •• :'. ! I fi;: \ I. ' ' 

Who/what 
Defined by an 
object's own 
physical traits 

Recall that the first way of seeing was who and what, 
meaning that we saw objects that we recognized because 

of distinct visual qualities: their components, shape, pro

portion, size, color, texture, etc. To show to others what 

we saw, we create a portrait (or qualitative representation) 

that represents the most evident of those qualities, empha

sizing especially those that made our object visually dis

tinct from others. While portraits don't show how many of 

something there are, where they are, or when and how they 

interact-all of which are addressed by the other specific 

frameworks-they do provide the starting point by helping 

us identify and keep track of who is who and what is what. 
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Renderings, profiles, plans, elevations, diagrams: 

There are lots of kinds of portraits, but all show 

the same things-the recognizable qualities that 

differentiate objects. 
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Creating even the 

simplest of portraits 

engages the mind's eye. 
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Even the sparest 

of portraits make 

comparisons come alive. 

1. Think simple. The goal isn't to be Rembrandt. In fact, an overly 
elaborate or cute picture inevitably draws too much attention 
to itself and distracts from the essence of the idea to be con
veyed. The simpler, the better: Think visually telegraphing an 
idea ©P' rather than painting the whole picture &4i-' 

2. Illuminate lists. The purpose of creating a business portrait is 
to trigger the unexpected qualitative ideas that emerge when 
the hands and the mind's eye work together. Visually repre
senting someone or something (regardless of actual likeness or 
detail) always triggers insights that writing a list alone cannot 
achieve. 

3. Visually describe. When time is limited (and in business, time 
is always limited), pictures always make for better comparisons 
than verbal descriptions. Comparative portraits can be as simple 
as a series of smiley faces. Adding even that thin a visual aspect 
brings objects to life and makes them memorable. 



With these ideas in mind, let's go back to our customer portrait. With our framework 

selected, we then look across the SQVID, answering its five questions as we go. 
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Simple or elaborate? Given that this is our first effort at visually portraying our custom
ers, we'd be better off with something simple. Qualitative or quantitative? For now, this is 

just a portrait, not a numeric representation, so by default it will be qualitative. Vision or 

execution? As a baseline, we're not yet talking about where we'd like to go or how to get 

there, so that question doesn't matter for this picture; let's skip it. Individual or compari

son? Since we'll be looking across the whole range of customers, this will be a compari

son. Change or as is? Since we're hoping to see the baseline, our picture will be as is for 

now, although depending on what we find, we may want to show change at some point. 

Summing up, this is a pretty simple starting framework-a simple, qualitative portrait of a 

few customer types, something like this: ®® © Now we're finally ready to draw. 

What to start with? Before thinking too hard, it's helpful to know that although the 

first mark on the napkin is the most difficult to make, it is also among the least important. 

We'll be adding to it, altering it, and possibly erasing it entirely. It's more important that 

we get something down on paper than worry too much about what it is. A good way to 

start any picture is to draw a circle and give it a name. Since we've already agreed that 

we don't know our customers as well as we should, let's start with something we do 

know-us. 



Let's start with a simple circle and then give it a name. 

Since a portrait is intended to help us identify one object from another, let's add some

thing visual to make "us" more distinctly us-our building, for example. 



Remember this is a portrait, so let's add our building to make us more recognizable. 

Does seeing ourselves portrayed this way trigger any ideas about how to show our 

sample client? How about we add them in the same way? 



We add in our client and already we've got a good picture going. 

Even this spare picture starts to show us something about the relationship between us 

and our client, and helps our mind's eye begin imagining ways to create a portrait of our 

customers. 

So if we're going to be showing people, why don't we again start with our own? That 

won't tell us anything about our customers, but drawing us (who we know so well) will 

get us in the right frame of mind for thinking about them. 
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We draw in the people of our own company: the boss, the account reps, team leads, and developers. 

That's us. All those smiley faces we talked about are starting to appear. Loosened up 

by drawing ourselves in, we're finally ready to sketch in our customers. 
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We draw in the customers that our people sell to: our client's execs, 

sales teams, accountants, and technical folks. 

There they are: our customers. Interesting. There are more types than we might have 

initially thought. Just creating a portrait like this has already started us thinking about cus

tomers in different ways. So far we've spent just a couple minutes with this picture, yet 

we've already created a baseline portrait of who's who in our business and have triggered 

many new ideas simply because we drew it. There's only one more thing we've got to do 

before we start making copies: Label everything. 
We've instinctively been giving names to the shapes as we've drawn them in. In fact, 

right from the beginning our task was to give a name to our first circle. As we added more 

people we kept labeling them, too. For good reason: While our brain's visual centers are 

happy to have pictures to look at, other mental processing areas demand names, and if 

they're not written there, we're going to make the names up ourselves. It's always better 

to be proactive about labeling and leave no doubt about what we're showing. 



We also always need to give our pictures a title. While it should be completely clear to 

us what we just drew, it always pays to assume that someone else is going to approach our 

picture from a different perspective, perhaps completely missing the point we intended to 

make. So as a rule, spell it out right on the top, every time. 
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By adding a title we know that we're being clear about 

what we're showing to anyone who sees our picture. 

Simple as it is, this picture is useful as a backbone for mapping in other qualitative 

traits about our customers. We know from previous market studies, for example, that 

each of these customer types wants something different from accounting software. Client 

executives are ultimately responsible for anything good (or bad) that happens whenever 

our software gets used, so they want a product that is easily accessible to their own people 

and impenetrable to anyone else. Above all, execs want security. Sales teams want a prod

uct that makes it easy for them to sell their company's services, so they want software 
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with a good reputation-they want a salable brand. Accountants want accuracy and stabil

ity; they want reliability. And technicians want software that is easy to connect to other 

systems and easy to update, they want flexibility. That's a long list of wants, just the kind 

of thing more easily digested in a picture. 
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Adding what they want. 

Now we have two portraits of 

our customers, one showing who 

they are, and another showing what 

they want. These are just two of 

many versions we can make. In dif

ferent businesses and different con

texts, similar pictures might be called 
renderings, plans, diagrams, or eleva

tions, but all do essentially the same 

thing: They provide a visual record 

of what something looks like, the 

who and what that we see. 
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'.. _ r e've seen our customers, noted some of their distinctions, and even W begun thinking about what they might want from our company's soft
ware. That's good information that will be useful for helping us get sales 

moving again, but it's only a start. To be meaningful, we're going to need to know how 
many of each of those customers we have, quantify how much they're willing to spend on 
products like ours, and even try to numerically measure how they feel about us and our 

products. 
We're not talking about who and what anymore. Now we need to see how much. The 

Visual Thinking Codex tells us that we're going to shift to charts now-pictures that 
show quantities, illustrate measurable criteria, and represent numeric comparisons. 



Unlike portraits, which we could create without any specific quantitative information, 

charts demand numbers, measures, and data. 

REVIEW: A CHART SHOWS HOW MUCH 

Objects'relationship 
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2. Chart 
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Example 
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After who and what, we next saw how much or how many objects there were. For small

ish numbers, our minds did a quick count; for slightly larger quantities, we made rough 
estimates; for large quantities we just said to ourselves, "A lot." To show these numbers 

to others, we use a chart (or quantitative representation) in which we tum abstract numbers 

into visually concrete pictures of amounts. 
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Many people find numbers boring, so we jazz 
up our charts with visual bells and whistles 
hoping to make the pictures look more inter
esting. Three thoughts: First, insightful data is 
never boring. If what we're showing resonates 
with our audience (either because it shows 
exactly what they hoped for or surprises the 
daylights out of them), they won't fall asleep. 
Second, we should always show the fewest 
possible pictures to make our point. Either 
limit the number of one-point pictures we 
show or combine as many data points as pos
sible into one or two multiple-variable plots 
(more on those later). And third, the addition 
oflow-key anthropomorphic elements ® ® @ 

where appropriate does add cognitive engage
ment. In other words, if you're counting peo-
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Pie charts, bar charts, numeric comparisons, 

histograms: There are countless ways of representing 

how much, but they are all variations on the same 

theme-providing a visual measurement of quantity. 

ple, go ahead and show the people. 

2. Pick the simplest model to make your point. This year's version of the most popu
lar spreadsheet software* includes ninety-nine different charting choices right out of 
the box. No wonder we're confused about which chart to use. The fact is, it only looks like 
it has ninety-nine. In actuality, it has four-bars, lines, pies, and bubbles. Everything 
else is a jazzed-up version of one of those. Ifwe think of those four types like this, we 
shouldn't have any trouble picking the right one. 

* If you're interested in a detailed explanation of when to use each of the myriad types of charts avail
able, there are lots of great books out there. See Appendix B: Resources for Visual Thinkers for 
recommendations. 



• Bars: For comparing absolute quantities of something (1,000 apples versus 800 oranges 
versus 120 pears). 

8~J 

• Lines and areas: For comparing absolute quantities between two different criteria 
or times (pies have 1,000 apples, 0 oranges, and 60 pears while tarts have 0 apples, 
800 oranges, and 60 pears). (We'll look at times series charts in when frameworks, 
chapter 12.) 

• Pies: For comparing relative quantities of something (52 percent apples, 42 percent 
oranges, and 6 percent pears). 

• Bubbles: For comparing more than two variables (which we'll look at when we come 
to why frameworks, chapter 14). 



3. If you start with one model, stay with one model. If our chart has the right coordi
nate system to convey our data and is built with precognitive attributes, our audiences 
should get it in no time. Nevertheless, once they've "learned" to read our first chart, 
don't jar their "seeing settings" by suddenly flopping an axis, changing the chart type, 
or introducing a wildly divergent way of thinking. Think of showing a series of charts 
as a drive through a beautiful landscape: Gentle or expected transitions are pleasant; 
suddenly flying out over a cliff is not. 

Our sales data tells us exactly how many customers we have. 

Back to SAX Inc. While making our customer portrait, we collected the who data; now 
we need some how many numbers. As we look at our company's sales records, it turns out 

that we have those numbers after all. Since "job title" is one of the fields in our software 

registration questionnaire, we have a record of how many customers of each type we 

have. If we were to create a picture showing both customers and quantities, it might look 

something like this. 

Numerically speaking, this picture couldn't be any more accurate: It's as if we had 

all our customers stand in their parking lot and took a photo. But accuracy aside, there 
are major problems here: First, although we can pick out individual types, we can't see 

the groups (since they're all mixed together). Second, it's almost impossible to count. We 



can see quantity, but we can't be precise or do any math with it. So let's straighten out the 

coordinates and add summary numbers. 
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Same image. now with numbers and coordinates added. 

Much better. Shown this way, we can rank and compare each customer type instantly. 

We immediately see that there are a lot more accountants than salespeople, about half 
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We could get rid of the picture altogether and 

substitute a table. 

as many technicians as salespeople, and only a few 

execs. Still, it's a hard picture to draw. What we really 

need is a simpler way of showing those quantities 

without having to draw every one of the people. 

Let's try something: How about we get rid of the 

picture altogether and just show the numbers? 

That also gives us numeric accuracy, but loses 

all the pictorial immediacy-it now takes our mind 

a few seconds to dance back and forth between 

the rows and columns in order to see how the cus

tomer numbers compare. A table also doesn't pro

vide any hooks to catch our visual memory. If we 



can't remember the precise numbers, 

we've got no larger context to fall 

back upon. What we need is a hybrid, 

something that combines the best 

of both pictures. What about a bar 

chart? 

There we go. Easy to see who 

we're talking about and how many 
of each, plus we've got the numbers 

right there-we've even got precogni-

a. ,. '" 10 I" Ito IYo '" 

tive quantity bars for our eyes to read A bar chart helps us see the pictures and the numbers. 

immediately, compare, and viscer-

ally recall long after we've forgotten the numbers: "I don't 

remember exactly how many, but I know there were 2. lot 

more accountants than salespeople." Perfect. If we need to 

see precisely how many in total there are of something, a 

simple bar chart is the way to go. 

Seeing exactly how many customers we have is only 

part of the equation. What we really need to know is how 

many execs we sell to relative to accountants relative to 

salespeople. That's how we'll figure out who is most impor

tant to focus on given our fixed marketing budgets. If we've 

got only one pie's worth of marketing budget available, for 

example, we need to know who should get the biggest slice. 

We use a pie chart to show quantities 

relative to the whole. 

That's why we use a pie chart when we need to see percentages relative to the whole. 

We don't see the total numbers anymore; instead we see how many of one customer 

type we have relative to others. If all customers were equally likely to buy our software, 

we'd want to divide up our marketing budget according to these same percentages. 
That way we'd know we were spreading out our marketing dollars evenly among all 

customers. 
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The battling parties. 

There's a problem with pie charts: They're in the mid
dle ofa war. 

Among information designers, there is a long-running battle 
raging about the effectiveness of pie charts for conveying data. 
On the one hand are people who think pie charts are fine-easy 
to create (with the right software), visually pleasing, and easy to 
read. On the other front are people who believe that since our 
eyes are less well adapted to accurately measuring proportional 
size differences in slices than they are in straight verticals and 
horizontals (which is true), we shouldn't ever use pie charts. 

In fact, there is a time and a place for both, 
and the proof is in the pizza. If you've ever 
been to a kindergartener's birthday party, you'll 
have seen that six-year-olds have no problem 
picking the biggest piece of the pie. If they can 
figure it out, so can we. So if you prefer round 
pizza, feel free to use a pie chart. If you prefer 
your pizza square, there is an equivalent chart 
to fall back on: the stacked percentage chart. It 
shows the same information, just lays it out in 
straight lines. 

The stacked pizza, or vertical 

If the differences among slices are so critical 
yet so small as to be difficult to visually detect, 
you're better off going back to a nonpictorial 
table anyway. 

percentage chart. 



But that's one of the challenges with the typical how much chart. Because it shows only 

quantity, it's easy to forget other critical differences that might exist between the items 

being measured. In other words, although the numbers we see in a quantitative compari

son may be accurate, they can still mislead us. For example, if the pie chart above were 

the only measure I had of customer quantity, I'd in theory have no choice but to assume 

that I should allocate 75 percent of my marketing budget to my accountant customers, 

since they represent 75 percent of registered users. But that might not at all reflect sales 

reality. 

As we continue to look through our sales num

bers, let's say that we come across the actual client 

purchase orders (POs). These POs show the final 

amounts paid and by whom-not who registered 

the software, but who bought it. Using another 

bar chart (since we're looking at absolute num

bers, not percentages), we see that accountant 

customers spent $100,000 with us last year, while 

salespeople spent only $5,000. 

Here we see a different story emerge. While 

accountants represented three-quarters of our total 

registered customers, they bought only slightly 

more software than did the technicians, who were 

the second smallest customer group in size! That's 

interesting. Who'd have thought that the technical 

people were the ones doing so much buying? 
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By total spend, accountants are our biggest customer 

group. 

To understand how this is true, we're going to have to look at one more chart. This 

time, let's factor in the quantity of each customer type against how much money each 

spent. Doing the math (total spend divided by number of customers per type) tells us 

the following: When we factor in the number of customers against their spending, we 

see that the average exec spends $5,500 on our software, the average tech $5,300, but the 

average accountant spends only $640. 
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Whoa! Look at that. While execs and tech-
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By individual spending, execs and technicians are our 

nicians account for just half of all purchases, 

individually each has nearly nine times the 

individual spending power of the accountants. 

Nothing we'd looked at in any data before 

would have led us to see that. Although this 

chart doesn't tell us why the numbers shake 

out like this, it certainly gives us a lot to think 

about. Perhaps the technicians are doing much 

of the buying on behalf of the accountants. If 

so, those technicians have tremendous spend

ing power. And just four execs are buying even 

more? That tells us something new about pur

chase decision making at our client's: It falls 
biggest customers. 

disproportionately on the two most disparate groups. It also tells us that we'd better start 

looking carefully at the buying process of the technicians and execs. 

All this should be giving us an inkling of where our sales problem may originate-and 

that's what we'll be looking at next: the where framework. But before we go there, let's 

review. The pictures shown here-numeric comparisons, pie charts, and bar charts-are 

just a few of the variety of ways to show how much or how many. As we saw with portraits, 

different businesses and different problems will demand different types of charts to repre

sent quantity; but also like portraits, they are all just variations on the same theme. All are 

ways to show us how many or how much there are of the whos and whats we represented 

with our first framework. 
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tv\OVt\\8 Ov.t Acvoss tl.-\e tv\t:'\p -r he numbers we looked at in the previous chapter show that the execu

tives and technicians at our client are doing a disproportionate amount of 

the buying. That was interesting and unexpected: We'd always assumed 

it was the accountants who bought most of our software since they were the ones who 

used it. This twist has got us wondering if we really understand the hierarchy of our cli

ent's business; it appears that the technicians are in a position of greater influence than we 

knew. 

So now we've got a where problem-not a geographic "where" as in who is located 

in what building or which city-but rather a structural problem. We want to see where 
the now-critical technicians fit into the decision tree of our client's organization relative 

to its accountants, salespeople, and execs. What we need is a map of our client's business 

In 



3. Map 

structure. And even though it's not really a geographic map, we go about creating it as if 

it were. 

REVIEW: A MAP SHOWS WHERE 

What it shows 

Where 

FI>'if',,~ 
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Coordinate system Objects'relationship 

+"-l~~,ru '" >< E I' positions in 
space 

I ___ .1 ___ ._ 

Starting point 

After how much, we saw where objects were in relation to one another. We noted their 

positions, relative orientations, and distances apart. In order to show these locations to 

someone else, we use maps to represent placement, proximity, overlap, distance, and 

direction-and that doesn't apply just to geography: Maps make all kinds of ideas about 

the spatial relationships of objects unexpectedly clear. 



Because of their versatility, maps WhfV'of. 
are the most flexible of all six frame

works, which means that various 

kinds of maps may not look all that 

much alike. The fact is that they 

really are, especially in the way we 

go about making them and the spa

tial relationships they illustrate. If 

we start by drawing in the most 

prominent feature of our "land

scape" -whether that is a mountain, 

a person, or an idea-and have a 

clear set of coordinates defined, it's 

a relatively straightforward matter 

to move outward and add more and 

more features and details, mapping 

overlays of complementary data on 

top to indicate everything from bor

ders and distances to connections 

and sets of shared traits. 

Maps can be Venn diagrams, schematics, landscapes, "think maps": 

No matter how different they may look, they're all drawn the same 

way and all show the same thing-the spatial relationship of one 

object to another. 

Maps are the most familiar visual thinking framework we have: from organizational 

charts (which everybody knows how to draw) to Venn diagrams (which everybody 

understands) to good old treasure maps (which everybody loves to look at), maps are our 

most frequently used framework. 

1. Everything has a geography. Anything that is built up from multiple unique compo
nents-whether those components are cities and rivers or concepts and ideas--can be 
mapped. The task for the visual thinker is to ask, "If these ideas (or nouns, concepts, 
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elements, components, etc.) were nations, where would their borders be-and what 
roads would connect them?" 

2. North is a state of mind. We're used to thinking of maps with a north-south versus 
east-west coordinate system upon which places and objects are plotted according to 
their relative spatial positions. We can make maps of most anything using other pairs 
of opposites: good-bad versus expensive-cheap, high-low versus winners-losers. In 
fact, the only challenge with most maps is coming up with a meaningful coordinate 
system; once it's in place, plotting in the "landmarks" is easy. 

GOOD UP 
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3. Look beyond the obvious hierarchy. Traditional (hierarchical) org charts are won
derful tools for mapping the official chain of command of an organization and for 
showing who is responsible for what. But when it comes to understanding where the 
less obvious-but usually more powerful-political connections really are, a bubble
based or connections-based "map of influence" is the better tool. The data to create 
such a map is always much harder to collect, but the effort pays off when insights into 

the inner workings of an organization are needed. 

Sort of us-t.fvl Vtr~ us-t.ful 



Once again, back to SAX Inc.: We know from the codex that a where problem 

demands a map, and as we run across the SQVID we think simple, qualitative, visionary, 

individual, and as is. We see that we'll need to create a picture somewhere between a con

cept model ~ and a treasure map Ytal showing the structure of the company. We also 
know that the best way to start a map is to draw in the most prominent feature, which 

in our client's case is their massive accounting department, the "factory" of their entire 

operation. 

We start the map of our client's business structure with 

their most prominent feature: their huge accounting 

operation. 

Even though that's where all those accountants sit, we now know that accounting 
is not the home of our new target buyers, so let's branch out from there and add in the 

other divisions. 
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The main accounting factory is surrounded by adminis

tration, sales, and support divisions. 

We also know that all those groups are run like little fiefdoms, so let's add in the bor

ders to see who butts up against whom-and who doesn't share any borders at all. 



I 
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Adding borders shows us that sales is an independent 

state run by its own rules, while operations, accounting, 

and support share many common borders. 

In the real world, adjacent nations are connected by roads, and the same is true with 

our client. Let's get one of our own salespeople-someone who knows how things really 

run over there in client land-to help us map in those interdepartmental pathways. 
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Based on the insights of our own salespeople into 

the client's organization, let's map in the roads between 

departments. 

Hmm: No roads between sales and accounting. No direct connections means litde 

influence one way or the other, so it's unlikely either is influencing the buying decisions 
of the other. OK, we've got our map. Now let's see where the treasure is. 
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X's mark the spots where treasure <the people who buy 

our software) is buried. 

We've now got a sense of the divisional structure of our client. That gives us a useful 

overview, but as we look at it, we realize that what we really need to see is the hierarchi

cal connections between those domains: Who decides what and who influences whom. 

So let's make another map of the same "geography," but this time we'll focus on the 

real power-the people. We'll approach things in the same way, starting with the most 

prominent feature: in this case Marge, the CEO. 
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We start a map with the geography's most 

prominent feature. so begin with the CEO. 

Since we'll be showing everybody else relative to Marge, we need to establish a coor

dinate system around her, some place to map in the next most prominent features: Mary 

(who runs sales) and Mildred (who runs operations). 

) 

Two lines establish our coordinate system and 

allow us to start mapping in other people. 

Pushing ahead, we next map in the middle management layer of Morgan, Tom, Dick, 

and Beth-the real gatekeepers of the business's domains. Then we decide to erase the 

coordinates after all, since they're complicating things and, let's face it, everybody knows 

which way is up on an org chart. 



Middle management appears. 

Then we map in the rank and file. Amazing. We've got most of the company mapped 

and we haven't even seen the technicians (half our buyers) yet. 

Four layers down and we still haven't seen the 

technicians. 

One last layer and they finally appear, way at the bottom of the stack, far removed from 

Marge and the executives, and with no visible connections whatsoever back to the sales 

teams. Well, there we have it: Add a title and we're looking at the organizational map of 

our client, seeing the hierarchical location of each group in relation to the others. 



We're finished: a complete map of our client's 

hierarchical organization structure. 

Org charts like this are one of the best examples of a where business map: Creating one 

illustrates how easy it is to show the spatial relationships of multiple items in a clear way, 

and-even better-org charts are the one kind of map that everybody in business (includ

ing, especially including, the 'Tm not visual" people) knows how to draw with conviction. 

In fact, if anybody asked us to sketch out how our own company works, the first (most 

likely only) picture we'd draw is a hierarchical, top-to-bottom org chart. 

We've all seen org charts, we all understand them, and, whether we're happy with 

our own position on them or not, find it comforting to see ourselves and people we know 

concretely represented in such an unequivocal framework. Because org charts give us 

a sense of confidence in the order of the world, we take great stock in them as accurate 

reflections of people's organizational influence over one another. This is a belief which, 

while true enough to keep org charts the favorite business picture of all time, can also 

make them wildly misleading. In fact, often the most insightful thing about an org chart is 
what it doesn't show. But to see that, we have to go looking in a different way. 

Here's what I mean. Looking back at our org chart, we're faced with an anomaly. 
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Neither map shows any direct connection between the execs and the techs-what's up? 

According to our numbers, the execs and the technicians 
are the big buyers, but organizationally they are as far 

apart as two groups can get-and our first business struc
ture map didn't show any direct "roads" linking them. 

We could say that we've now got two distinct sales 
targets within the same client company who each require 

their own distinct marketing approach, but we'd much 
rather clarify the relationship between the two groups. 

By better understanding the connection, perhaps we 
could come up with a single, more cost-effective market

ing approach that would appeal to both execs and techni
cians. That feels like a stretch, but it would certainly be 

worth the effort if we could find the common thread. 

We're stumped until our own salesperson-the one 
who really knows how things work there-tells us the 
story of]ason, our client's technical whiz kid. It turns out 

~'i;;JX!+~( ......... . 
Cov\II\tc.tiM? 

What's the critical connection between 

the execs and the techs? 
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that jason, two years out of engineering school and in his first job with our client, is a genius 

at fixing laptops. He's already got such a great reputation that everybody calls him when 
they have a problem, and jason has been able to solve so many problems for Mildred, the 

head of all operations, that she's come to rely on jason's technical savvy for insights into 

everything technology related. So there's the connection: jason. The lowest guy on the 

totem pole turns out to have the greatest technical exposure of anyone across the entire 

company. 

Aha! It turns out that Jason-the lowest guy on 

the whole totem pole-is the one everybody 

calls when their computer isn't working. 

Now we've seen both the weakness and strength of a traditional org chart. Since it 

shows only the "official" structure, it doesn't illuminate many of the human connections 

that really make things work. Then again, once an org chart is mapped out, it becomes an 

excellent backbone for mapping in the real spheres of influence. 

Size is one of the visual cues that we key off of without any hesitation. So if we were to 



create a set of overlays on top of the org chart we just created, we could use size as a way 

to quickly indicate the real influence of Jason within our client landscape. So let's take that 

same org chart and use different-size circles to indicate the relative technical influence of 

each person. 

Jason's real importance becomes visible when we 

use different-size circles to indicate his technical 

influence over middle management and the execs. 

We found the missing link: Jason. And if he has the ear of decision makers across the 

company, that makes him a powerful influence in technology-buying decisions. Whether 

or not he acrually does the buying, he certainly is influencing it-both within the technol

ogy and accounting domains that account for most total purchases, as well as among the 

executives who make the greatest number of individual purchases. Given his influence, it 

makes sense to figure out what makes Jason say good things (or bad things) about a par

ticular software package. 



As a starting point, let's go back to the portrait we made showing what each of our cus

tomers looks for when choosing software, but this time try to map out the connections-

perhaps we'll see what makes Jason tick. Starting from the top, we recall that executives 

want security. 

Execs value software security 

above all else. 

Then we recall that accountants want reliability, which overlaps security slightly. 
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The reliability that accountants want 

shares some overlap with the execs. 

Jason, trekking as he does through all levels of the company, knows that the best soft

ware doesn't just meet his own flexibility criteria (easy to connect to other systems and 

easy to update), it also meets the needs of the execs and accountants. And Jason knows 



their needs because he's the guy who has to listen every time something goes wrong. This 

means that the one person in the company who knows both what the software needs to 

do and has the reach to influence buying decisions across the company is the guy who 

barely even made the org chart. 
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Jason's view of software intersects with that of 

both execs and accountants. 

This map is called a Venn diagram and it is used to show the spatial overlap between any 

kind of objects, even ideas. Venn diagrams are a type of broader category of" concept maps" 

that don't look anything like either the treasure map or the org maps that we created, but 

do exactly the same thing: They show the same way of seeing (where), they share the same 

kind of coordinate system (spatial: up-down, right-left, front-back), are created the same 

way (start with the most prominent feature and add others in relative position around it), 

and represent the same thing-the relative positions of several objects in space. 

Since the Venn diagram here does such a nice job of showing us what Jason looks for in 

accounting software, let's use a similar but more elaborate concept map to model out the 

basic components of our Super Account Manager (SAM) software. This picture will help us 

see where in the system we could make improvements that would meet Jason's criteria for 

perfect accounting software: security, reliability, and flexibility. 



Like any visual thinking challenge, we start by looking, so here we've compiled a list 

of all main SAM components. Although the list is categorized, it's impossible to see the 

relationships between the components. 
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Components of our software: a complete list, but impossible 

to see relationships. 

We know that the best way to start a map is to draw in the most prominent feature. 

In this case, the last item on the list, Account Management Engine, says "the heart of the 

system," which sounds promising. So if it really is the heart, draw it in the center. 



Start with the heart. 

The heart of any system connects to all the main components, so let's draw the cat

egory titles around it. There seems to be something parallel about employee records 

(Employees) and customer records (Customers), so draw those at the same level; the same 

holds true for reporting engine ("Reporter") and banking engine ("Banker"). 

Then we add in the main categories arrayed around the heart. 
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OK, there's one way oflooking at the basic components of our software-and it looks 

a lot like that conceptual Venn diagram, only there are more parts and they don't overlap 

as much. Now that we've got the main categories, we can add subcomponents arrayed 

off those. And as we do, connections between components, which were invisible in the 

original list, begin to appear. 

Adding the the subcomponents gives us a complete schematic 

diagram of our software. We even see connections emerging 

that were invisible in the original list. 



Now that we've got a way to really look at our software package, let's map in areas 

that we'd need to improve to meet increasing customer demands. To improve security, 

we'd need to enhance protection around those areas where the most information enters 
and leaves the system: the "Banker" components that link to separate systems and the 

banks, and the "Reporter" components that present information to password-protected 

Web sites. 

In order to meet executives' demands for more security, we'd need to 

modify the "Banker" and "Reporter" sections of our application. 



Similarly, we can now clearly indicate those components we'd need to modify in order 

to improve reliability, namely the Business Calculator and the Account Management 

Engine. 

To meet the accountants' demands for improved reliability, we need 

to modify the Business Calculator ("the brain of the system") and the 

Account Management Engine ("the heart of the system"). 



Most important, from Jason's perspective anyway, we can now also use this map of 

our system to determine where we'd need to make improvements to flexibility. As we 

can see, there are a lot of areas where the various components interact, and it's in those 
connections that we can make the biggest changes. 

Where Jason would like to see us make improvements: Any way we can 

simplify and standardize the connections between system components 

will help flexibility. 

There we have it: If we want to make changes to our software, we'll want to start with 

those areas. These maps show us not only where we should focus improvements on our 

software, they also show how complex the integration of our system is. In order to make 

so many changes, we're going to have to undertake a major project-something taking 

months to complete. In the next chapter on timelines, we'll look at how long such a proj

ect would take and when we'd need to complete each step. 
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,_ r e can now see where changes to our software might make the software W more appealing to our biggest buyers. Assuming that we can convince 

our own management that making those changes is the right way to 

increase sales (a huge assumption, but one we'll be dealing with when we get to the why 

framework), the next question is how long it is going to take. Will it take a couple weeks, 

a few months, or a year or more to make these upgrades? Clearly, we're now facing a 

when problem, which the codex tells us to address with a timeline. 



REVIEW: A TIMELINE SHOWS WHEN 
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After we saw where-and as some time passed-we saw objects change in any of the 

three previous ways: in quality, in amount, or in position. In order to show those changes 

to somebody else, we use a timeline to represent the various states of our object at vari

ous times, or the relationship of those objects over time. 

....... 
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discussions about the fourth dimen
sion and the fundamental nature 
of time can be fascinating, they're 
irrelevant to the types of problems 
typically faced in business. For our 
purposes, we're going to think of 
time as a straight line that always 
leads from yesterday to tomorrow, 
and always tracks from left to right. 
Although the former rule may not be 
true for time travelers and the latter 
is nothing more than a cultural bias, 
both are useful as standards that we 
can all recognize and agree on. 
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Life cycles, process maps, Gantt charts, progressions, swim lanes: 

Timelines can take many forms, but they all show the same thing

when one activity takes place in time in relation to another. 

2. Repeating timelines create life cycles. Chickens and eggs, up-and-down marketing 
cycles, days into months into years-timelines frequently repeat over and over again. 
When they do, we call them life cycles and represent them either as an endless circle 
or as a returning 'back to the beginning" arrow placed at the end of the line. For our 
purposes, it doesn't matter if the timeline repeats or not, we create it in the same way. 



Ifwe can't identify the starting point, we pick a major milestone anywhere along the 
length ofthe cycle and begin there. 

3. Round versus linear. Both a clock and a ruler are made up of a single line, the first 
one just happens to curve back on itself. While circular timelines are in many ways 
a more accurate representation of a repeating life cycle, it is almost invariably better 
to go with a straight line. It's not only easier to draw (especially when the steps are 
accompanied by detailed text), it's cognitively easier to read, and easier to remember. 
Circular timelines and calendars (like those of the ancient Aztecs and modem astrolo
gers) are wonderful if your fundamental point is to emphasize the repetitive nature of 
a particular cycle, but even then it is advisable to create a straight-line version so that 
you can add details. 
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To make a SAX Inc. project timeline, we need to start with a coordinate system. And 

since a timeline shows the relationship of things over time, that's easy. We start at the 

present and show the passage of time as we move to the right. Since we at SAX have been 
developing software for a long time now and know exactly how to get started, let's start 

this timeline at the beginning: discovery. 



At SAX Inc. we begin every project by determining what the general problem is that 

we need to address. We call this the "discovery" phase, and we're already a long way 

down that path: finding a way to make our accounting software more appealing to Jason. 

We begin every software development project 

with "discovery," when we nail down what the 

problem is that we're trying to solve. 

Once we've got a good handle on the problem, we start coming up with possible solu

tions. We call this "conceptual design," and this is when we nail down the specifics of 

what we're going to build. 

In "conceptual design" we figure out our solution 

and nail down what it's going to look like. 



With the solution designed, we've got to build it. That's where "development" comes 

in: writing the code, both for all the individual software subcomponents and for the entire 

application. 

"Development" is when we write the code and create 

the application. 

Once everything is written, it has to be tested ... and tested, and tested again. That's 

why the next phase is nothing but testing: bug testing, first-round testing, testing with a 

small group of customers, and finally user-acceptance testing with a larger group. 

The fourth phase is when we test and test and test again to 

make sure our application does what it's supposed to do. 



With testing complete and all the bugs worked out, we're ready to start selling. We 

call this final phase "deployment," because this is when we package up our software and 

get it into the hands of our customers for their use. It's also when we hand over the appli

cation to our user support organization so that we can go back and start working on the 

next version. 

"Deployment" means we start selling the software to customers 

and turn everything over to the user support group. Our 

development process is complete. 

That's it: our software development timeline. That was a simple, qualitative, execution

oriented, individual, as-is view-just the thing that the SQVID tells us to create if our audience 

is new to the software industry and interested in seeing the big steps. It's a useful starting 

point, but here we need to get a lot more detailed if we're really going to implement the 

timeline. So let's take that simple overview as a starting point but redraw it, this time with a 

focus on the complex and quantitative. Here we go with the same timeline, but with a differ

ent intent in mind. 
The first thing that was missing in the previous timeline was that it didn't accurately 

reflect time. It showed the steps over time, but didn't represent how long any of the five 



phases actually took. So the first thing we have to do is lengthen the phase arrows to 

show relative duration-something we know from having completed this same process 

many times before. 

The five phases take differing amounts of time to complete. with development 

more than double the length of any other. 

Past experience gives us a good estimate of how many weeks and months each phase 

realistically takes to complete, so now we can map in a calendar. 
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Adding in a calendar makes the timeline more accurate. 



There will be a lot of people working on this project, so let's create a list of project 
teams and run them down the side, where we'll be able to plot in their individual activi

ties for each phase. 
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We add in the project teams down the side so we'll be able to plot in their 

individual activities during each phase. 



We've now got two coordinates set up, just as we did on the charts and maps before, 

but this time we've also got two different kinds of information represented on the same 

playing field: who (our teams) and when (our timeline). With those two coordinates in, we 
can start plotting in the whats, starting with the critical milestones that mark the close of 

one phase and the beginning of another. 
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By plotting in critical milestones, we show the triggers that indicate the close of 

one phase and the beginning of another. 



How do we know when we've actually hit one of these milestones? Milestones aren't 

physical things, they're just predefined moments in time. The way we know we've suc

ceeded in meeting them is by measuring what we've actually gotten done-in the case 

of a project, those physical things are the "deliverables." For example, once the business 

team has completed its 'business rationale" document, the design team its "user need 

study," and the sales and marketing team its "market study," we can say that the problem

defined milestone has been reached, and we can begin conceptual design . 
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Plotting in the individual team deliverables indicates what physically needs to be 

completed in order to meet a milestone, to say that one phase is finished and the 

next really ready to start. 



Valuable as they are in content, deliverables are simply the end results of all the heavy 

lifting that went into them. While seeing when the deliverables are due is critical to plan

ning, we also need to see what is required to create them. That's where work streams 

come in: They are the task lists of things to do that each team follows in order to know 

what to do to get their deliverables done. Mapping in the work streams completes this 

more detailed timeline so that we can now see how long this project is going to take. 
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By drawing in each team's work stream, we finally see everything that needs to 

take place to complete our project, and how long it's going to take: 9 months. 



Nine months from the green light to rolling software out the door to customers: We 

now see how big a commitment of time it is to complete an upgrade to our application. 

At the million dollars a month it costs to cover salaries and expenses for all team mem

bers, that brings us to $9 million. That's a big "ask" at a company our size, so before we 

go to our own execs, let's see how $9 million compares with the cost of previous develop

ment cycles. 

To see this, we're going to call upon our first hybrid 

A time series chart is a superimposition of a 

timeline axis onto a typical how much chart: It 

shows the variations in quantity of something 

framework, the time series chart. This is something we 

haven't seen yet but that will nevertheless be familiar

it's simply a combination of a how much chart overlaid on 

a when timeline, two frameworks that we already know 

well. As the name describes, a time series chart plots the 

quantity of something changing over time. This frame

work merges the coordinate systems of its two under

lying frameworks in order to show the rise and fall of 
overtime. prices, rates, numbers, temperatures-anything that can 

be measured at one time and then at another. 

Creating a time series chart lets us see how the cost of completing a full software

development cycle now compares with what it has cost in the past. If we're going to be 

asking for $9 million, we'd better know up front if that's more or less than before. Ifless, 

it should be relatively easy to get; if more, we'll have to make an extra-solid case for the 

project. 

Just as in any other timeline, the horizontal coordinate shows time, and as in any other 

chart, the vertical coordinate shows amount. With those coordinates in place, we can start 

plotting in development costs from previous years, data we can collect from previous proj

ect management files. SAX Inc. opened its doors with its first version of Super Account 

Manager back in 1996, so let's start there. In that first year, it cost less than $500,000 to 
create SAM version 1, with a team of ten people working nights and weekends for nearly a 

year. The cost of the second version, launched two years later, quadrupled to $2 million. 

The simple reason: The team had grown to forty people, and more people cost more 



money. By 2000, it cost nearly $6 mil

lion to release SAM 3, the version that 

made SAX Inc. an industry leader. 
Then came the bust. In late 2001, the 

entire market came down, and SAX Inc. 

had to layoff staff just to stay afloat. We 

managed to keep releasing upgraded 

versions of SAM, but development 

costs went down because teams got 

smaller and the company became less 

ambitious with each release. 
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This time series compares development costs to release cydes every 

two years. At the beginning of SAX Inc. in 1996, it cost $500,000 

to create the original application. Two years later it cost four times 

that, and two years after that it had risen again-to $6 million. 

o+-~-----------------------------

Boom: With the collapse of the market, development costs 

dropped due to layoffs, then started to rise again as the market 

recovered in 2004. 
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Since 2004, development costs have risen consistently with 

every release. So if we go ahead with a $9 million version now, 

we'll be right on track. 
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Let's build the same time series but show company revenue 

rather than project costs, obligating us to slide the vertical scale 

up to $40 million. 

Since then, development costs have 

increased for every release. SAM 6, which 

came out in 2006, came in at over $6 mil

lion, topping the previous maximum set 

back in 2000. Given the trends since 2002, 

it appears that a $9 million cost is right in 

line with where we'd expect costs to be. 

But that doesn't tell the entire story. 

Much as we'd love to go to our execs and 
ask for $9 million, showing them this time 

series chart to justify the cost, we know 

they're going to ask us to show them 

something we ourselves haven't uncov

ered yet: How do these costs track with 

the overall revenue of the company? 

To figure that, we're going to create 

another time series chart using exactly 

the same horizontal timeline, only this 
time the vertical axis will reflect total 

company revenue, which means we're 

going to have to slide that scale from $10 

million at the top (the highest ever spent 

on a release) to $40 million, the highest 

revenue. Once again, we start plotting in 

numbers in 1996, when total company 

revenue was about $1 million, through 

the next four years, when revenues sky
rocketed up to $21 million. 

Again we see the bubble burst in 

2001: Over the next two years revenue 



drops by more than half, and even after the 
market recovers we're still sliding down. 

In 2004 revenues bounce back with a 
vengeance, jumping up to $30 million in 
two years. Then ... well, then we just sit 
there: flat sales, flat revenue. Which brings 
us back to the problem that got us started 
way back with the who/what framework. 
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In 2001 revenue heads south and keeps going, even after the 

market starts coming back. 
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There was massive revenue growth in 2004-2006, and then it 

all stopped. 
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After we lay the first chart onto the second. we have to squish it 

down to make the vertical numbers align. 
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One chart lays out development costs and revenues side by side. 

where we can easily compare one with the other. 

Viewed individually, these two 

charts tell us two things: The first 

showed that development costs are 

going up at what appears to be a con

sistent rate; the second shows that 

revenues (although still high) have 

flattened. But it's when we put the two 

together that the real insights-and 

questions-emerge. To put the two 

together, we have to do a little fancy 

footwork. Since the vertical scales 

were different, we're going to have to 

squish the costs chart down across the 

board to align the numbers. 

With the scales aligned, we can 

compare apples to apples and see how 

development costs have varied com

pared to revenues. 



And we can already hear the execs' response to our $9 million request: lffour years ago 

a 30 percent increase in costs brought about a 300 percent increase in revenues, but another 30 per

cent increase two years ago coincided with flat revenues, who's to say another 30 percent increase 
in costs is going to help at all? 
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Good question: Revenues aren't going up, so why should costs? 

We see the question we're going to have to answer, now we've got to figure out how 

to answer it. 
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How Ct:'\\\ We Fl)C -rl-\is? ·W e're facing yet another new problem: How are we going to convince the 
executives (how are we going to convince ourselves) that spending $9 million 

to improve our software is the right way to get sales moving again? Let's 

face it: Jumping from the desires of the last guy on the org chart to a $9 million spend is a 

pretty big leap, isn't it? 

Stated that way, it is. But maybe that's not the right way to state it. In fact, let's not 

state it at all: Let's show how we came to that conclusion. 



REVIEW: A FLOWCHART SHOWS HOW 

Framework type What it shows 

5. Flowchart 

How 
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Objects' 
influences 
upon each 
other 

As we saw the ways in which objects interacted over time-changing in quality, num

ber, or position, but now with visible influences upon each other-we saw cause and 

effect come into play: we saw how things work. The codex tells us that when we need to 

show such cause and effect, we create a flowchart. 
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How company decisions are made. part 

1: First. the exec will ask us to tell him or 

her about our problem. 

But let's not start with a flowchart as elaborate as the one 

we'll need to visually link Jason's software desires to a com

plete rewrite of our platform. Let's practice with a simpler (but 
equally useful) one. Let's look at how executives in our com

pany go about making such a big financial decision. 

The table of frameworks tells us that the coordinate sys

tem of a flowchart runs from action to response, and that the 

starting point should always be the beginning action. So we'll 

start with the first thing an exec will say when we show up 

with our spreadsheets: "Is your problem defined?" followed 

by, "Have you thought of any potential solutions?" 

Knowing that if our answer to either of those queries is 
no, we'll be shown the door, we'll then pull out our problem 

definition and proposed sample solutions. 

Part 2: If neither the problem nor any potential solution 

is defined. the conversation is over. On the other hand. 

if we have some possible solutions. the exec will be all 

ears. 



Then comes discussion of the solutions: Are they technically possible? If no, forget it. 

If yes, are they then financially reasonable? Again, if not, it's back to the drawing board. 

But if yes, then comes the acid test: the "gut check." Our execs have been in the software 

business for a long time and have a good sense of what can really work and what probably 

won't. So they then ask themselves, "Will what I'm seeing here really fix the problem?" 

Then they start really thinking. 

If our proposed solutions are neither technically nor financially feasible, they're 

rejected. But if they pass on those fronts, they face the biggest test of all: the 

"gut check." 



If the exec's gut tells him or her there is at least a three-quarters' chance of success, he 

or she gives the green light, and then we're off and running. 

If it feels as if our solution has a 75 percent chance of working, we're off and 

running. If not, we'd better come up with something else. 



Now we know what we're going to face when we go into 

the big conference room to make our pitch. First thing we'll 

need is a well-defined problem and an accompanying poten
tial solution. So let's again illustrate our understanding of the 

original problem using the same flowchart process, but this 

time things will be a lot more complex-and even our start

ing point is bad news: flat sales. 

We can come up with at least three potential reasons for 

flat sales: First, our clients aren't themselves growing (which 

isn't true; they're all growing at least 20 percent per year for 

the past two years), or they don't need our software anymore 

(also not true; ours is the most comprehensive product in a 

growing industry and it will be at least a year before any com

petitors offer a similar full range of services). No, the only 

other likely reason is that customers are simply uninspired by 

our product. 

We've got to define our problem. In this 

case, it's big and obvious: Sales aren't 

rising, but they aren't falling either-no, 

they're just plain flat. 

How do we I.ok CIt *' pr.bl."",? 

The most reasonable explanation for flat sales 

is that customers just aren't inspired by our 

product anymore. 
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We can think of two possible reasons for our clients to feel blase about us: Either our 

software isn't making them happy or we're not targeting the right clients. Both could well 

be true. Interestingly, addressing both requires the same thing-a better understanding of 

who our customers are and a better understanding of what they want. 
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We suspect that our clients aren't happy with our product and 

that we're not targeting the right clients. The good news is that 

getting a better understanding of who they are should tell us 

more about what they're looking for. 

It's at this point that we created that customer portrait so many pictures back, so now 

we do know who our influential customers really are (technicians, especially Jason, and 

execs, and, to a lesser degree, the accountants themselves) and we've identified what 

they want from accounting software: flexibility, security, and reliability. This brings us 

to a possible solution: If we improve anyone of those three features of our software

especially flexibility, since that's what Jason is really interested in-we should be able to 

increase sales again. 



We've got a potential solution: If we improve our software's flexibility, we should be 

able to inspire Jason to buy more software. 

Step one of our executive pitch is ready: We've got the problem dearly defined and 

we have a potential solution ready. The only trouble is that our solution will cost $9 mil

lion. Now we've just got to convince the execs that it's worth it. 
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, _ .... r. e're confident that the best way to get sales growing again is to spend 'N the $9 million to rebuild our software platform. Only that ground-up 

approach will enable us to make the software improvements demanded 

by our most influential customers. But the fact remains that we could spend a lot less 

money by making smaller improvements to our existing platform. And with our execu
tives focused intendy on the bottom line these days, that's very likely the decision they'll 

make. 
To see why we should make the spending decision one way or the other, we're going 

to have to look at our entire industry: who our competitors are and their growth projec

tions, how customers and sales trends are changing, and how changes in platform tech

nology will impact revenues. It's only through seeing all that information tied together 



that the picture we need will emerge. But how can we see all that? Is it even possible to 

plot together that much information in a meaningful way? 

The codex tells us that the coordinate system of a multiple-variable plot is, by defini

tion, composed of three or more variables. Here we have five or six potentially meaningful 

variables, so let's go ahead and see what happens when we superimpose them onto a single 

picture. We'll be drawing an elaborate, quantitative, visionary, comparative, as-is, and could
be plot, a window into the closed box that is our industry. If we can open that window, it 

should give us a persuasive visual argument for why we need to spend the money now. 

REVIEW: A MULTIPLE-VARIABLE PLOT SHOWS WHY 
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After we'd seen who, what, how much, where, when, and how, we saw reason (or rea

sons) emerge. The longer we watched everything interact and focused our attention upon 

cause and effect, the more we began to understand why things worked the way they did. 

In order to show others the reasons and to begin to make predictions about how things 

will work again, we create multiple-variable plots. 

Chapter 5 told us that we see why when our mind's eye combines the other ways of 

seeing. To create a multiple-variable plot we do exactly the same thing, only this time 

combining them all on a sheet of paper. We start with who/what, work through how 

much, shift to where, and then add in when. Because we've already sketched similar draw

ings in the previous sections, creating this plot will largely be a review, but with two big 

differences: First, we'll be layering everything into a single picture rather than separate 

pictures, and second, we won't start the who/what with a portrait of our customers, we'll 

begin instead with a portrait of our competitors. 

1. Multiple-variable plots aren't hard to make, but they do require patience, prac
tice, and, above all, a point. Of the six frameworks and hundreds of picture types out 
there, a well-thought-through and clearly drawn multiple-variable plot is the most 
powerful and insightful we can create. (We'll talk about why that's true below.) That 
said, I can't recall ever seeing a simple explanation in a business book of how to draw 
one. My advice is this: Begin with a simple x-y plot, using any two qualitative variables 
for which you have data as the two coordinates (remember, if they turn out to be use
less, you can always change them later). Plot in any quantitative variable for which 
you have data using appropriately sized bubbles in the middle, starting with just one 
point in time. Then add another set of bubbles shOWing the same quantitative variable 
at another time. That's it-all you need to complete a multiple-variable plot either as 
a final picture or as a launching pad for adding more and more variables. 

2. Medium-thick soup is best. What a multiple-variable plot really does is to create a 
scale model of an entire business universe or business problem. When we create one, 
what we're hoping to do is identify a limited number of aspects of our industry (or 



problem) that may have great influence on one another, so that we can pull out just 
those and look at them side by side without the distraction of all the other variables 
out there. Too few variables and we end up with a simple bar chart-useful on its 
own for many things, but not for developing real insight. Too many variables and 
we're back to the original problem of too much to look at and we haven't accom
plished a thing. Again, the only way to know the "right" number is to start plotting 
and see when useful ideas emerge. 

3. Anything can be mapped to anything else, but ... The biggest danger of multiple
variable plots is that because they invite the layering of many data types, they can 
make it too easy to "discover" connections between variables that actually have noth
ing to do with one another. This is the great challenge of statistics and even basic 
science: keeping "correlation" (the appearance of similar trends between different 
variables) distinct from "causation" (the direct impact of one variable upon the other). 
While it may be tempting to map global temperature fluctuations to the frequency of 
Bay Watch reruns-with very possibly a high correlation factor-it does not mean that 
one necessarily causes the other. 

Back to SAX Inc. In our industry, we face two categories of competitors: the old guard 

(that's us-SAX Inc., along with SMSoft and Peridocs, companies that we've competed 

with for the past decade) and the new arrivals (Univerce and MoneyFree, which just 

appeared on the scene a couple years ago). The two groups are further differentiated 

according to other specific criteria: We big three have all been in business for at least ten 

years, have all built our software on proprietary code and platforms, all offer software 

with lots of features, and all make our money through the sales of our software prod

ucts, throwing in the upgrades and service for free. The smaller two companies built their 

software using open-source code, have few features, and make their money from sup

port contracts only: They give away their software for free, then charge their clients for 

upgrades and service. 
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Portrait of our competitive set, representing 

two main groups and differentiated by age 

and differing approaches to the market. 

That's it: five companies, two different platforms, two 
different ways of doing business. Now let's look at a simple 
numeric comparison to see how much revenue each of these 
companies earned last year. As we map out the companies 

by size (using proportionately sized bubbles to represent 
revenue), another trait emerges: The old guard made all 

the money last year, while the new arrivals barely made a 
dent. SAX Inc. lead the pack with revenues of $25 million, 
followed by SMSoft at $20 million and Peridocs at $18 mil
lion. Univerce came in at $3 million and MoneyFree made 

a small blip at $250,000. 

L-A~T Yf.M 

Now let's look forward. Using analysts reports, Wall Street projections, and the indus

try rumor mill, we can project what revenues are expected to look like among these same 
companies at the end of next year. We already know that our sales are flat, but here is 
some new information: SMSoft is in negotiations to buy Peridocs, which will create a 
combined company with projected revenues of $40 million. On top of that, analysts pre

dict that Univerce, a company that didn't even exist three years ago, will surpass our pro-



jected $30 million by more than $1 million, 
knocking us from first place into third. 

Even puny MoneyFree will likely bring in 
$18 million. What?! 

That's a lot of industry change in a short 

period. Aside from the big merger, what 
else could be happening? Obviously, there's 

more going on than this simple how much 
chart can show. We need to not only see 
how big these companies are, we need to 
see where they sit in relation to one another 

according to customers, platforms, technol
ogies-all those unique variables we identi
fied in our portrait. What we really need is 

an industry map. 
Let's try it. Let's plot together what were 

otherwise separate pieces of information 

and see if connections do emerge. The spe
cific pieces that we want to see together are 
things that we already know: competitor 
name, type of platform, range of software 
features, revenue, and time. Remember that 

a multiple-variable plot overlays three or 

more different criteria, and to get started we 
just have to draw in one or two initial axes 

and give them names. For example, propri
etary standards versus open standards plot

ted against full features versus few features. 
Now that we've got an initial coordinate 

system laid down, this picture becomes like 

Our competitors' revenues as projected at the end of 

next year. 

We begin our plot with the horizontal coordinate, in this case 

type of software platform, then add the vertical software 

features axis. 
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any other landscape map, and all we have to do is draw in the features. Since we've already 

got the bubbles representing last year's revenues ready (our third variable), we can place 

them in the areas of the plot indicated by the coordinates. For example, SAX, SMSoft, and 

Peridocs all slide to the proprietary side while the others slide to the open side, and ver

tically all are arranged according to number of features (SAX has the most, followed by 

SMSoft, etc.). 
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With our coordinates mapped in, we then draw in the features: in this case, the 

spatial locations of ourselves and our competitors. 



So far we're not seeing anything that wasn't already captured by our mind's eye: The 

big bubbles (more revenue) have more features and are based on proprietary platforms, 

last year, anyway. We didn't need the picture to tell us that. But when we map in next 
year's projected data, things jump around-a lot. 
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Then we lay in next year's projected revenue, and all the bubbles jump. 
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Now we've got five variables in play: name of company, platfonn, features, revenue last 
year, and revenue next year. Before we add in more (and we're going to), let's see what 

we can see. First, the merged SMS-Peridocs surpasses us in revenue (bigger bubble), and 

their combined software surpasses us in features (their bubble moves up). At the same 

time, their merger will force them to combine two proprietary platforms, making their 

platform even less open than before (their bubble moves left). Meanwhile, our revenues 

have grown slightly (slightly bigger bubble), our continual software tweaks nudge us 

up a bit in features (our bubble bumps up), and, assuming we go through with planned 

platform Band-Aids, we are slightly more open (our bubble nudges right) . 

..... ...,.,. 
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The postmerger SMS-Peridocs surpasses us in revenue and features but becomes 

an even more proprietary (closed) system. while we marginally increase features 

and slightly open up our platform. 



Meanwhile, let's look at what has happened on the open standards side of the plot. 

All the sudden revenue increases and feature upgrades of the old guard don't look so 

impressive. By the end of next year, it's projected that Univerce will not only exceed 

our revenues, they'll also beat us in number of features. How is that possible? 

f 
I 

Next year the growth of the old guard pales by comparison to Univerce and 

MoneyFree, the new arrivals. Suddenly they've got more features and revenue growth 

than we've ever experienced. 
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In order to see what's going on, we need to plot in yet another layer of data. But 

before we do, we're going to need to make some room. Let's erase some of the details 

we've accumulated so far and pick things up by recalling the software improvements that 

Jason was demanding from us: flexibility, security, and reliability. In the past, proprietary 

platforms like ours were more secure and reliable than open platforms, although less flex

ible. To show that on our plot, we can just divide last year's landscape right down the 

middle: more secure and reliable on the old guard side (left); more flexible on the new 

arrivals side (right). 
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In years past, proprietary platforms were inherently more secure and reliable, while 

open platforms were generally more flexible. 



This is why any Band-Aid increase in flexibility on our platfonn will decrease security 

and reliability: We'd be moving our bubble to the right without taking the security / reli

ability line with us. But over the next couple years, it's expected that open platfonns will 

improve so much that they'll become as secure and reliable as our systems are today

and remain more flexible as well. In other words, the companies with systems built on 

open platfonns are not only going to offer more flexibility, they'll be able to offer as much 

security and reliablity as those of us with closed systems-if not more so. 
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The whole landscape is going to shift next year as open platforms improve. They'll 

offer security and reliability equal to (if not better than) our closed platform without 

losing any oftheir greater flexibility. 
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We can finally see what's really going on in our industry. As early as next year, the 

new arrivals-companies that came late and built their systems on open standards-are 

going to be able to offer services equal to or better than those of us who started early on 

with our own closed platforms. Which finally brings us back to our original question: 

Why spend $9 million on building a new open platform when we could spend a lot less on 

more moderate improvements to the platform we already have? 

Believe it or not, we've now collected everything we need to show why. We started 

this chapter with a simple question: Does knowing anything more about our customers tell us 
why sales are flat? Using the six fundamental frameworks of visual thinking, we've not only 

answered that question (yes-we're not pleasingjason), we've seen exactly how to go about 

keeping our customers happy (improve security, reliability, and flexibility) and stay the leader 

in our industry (move to an open platform). The problem is that it's going to cost $9 million. 

Which means there remains one more thing to do: Share these pictures with our executives 

and get them to see the same things we did-to see why for themselves. 

In the next and final part of this book, we're going to walk through a short executive 

presentation built around nothing more than the pictures we've just created. In doing so, 

we'll answer the two remaining "big" questions about visual thinking-those that I am 

asked every time I talk about solving problems with pictures. First, what's the best way to 
effectively show a picture? Second, does a good problem-solving picture always have to 

be self-explanatory? 
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\ - {.. \ h .. "" two rem"'ning big qu",rion"bout ,",u'" thin1cing, tough qu",· 
tions I'm asked every time I talk about solving problems with pictures. 

Both relate to selling ideas with pictures, the time when we need to finally 

share with somebody else the pictures we've created. The first question has to do with us 

as presenters: How can we best go about verbally describing a picture? The second has to 

do with our pictures themselves: Are they "bad" if they require any explanation at all? 

Evevytl-\l\\B I k\\ow O\'bov.t Bv.sl\\ess I LeO\v\\eJ. 
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Walk into a kindergarten class and (with the teacher's permission) ask for a show of hands 

on how many of the six-year-olds can sing. Every hand will go up in the air. How many can 

dance? Every hand. How many can draw? Every hand. Now ask how many can read: a couple 

hands might rise. Then walk into a tenth-grade classroom and ask the sixteen-year-olds the 

same questions: How many can sing? One or two hands. How many can dance? A few. 

How many can draw? A couple. Now ask how many can read. Every hand will go up. 
Don't get me wrong: There's certainly nothing wrong with learning to read. But what 

happened to singing, dancing, and drawing? Once we believed that we knew how to do 
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those things-in fact, at kindergarten age most of us practiced them happily every day

so why, ten years later, do so many of us forget what we once knew? And by forgetting 

(or even just thinking we've forgotten), are we missing something fundamental in our 

innate problem-solving abilities that could be useful to us in the black-and-white, right

and-wrong, quantitative world of business? 

As we reach the end of this book, I have one final story to share, and it's the best 

example ever of how not to present a problem-solving picture. It's a scary story and on the 

surface may appear to undermine much of what we've talked about here-at least that's 

what I thought when it took place. Only on reflection did I come to realize that the story, 

in fact, makes the case for visual thinking stronger, especially since addressing it forced 

me to go back and look at my approach to visual thinking all over again. 

A year ago, I was hired to join a team of business consultants working on a huge tech

nology proj ect sales pitch. Each member of this team was handpicked for his or her proven 

expertise in a particular field, and each had been all over the world selling and leading suc

cessful projects. As I stepped into the conference room to meet them for the first time, I 

was already impressed. If you planned to spend $100 million on a new enterprise-wide 

technology system, these were the people you wanted: They just looked right. 

Although I was brought in to help out just on the charts, I had a wonderful time work
ing with this team, and even succeeded in convincing them to use pictures during key 

parts of their sales presentation instead of the usual bullet points. Having seen audiences 

fall asleep after the second page of bullets, the team was all for it, and after nearly three 

weeks of work we were all amazed by what we'd been able to accomplish. Together we'd 

managed to boil down a hundred pages of material into just six handouts and a dozen 

slides, without compromising any of the core materials and without losing the overall 

storyline of the proposal. 
The showpiece of the presentation was a multiple-variable plot similar to the one we 

just created for SAX Inc. It illustrated the client's industry by mapping together several vari

ables (competitors, market share, industry work flow, sales over time) that were individu

ally familiar to the audience but had never before been seen together in one place. The 



result was a picture that offered up numerous insights. It showed that the client's business 

model placed them at several unconnected steps across their industry; it showed that while 

they led in two of those steps, they lagged in others; it showed that their biggest competi

tors focused on dominating only single steps, etc. In other words, it was a picture that 

could launch any of several fascinating conversations, all of which were important to the 

client's decision-making process and all of which the team was prepared to run with. 

As the chart guy, I didn't have a speaking part on pitch day, so I was given the unfa

miliar role of sitting in the back of the auditorium where I could judge audience response 

and take notes for debriefing later. When our team entered the auditorium to deliver the 

pitch, I was ready to be amazed. I was, but not for the reasons I'd expected. 

Lauren, the team leader, opened the pitch brilliantly. She was a great speaker

charming, engaging, loud. She led with a funny anecdote that got a chuckle from the 
room full of client executives, technologists, and finance people. It couldn't have been a 

better start. 

But then she hit the "next slide" button, looked up at the multiple-variable plot with 

its four layers of seamlessly integrated visual information, precognitive attributes, intui

tive coordinate system ... and froze. 

It was like watching a cartoon: Lauren's mouth opened but nothing came out; her 

eyes darted across the fifteen-foot projection screen but saw nothing. As Lauren stood 

there, hands locked in midgesture, the room held its breath, waiting for her to explain 

what they were looking at, what it meant, and why they should care. But no sound was 

heard. I twisted in my seat, agonizing, barely able to keep from shouting out, "Lauren!Just 

say what this chart shows and start pointing!" 

Mercifully, I managed to remain silent, and Lauren-the consummate consulting 

professional-wasn't going to let a bunch of colored bubbles on a chart knock her off 

track for long. She took a breath, recovered her composure, and said, "We created this 

chart to show where you sit in your industry. Next slide please." 

We didn't win the project. 
In the debrief we all agreed on what had happened: Although Lauren and the team 



now knew how to create a problem-solving picture, we'd never discussed how to talk 

about one. When she got up on stage in presentation mode, Lauren's mind expected the 

slides behind her to contain words in lists, something that she'd spoken to hundreds of 

times. But when she turned around and saw colored balls and bits of text connected by 

lines and arrows, her mind went blank. Where was she supposed to start? What was she 

supposed to say? Other than the headline and the labels on the coordinates, there was 

nothing there to read: no bullet points, no summary, no words. 

I knew at that moment r d stumbled upon the greatest challenge to solving problems 

with pictures: Although we know how to look, to see, to imagine, and to show, nobody 

since kindergarten has told us how to talk about what we see. Just like singing, dancing, 

and drawing, we once knew how to show and tell, and we did it without bulleted lists. Not 

anymore. 

For a time, I despaired: Was there no future for anything other than simple tables, 

Venn diagrams, and bar charts as presentation tools? How could that be, after all my 

research and personal experience in seeing how well pictures worked? Then I remem

bered the English breakfast and the countless other pictures r d worked on with teams 

across dozens of companies in half a dozen countries, the pitches r d seen won based on 

nothing more than a single chart that the CEO immediately "got," and the project teams 

that understood what they were supposed to do only when they'd reviewed that detailed 

Gantt chart. No, I thought, the problem isn't with the pictures-the problem is in remem

bering that show and tell are two different words. 

Then it hit me: We already have the answer, and just like the visual thinking process 

itself, the answer is something we all do all the time without even being aware of it. In 

fact, the process for talking about a picture is the visual thinking process. Let me show 

you what I mean. Let's go back to SAX Inc. for a moment, and make that final $9 million 

pitch to the executives. 
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Quick review: We've created a series of pictures to help us solve the problem of flat 
sales at our accounting software company, SAX Inc. Those pictures lead us to a possi
ble solution-spend $9 million to completely rebuild our software platform. OK, that's 

one problem solved, another created. How are we going to convince our executives to 

spend $9 million on a major project when we have flat sales? To address that, we created 
another set of pictures. We mapped our executives' decision-making process, exposing 

cause and effect with a flowchart so we could see what we'd need to show, and then we 
prepared an elaborate, quantitative, visionary, comparative, forward-thinking picture to tell 
them the whole story. 

Imagine that we've scheduled a meeting to present our ideas to the execs. We're in the 

conference room thirty minutes early, preparing for the execs to arrive. No worries. The 
way we're going to approach this is exactly the same way we made our pictures: We are 

going to take the execs with us through the four-step visual thinking process as we look 
at a landscape of information, see those things in it that matter most, imagine what they 
mean, and then show the result. The only difference is this time the information landscape 
is a plot we've already created, and we already know exactly what we want to show. 
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Look, see, imagine, show. We've done it before and now we'll do it again. 



As we're waiting for the execs, we're not booting up our computers, looking for 

wireless connectivity, or trying to hook up the projector that never shows the right reso

lution, but that doesn't mean we don't have pictures to show. And we're not stacking 

up color-printed decks in front of each seat, but that doesn't mean we don't have sheets 

and data to hand out at the appropriate time. No, what we're doing is drawing our picture 

on the whiteboard, as big as we can. We're sketching in the coordinates and first four 

variables of our plot (competitors, platform, features, last year's revenue), preparing to con

vince our execs why by engaging them in an interactive (truly back and forth), live (but 

that doesn't mean unscripted), back-to-basics (but that doesn't mean simplistic) visual 

thinking session. 
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This is what we draw on the whiteboard before the execs come into the room

the title, coordinates, key, and first five variables of the plot. 



With our drawing done, we sit down and take a breath. Right on time, the execs 

arrive. Our execs don't like small talk these days, so we stand up and immediately direct 
their attention to the whiteboard. 

"As we all know, we've got a major problem to solve. Sales of SAM have flattened, 

and if we don't get sales back up in the next year, we stand to lose our top spot in the mar

ket. Our group believes that we've identified a solution, and we want to share it with you 
by taking you through this visual overview of our market." 

Brief aside. The fact that we've got an elaborate picture drawn up on the whiteboard 

is already working in our favor. Since the executives can immediately see that we've got 
something well thought out in mind, but can't completely understand everything on it, 
they are anxious to hear what we have to say. They'll likely even give us a moment more 

than usual to get to the point. This is when we start looking aloud. 

LoOK 

Start looking aloud 

Look: What's the picture all about? What's included and what's not? 

What are the coordinates and dimensions? 

Looking aloud means that we aren't going to toss our executives into the middle of the 

metaphorical bowling alley. We're going to take their hand and walk them there, point
ing out the coordinates and dimensions of the place as we go, giving them a moment to 

figure out where we are and what we're supposed to do now that we're here. 

With that approach in mind, we start the tour of our picture. "Our goal in creating this 
model was to build a baseline of our industry according to several critical factors, ranging 

from platform to feature set to revenue We believed that by looking at the business in this 



integrated way we would see our problem in a new light, potentially illuminating new 

and unexpected approaches to solving it. 

"There's a lot included here-and there's going to be a lot more-so let me quickly 

show you what we have. First, we looked at what types of competitors we face, whether 

running on proprietary or open systems, which we plotted here along the bottom." We 

point out the horizontal axis. 

"Next, we asked what kind offeatures each company's software offers, whether a full 

suite or just a few. We plotted that here, going up the side." We point out the vertical axis. 

"Then we added in last year's revenues using proportionally scaled bubbles plotted 
onto the appropriate quadrants of the chart. You see us up here in the lead with revenues 

last year of $25 million and the fullest feature set running on our proprietary platform, 

while you see MoneyFree way down here, with few features running on an open plat

form, and next to no revenue." We point out the bubbles at the extreme ends of the scales. 

We look at the execs and see nods; they're with us so far. Time to let go of their hands 

and take a step back: We're about to drop a bomb. 

1 Keep seeing aloud. 

See: What are the three most important things that stand out? How do 

they interact? Is there a pattern emerging? Is there anything critical that 

we don't see? 

Seeing is about pointing out what's most important in the picture-something that 

we haven't even drawn in. So, as we say, "Here are those same companys' revenues pro

jected for next year," we draw in next year's bubbles starting with our own quadrant, 

explaining about the SMSoft-Peridocs merger, etc., then draw in MoneyFree, and finally 

Univerce. 
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One by one we draw in next year's bubbles, starting in our corner and saving 

Univerce for last. 

"Not only is Univerce expected to grow ten times in revenue, it could very likely sur

pass us in features as well, knocking us into third place in offerings and size." Boom. 

Our executives see the point now and the questions start to fly. Some are defensive, 

like, "That can't be right. Where did you get those numbers?" Some are aggresive, like 

"What in the heck is Univerce up to?" Some are cautiously exploratory, like "Hmm-is 

there anything we can do?" 

The first question we answer precisely because we know exactly where the numbers 

came from, and that's when we hand out the detailed data spreadsheets we created while 

researching the picture. The second question we answer by describing next year's antici

pated increase in security and reliability on the open platform and the immediate impact 

that it will have on sales of open software. As for the third question-"What can we dor"

we're ready for that one, too. "Thank you for the perfect segue," we respond, "let us take 

you through two possible options that we've identified." 



I Co.Nnw'" imagining aloud. \ 

A 
Imagine: How can we manipulate or take advantage of emerging 

patterns? Are there open opportunities? What is not visible here? 

Where have we seen this before? 
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Option one: We explain how spending a little on platform upgrades 

could likely reestablish our lead in feature offerings, but would have 

only partial impact on improving overall security, reliability, and 

flexibility. 

Imagining aloud means talking 

through the options that our pic

ture presents and making the empty 

spaces come alive. As we introduce 

option one-the low-cost Band

Aid-we draw in exactly what we're 

describing, making it obvious that 

the potential impact of staying on 

the same platform will be slightly 
improved services and features

perhaps even enough to keep us 

ahead of SMS-Peri docs for a time. 

Then we draw in option two, 

describing how a $9 million platform 

redesign will enable us to make real 

improvements in all offerings, and 

position us to stay ahead of the ris

ing open platform crowd-beating 

them by joining them. 
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Option two: We explain how a $9-million rebuild. using open 

standards will shift us into leadership on the fastest growing side 

of the pictute. 

Now the executives will have one more big question. "OK," they'll say to us, "you've 

spent a lot of time with this picture, what do you think we should do?" 

I Close &, showing aloud. \ . 
Show: This is what we think it all means. Do you see the same things? 

This is what we think our options are. Do you agree? 



And now we finally come to why we need to go with option two and spend the big 

money: Regardless of our market position today, there is no way we will be able to com

pete on flexibility, security, and reliability in the coming years on our present platform. 
Open platforms will simply beat us. We've led this industry for the past decade, and if we 

intend to keep our lead, there's only one way for us to go: rebuild from the ground up 

using open standards. As far as we can see, it's not even a question. 
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If we want to stay in the lead in the industry we created, we've got no choice but 

to rebuild on a new open platform. 

Our argument is made. The meeting is far from over, but our picture has served its 

purpose. It introduced more concepts more quickly than we ever could have done with 

words alone; it made those concepts easy to see, understand, and remember; and it pro

vided a visual framework upon which we and the executives will be drawing more arrows 



and options for the next hour. Big decisions are about to be made. Let's hope that we've 

been honest with what we've drawn. 

The differences in style-and the associated successes

between Lauren's approach to showing her picture during 

the big pitch and what we just saw in the SAX Inc. confer

ence room are enormous. Still, they all boil down to just one 

thing: If we're going to use a picture to sell, we have to be 

prepared to talk about it. 

This brings us to the last problem in this book, namely, Is a problem-solving picture 

"bad" if it requires an explanation? After all, doesn't the old adage "a picture is worth a 

thousand words" tell us that good pictures always stand on their own? 

The answer is no. All good pictures do not need to be self-explanatory, but they do 

need to be explainable. It's a rare problem-solving picture of any sort that can carry a clear 

message, convey powerful meaning, and inspire deep insight without at least a caption. 

Certainly a basic portrait, bar chart, or simple timeline should be understood immedi

ately, but when we think about the more elaborate and insightful pictures required to 
show complex interactions of when, where, how, and why, the point isn't to replace all the 

words; the point is to use a picture to replace those words that are more effectively con

veyed, understood, and remembered visually. 

The best way to think about this is to think about pizza. More to the point, what we 

really need to think about is when pizza is the ideal food to serve guests versus when a 

three-course sit-down meal is more appropriate. Here's what I mean. For most business 

meetings that take place on a day-to-day level, our expectations as participants are usually 

pretty low. We've met all these people before, heard most of what everybody has to say, 

and have plenty of other things we could be doing. Those are what I call pizza meetings: 

They're more like having a bunch of neighbors over to watch a game on TV than having 

everybody get dressed up to share a gourmet meal. Either way, everybody needs to be 



fed, but at a pizza meeting the only expectations about the food are that it's filling, tastes 

pretty good, and doesn't require a lot of cleanup. 

Most business pictures are pizza: They need to be simple, easy to digest, and contain few 

enough ingredients that they don't cause indigestion. These pizza pictures shouldn't need a 

lot of explanation. They're there to push the meeting forward and get everyone fed on the 

information as quickly and satisfyingly as possible. More customer data has been collected? 

Great. Give it to us as a bar chart. A new work stream and deadline have been added to the 

project? Fine. Where's the one-line timeline? That's it? Great, got it. Thanks. Later. 

Then again, a lot of meetings involve a whole different set of expectations. Imagine 
that we're the new boss and we're meeting the board to relay the impressive results of 

our first ninety days. Imagine that we've just acquired a new company and we need to 

convey to senior staff how our business model is going to change; imagine we're meeting 

a client for the biggest pitch in our company's history. Guests at these meetings expect to 

be impressed, to learn something they didn't know, to see something they've never seen 

before ... and pizza pictures aren't going to cut it. 

These meetings are like full-blown sit-down dinners, 

and the pictures we show need to convey substantial 

insight, open up interesting conversation, and support 
important decision making. We're talking here about 

delivering more than just informational satisfaction. We 

need to provide the pictorial equivalent of a three-course 

meal. That's when our elaborate how and why pictures 

become the order of the day: They contain a lot, they show a lot, and-as we just saw in 

the SAX conference room-they require a lot of explanation. 

Nothing wrong with that. At our metaphorical sit-down-dinner meeting, our guests 

not only have more time, they fully expect to be engaged in detailed conversation and are 

willing to make the commitment of time and energy necessary to ensure they're getting 

the most from what we've got to show them. You say we need to think about branching into 

new international markets? Interesting. What makes you say that? Investing in a new product 

development now? How could that be? You need nine million dollars? Show me why. 



It's in these instances-when our guests' expectations are high but their willingness to 

participate is equally high-that we should always pull out the big pictures. The elaborate 

maps, the comparative timelines, the quantitative value chains, the visionary plots. These 

pictures serve as launching platforms from which ideas can grow, which is the whole 

point of problem solving. We don't show an insight-inspiring picture because it saves a 

thousand words; we show it because it elicits the thousand words that make the greatest 

difference. 
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-r hat morning on the train to Sheffield, I not only learned about the power 

of a napkin, I also learned that what we all really need is a reliable problem

solving toolkit that we can take with us anywhere; something that we can 

pull out of our pocket at a moment's notice to help us look at problems, see what makes 

them tick, imagine ways to solve them, and then show our solutions to somebody else. 

We need a universal visual thinking toolkit-and since we'll be using it at a moment's 

notice, above all it has to be memorable. 

-rhY'ee-Fcl.\Y'-fi.ve-CShc:: -rhe ViSl.\""l -rhi\\~i\\B 
CSwiss AY'lMy k\\i-Pe 
One last visualization exercise. Imagine that you're sitting at the airport cafe waiting for 

your flight. You see a couple friends or business colleagues walking past and wave them 

down. As they join you, they ask what you've been up to lately. 



"Solving problems with pictures," you say. "Learning to get better at visual thinking." 

"Really?" they say. "What's that all about?" 

"Let me show you," you answer as you pick up a napkin and pull a pen from your bag. 

As you roughly sketch the outline of a Swiss Army knife, you say, "Picture visual 

thinking as the Swiss Army knife of problem solving. It has several different blades to help 

visually solve almost any kind of problem, but they follow a simple pattern so it's easy to 

remember what they all do." 



"First are our three basic visual thinking tools: our eyes, our mind's eye, and our hand

eye coordination." 

"Next come the four steps of the visual thinking process. Four steps we already know 

how to do: look, see, imagine, and show." 



"Then we have the SQVID, the five questions that help us open our mind's eye: 

simple or elaborate, qualitative or quantitative, vision or execution, individual or com

parison, change or status quo?" 

"Last come the six ways we see, and the six corresponding ways we show: who/what, 
how much, where, when, how, and why." 



"That's my visual problem-solving toolkit. I don't have to remember any more than 

that, and I can use it to help with any problem, anytime, anywhere." 

"That's pretty interesting," your first colleague says. "I've got a little time ... can you 

show me more?" 

"Of course" you say, as you reach for another napkin. 

"That is interesting," says the other colleague. "I want to think about it some more, 

but I've got to run. Do you mind ifI keep the napkin?" 

"Not at all," you reply, handing it over with a smile. 

In two minutes you've captured your own idea, shown it to others, and passed it 

along. That's how visual thinking works, and that's how to solve problems and sell ideas 

with pictures. 
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ED 
RV.SSle'\~ Rov.leH-e -r his book is what scientists call empirically based. That is to say, I dis

covered and tested the ideas introduced here during real-world, on-the

job practice and observation, first by trying out visual problem-solving 

approaches that felt intuitively right, and then by validating that they really did work 

in solving daily business problems. If I found that a given approach "worked" -by pro

viding either qualitatively better ideas and communications or quantitatively measurable 

improvements in sales, productivity, or efficiency-I kept evolving it until the tools that 

appear in this book emerged. If the approaches didn't work, they don't appear here. 

For me, there wasn't any alternative to this seat-of-the-pants, learning-by-doing intro

duction to visual problem solving. In early 1990, I found myself managing a marketing 

communications company in Russia, a country where I didn't even speak the language. 

If that sounds like a contradiction in terms (how can someone create communications 

when they can't speak the language?), it was, but it was also a unique situation that obli

gated me to start looking for new nonverbal ways of approaching business problems. 

Those were busy years, and while I eventually learned to speak Russian, I found 

it more useful to keep using pictures to share ideas even after 1'd passed the language 



barrier. Again, pictures just worked. It never occurred to me to look for any scientific rea

son why one picture might immediately clarify a complex business issue while another 

picture would only make the situation worse. I just learned to go by "visual feel." By 

the time I returned to the United States in the late 1990s, I had seen enough consistently 

recurring visual themes in the more effective pictures that I learned to quickly create 

problem-clarifying sketches (like the English breakfast napkin) that other people also 

found useful-but I never really knew why any of those pictures worked. 

It was only after I started fine-tuning my approach in order to help colleagues and 

clients create similar pictures themselves that it dawned on me to look for connections 

between what I intuitively saw working and what neuroscientists had to say about how 

human vision works. 

Reading about vision in a series of science texts, I started to sense connections emerg

ing, but my own undergraduate degree in biology was by then so dated that those con

nections remained just out of grasp. Then a client told me about a book called Phantoms 

in the Brain: Probing the Mysteries of the Human Mind by V. S. Ramachandran. I picked up a 

copy one day and opened it to a chapter on understanding vision. Suddenly I could sense 

the tumblers whirring in the lock and feel the click as a neurological key to visual thinking 

fell into place. 

In his book, Ramachandran (the director of the Center for Brain and Cognition at the 

University of California, San Diego) presented one fascinating tale after another illuminat

ing the inner workings of the brain. But what caught my eye was a diagram illustrating the 

vision pathways-the neurological routes that visual Signals follow as they make their way 

from our eyes into our visual cortex. When Ramachandran wrote his book in 1998, several 

recent discoveries had been made delineating these pathways and the roles they appeared 

to play in breaking down incoming visual Signals into the discrete components required 

for processing throughout the brain. This particular diagram illustrated three of these path

ways, and what I saw there was astonishing: Their names matched three of the 6 W's. 

I had long ago realized that by visually breaking a problem down into its 6 W's (who/ 

what, how much, where, when, how, and why) and then creating a single picture for each, it 

was possible to visually clarify almost any problem, and yet when faced with the names of 



these recently discovered visual pathways, I couldn't believe what I saw. The flow of the 

pathways was itself interesting, but what really took my breath away was their blessedly 

nonscientific names: the what pathway, the where pathway, and the how pathway. Here 

were the same "ways of seeing" that I'd always relied upon, but now they weren't abstract 

ideas to search for in the visual world, they were physical pathways leading directly into 

specific areas in our brains. 

"Wait a minute," I told myself "It can't be that simple. It can't be that we physically 

see according to the 6 W's-who, what, when, where, etc. That would be too easy. Those 

are just broad journalistic definitions we've made up in order to understand and convey 

the essence of complex stories, right?" 

Wrong. Now intrigued enough to read everything I could find about how vision/ 

sight works, I soon discovered two things: One, there is enough scientific evidence to 

contemplate the truth of a visual thinking model that says that the 6 W's are the "ideal" 

way to look at the world because they correspond literally to the ways we see. Two, like 

anything in science, it's not completely true. 

Way back at the beginning of chapter 4, I described looking as the means by which we col
lect visual information through our eyes. We talked about how light enters our eyes and 

gets converted into electrical signals that are passed along our optic nerves into various 

regions of our brains, where those signals somehow get processed into the pictures that 

we see inside our heads. That's an accurate and useful summary to the basics of our visual 

system, but it barely scratches the surface. Vision is an enigma, a process that becomes 

ever more remarkable the more neuroscientists learn about it, and yet to this day remains 

fundamentally a mystery. 

What we do know is this: Every second that our eyes are open, millions of visual 

signals enter as photons of light, are instantly converted into electrical impulses by our 
retinas, and then get passed along through the million strands of our optic nerves into our 

brains. After the right-side and left-side eye Signals cross over in the optic chiasma, about 



10 percent of the signals get shunted along a three-hundred-million-year-old pathway into 

the superior coliculus located atop the brain stem. 

The brain stem is also known as the reptilian brain, so called because it is the ancient core 

of our brain that we have in common with reptiles; it's the part of our brain responsible for 

our basic "fight or flight" survival skills. The relatively small number of visual signals cap

tured here in the superior coliculus gets passed on to the pulvinar nucleus for rapid initial 
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Our looking system includes our eyes and many parts of our 

brain. The older superior coliculus (SC) sits atop the brain 

stem; the newer lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) sits astride 

the neocortex. 

processing, and then on to the parietal lobes 
for final processing. This series of stops is 

called the old pathway, or the original where 

pathway, because the signals processed here 

tell us only one thing: where stuff is. 

Remember when we walked into the 

bowling alley and our minds instantly "read 

the room," establishing the coordinates, 

orientation, and position of we ourselves 

and the objects around us? That's the job of 

this old where pathway. It doesn't provide 

any information about what we're seeing, 

or even identify anything by name-all 

this where pathway does is tell us if we're 

upright or not and whether something is 

zooming toward us. It doesn't even matter 

what that something is. If it's approaching, 

we're going to take action, simple as that. 

No wonder reptiles don't seem too 

smart. The only vision system they have 

is limited to where information; they have 

no ability to learn to visually recognize and 



"name" the things they see. Try this: Throw a Nerfball at a (human) friend's head. The 

first few times he'll duck, but once he realizes it won't hurt him, he'll have no problem 

standing still as it clobbers him. Now try it with an alligator. Although alligators have 

been on this planet for three hundred million years longer than people, they'll never fig
ure out that they don't need to dodge Nerf balls. They'll flinch no matter how many 

times you toss the Nerfball at them. In fact, they'll try to eat you no matter what you 

throw at them. 

The different response to Nerfballs accounts for part of what happens with the other 

90 percent of the visual signals that enter the human eye. 

The remaining 90 percent of the visual 

signal passes through a newer pathway 
along the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), 

our central "visual triage station" that sits 

across the front of the right and left lobes 

of the neocortex, the lumpy topside of the 

brain. The neocortex is the newest part of 

the human brain, originally appearing in 

mammals tens of millions of years ago and 

growing rapidly in humans only over the 

last million years or so. The neocortex is the 
part of our brain responsible for conscious 

thought, analytic decision making, naming, 

high-level processing-pretty much every

thing except basic survival (handled by the 

brain stem) and emotions (handled by the 

limbic brain, the layer between the reptilian 

brain and the neocortex). 

After initial categorization in the LGN, 

Ninety percent of incoming visual data flows from our 

eyes to our visual cortex via the LGN; 10 percent takes 

a different path via the SC (a fact that has interesting 

implications). 



the visual signals pass through our optic radiation wiring channels to the primary visual 

cortex located at the back of the brain. There the impulses go through a more rigorous 
collating procedure where they are broken apart into two other pathways: the what path
way to the temporal lobes, where objects get recognized and identified, and the new 

where pathway to the parietal lobes, where more detailed information on position, loca

tion, and orientation of objects is processed. 
Interestingly, this newer where pathway has been shown to serve as the visual guide 

for our motor system, which allows us to position ourselves, know where objects are in 
relation to us, and reach out and grab them. Because of this dual duty-telling us where 
objects are and guiding us as we spatially interact with them-this second pathway is also 

referred to as the how pathway. 
From the what and where/how pathways, the visual signals are then passed on to any of 

thirty regions in the visual cortex where the really detailed processing takes place. From 

there ... well, from there it's anybody's guess. So far, nobody really knows exactly what 

happens next. But from a visual thinking perspective-and this is what intrigues me
what we do know is that when we look at a scene, our vision system immediately breaks 
things down into distinct where and what information streams, each of which is initially pro

cessed independently. Then later, once the signals move into the higher processing centers 
of the brain, we can process the how much, the when, the how, and ultimately the why. 

The point is this: It appears there may be a valid neurological reason why visually 

breaking a problem down into separate who/what, how much, where, and when compo
nents presents a powerful way of helping ourselves and others determine the hows and 

whys. It may simply be because that's one of the fundamental ways that our brains work. 

In chapter 6 when I introduced the SQVID, I pointed out that by asking the five questions, 
we force "both sides" of our brain into action. By now most people are familiar with the 
concept that the two hemispheres of our brains process information differently: The left 

hemisphere is analytiC, piecing together small bits of data into linear, rational thoughts. 



This left side contains the brain centers responsible for both written and verbal language 

and most mathematical calculation. The right hemisphere, on the other hand, is synthetic, 
processing large and less well-defined blocks of information through imagery, pattern, 

and spatial orientation. This right side has a higher propensity for addressing complexity 

and ambiguity and appears to contain the centers of creativity. 

These distinctions first came to light in the early 1970s through the research of psycho -
biologist Roger W. Sperry and the "split-brain" operations performed by neurosurgeon 

Joseph Bogen. They reached popular culture mainly through the work of two women, 

one a writer and one an artist. Using Bogen's research as a starting point, Dr. Gabriele 

Rico wrote the landmark book Writing the Natural Way, which described how to take 

advantage of the creative tendencies of the right brain to assist the writing abilities of 

the left brain. Meanwhile, Dr. Betty Edwards wrote the classic Drawing on the Right Side of 
the Brain, which took a similar path and proposed that the act of drawing was a valid way 

for analytically inclined people to develop their creative abilities. 

Both books quickly entered the public consciousness, and soon right-brain I left-brain 

analogies were applied to everything from understanding the arts to the actions of the 

stock market. To this day, the distinctions provide a powerful model for dividing prob

lem solving into two main schools: businesspeople who look at the world according to a 

rational, quantitative perspective, and creative people who see the world in an emotional, 

qualitative way. 

What I find most intriguing here is that vision processing appears to take place equally 

on both sides of the brain, possibly indicating that practicing visual thinking as I describe it 
here (active looking, seeing the 6 W's, using the SQVID, taking advantage of the <6><6> 
rule, etc.) activates both our analytic and creative capabilities in a way that neither speak

ing and writing nor drawing and doodling alone can match. 

By rights, this should be the longest section in this appendix. Reviewing textbooks on vision 

science and speaking with professors of neurology always leads to the same point: We have 



only begun to scratch the surface on understanding how vision works. That said, between 

the ongoing work of neuroscientists, physicians, cognitive psychologists, computer-vision 

researchers, artificial intelligence engineers, and specialists in countless other fields related 

to vision, our understanding is growing at an exponential rate. 

In a way, the acid test of knowing whether we really "get" how we see will be when 

we can create machines that see as we do. In laboratories, research centers, universi

ties, business parks, and garages everywhere, some of the smartest people in the world 

are working on such machines right now. I suspect that within just a few years we will 

have computers that can look at a scene and immediately see the whos, whats, how muchs, 

wheres and whens, then be able to draw their own conclusions about the hows and whys of 

the world as they "see" it. When that happens, I also suspect that the drawings they will 
make will look a lot like napkin sketches. 
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I 've made it a point throughout this book to emphasize the problem-solving 

power of a pen in hand. Notebooks, napkins, and whiteboards should be the 

tools of choice for those looking to improve their innate visual thinking skills. 

That said, the unbeatable processing, storage, editing, and communication benefits of 

computers ensure that most of us work almost exclusively on them today. 

So until tablet PC's mature enough in both hardware and software to allow for spon

taneous on-screen drawing, painless image manipulation and editing, and instant shar

ing with others, my best advice for the traveling visual thinker is to purchase either 

a midrange digital camera (any manufacturer) or even a portable flatbed scanner 

(good models are available from a handful of manufacturers, including Canon, HP, and 

others). With either device packed in your travel bag, you can draw on nearly anything 

anywhere, instantly record it digitally, and-using even the most basic image processing 

software-clean up, modify, annotate, save, print, e-mail, and present your pictures in 

minutes. 

I wish I could also recommend pressure-sensitive digital drawing tablets as a good 

visual thinking tool, but I have used several and I personally find them to be more trouble 



than just carrying along a scanner. Unless you're going to be creating sophisticated paint

erly images, they have no advantage over paper and pen, but many disadvantages. 

For those who must create the kinds of pictures described in this book using only 

software (and there are frequently compelling reasons to do so, especially when creating 

quantitative, data-heavy, or multilayered pictures), I suggest the following (in each case, 

arranged from the lowest learning curve for the average businessperson to the highest): 

1. Portraits: Microsoft PowerPoint, Apple Keynote, Adobe Illustrator 

2. Charts: Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint, Apple Keynote, Adobe Illustrator 

3. Maps: Mindjet, Microsoft PowerPoint, Apple Keynote, Microsoft Visio, Adobe 
Illustrator 

4. Timelines: Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Project, Graphus 

5. Flowcharts: Mindjet, Microsoft Visio 

6. Multiple-variable plots: Microsoft PowerPoint, Apple Keynote, Adobe Illustrator 

Books 
The following list of books serves as both a bibliography and a resource for those wishing 

to further explore visual thinking at the bookstore or library. These are all books that I 

found particularly inspiring and insightful while I was developing the ideas in this book. 

Buzan, Tony. The Mind Map Book: How to Use Radiant Thinking to Maximize Your Brain's 

Untapped Potential. New York: Plume, 1996. 

Degani, Asaf. Taming HAL: Designing Inteifaces Beyond 2001. New York: Palgrave, 2004. 

Gelb, Michael J. How to Think Like Leonardo da Vinci; Seven Steps to Genius Every Day. New 

York: Delacourte, 1998. 

Grandin, Temple. Thinking in Pictures: My Life with Autism. New York: Vintage, 2006. 

Kelley, Tom. The Art of Innovation. New York: Doubleday, 2000. 
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Root-Bernstein, Robert and Michele. Sparks of Genius: The 13 Thinking Tools of the World's 

Most Creative People. New York: Mariner Books, 1999. 

Sawyer, R. Keith. Explaining Creativity: The Science of Human Innovation. Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2006. 

Stafford, Tom, and Matt Webb. Mind Hacks: Tips & Tools for Using Your Brain. Sebastopol, 

CA: O'Reilly, 2005. 

Thorpe, Scott. How to Think Like Einstein: Simple Ways to Break the Rules and Discover Your 

Hidden Genius. Naperville, IL: Sourcebooks, 2000. 

Von Oech, Roger. A Whack on the Side of the Head. New York: Warner Books, 1983. 
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Chalupa, Leo M., and john S. Werner. The Visual Neurosciences. Cambridge, MA: MIT 

Press, 2004. 

Hawkins,jeff, with Sandra Blakeslee. On Intelligence. New York: Times Books, 2004. 

Palmer, Stephen E. Vision Science: Photons to Phenomenology. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999. 

Ramachandran, V. S. and Sandra Blakeslee. Phantoms in the Brain: Probing the Mysteries of 

the Human Mind. New York: Harper Perennial, 1999. 
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Amheim, Rudolf. Visual Thinking. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969. 

DiSpezio, Michael A. Visual Thinking Puzzles. New York: Sterling, 1998. 

Edwards, Betty. The New Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. New York: jeremy P. 

Tarcher, 1979. 

Few, Stephen. Show Me the Numbers: Designing Tables and Graphs to Enlighten. Oakland, CA: 

Analytics Press, 2004. 

Tufte, Edward R. The Visual Display of Quantitative Information. Cheshire, CT: Graphics 

Press, 1983. 

Wainer, Howard. Graphic Discovery: A Trout in the Milk and Other Visual Adventures. Prince

ton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004. 
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Zelazny, Gene. Say It with Charts: The Executive's Guide to Visual Communication. New York: 

McGraw Hill, 2001. 

The story on Orit Gadiesh and the origin of the Bain & Co. logo was inspired by the article 

"Orit Gadiesh, Consulting in the Right Direction," which appeared in The Economist, 

October 20, 2005. 

The story on Herb Kelleher, Rollin King, and the Southwest Airlines napkin was inspired 

by information found on the Southwest Web site at http://www.southwest.com/ 

programs_services / adopt/ aboucsouthwest.html. 
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Analogies, imagining process, 42 
Areas, of charts, 166 
Arrows, visual thinking images, 22 
Astronauts, multivariate instrument optimi-

zation, 116-17 

Bar charts, 166, 169, 171-72 
Bird-dog drill, 75-77, 85-86 
Black Pen people, 26, 30, 147 
Brain 

left/right brain thinkers, 110-11, 
266-67 

visual pathways, 262-66 
Bubble charts, 166 
Built-in tools, 20, 25, 32 
Business structure, maps for, 173-95 

Case studies. See Visual thinking cases 
Categorizing, seeing process, 41 

Cause / effect, in seeing process, 83-84 
Change, versus status quo, 122-24 
Charts, 164-72 

drawing process, 167-72 
organizational charts, 184-86 
rules for making/use, 165 
in showing process, 134, 136, 138 
time series charts, 208-13 
types of, 166 

Collecting/ screening, looking process, 
39-40, 57-58, 74 

Color, as precognitive cue, 72 
Coordinate system 

for ideas, 67-69 
for orientation/position, 54-57 
questions (6Ws) in, 67-69 
for three-dimensional model, 65-66 
for underlying information, 64 
for who/what problem, 59 

Customers, number of, charts for, 164-72 
Customer types, portraits for, 153-62 



Direction 
in looking process, 52-56 

as precognitive cue, 72 

Eyes 
looking process, 39-40 

seeing process, 40-41 

visual system, operation of, 50, 262-66 

as visual thinking tool, 20, 25, 32 

Flowcharts, 215-21 

drawing process, 216-21 

in showing process, 134, 136, 139 

Framework, in showing process, 137-39, 

144 

Gantt chart, 119, 198 

Garage-sale principle, 62-63 

Guide rope to visual thinking, 31-33 

Hands, as visual thinking tool, 20, 25, 33 

Hawkins,Jeff, 113-14 

How problems, 214-21 

in case examples, 18, 89, 93 

coordinate system, use in, 67-69 

defined, 15 

flowcharts in, 215-21 

in seeing process, 83-84, 89 

in showing process, 134, 136 

How much problems, 163-72 
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in case examples, 18, 60, 89, 92 

charts in, 164-72 

coordinate system, use in, 67-69 

defined, 15 

in seeing process, 79-80, 89 

in showing process, 18, 136 

Ideas 
coordinate system for, 67-69 

selling, visual thinking steps, 241-48 

Imagining process, 96-128 

defined, 41, 97 

imagining aloud, 246 

questions / activities, 41-42 

See also SQVID 
Improving business, flowcharts, 215-21 

Individual attributes, versus comparison, 
120-22 

Kelleher, Herb, 120-22 

Landscapes, 175 

Left brain thinkers, 110-11, 266-67 

Life cycles, 198 

Lines 
of charts, 166 

visual thinking images, 22 

Looking process, 51-72 

defined, 39, 73, 74 

direction in, 52-56 

garage-sale principle, 62-63 



improving, rules for, 57-58 

looking aloud, 243-44 

orientation in, 52-55 

position in, 52-55 

questions / activities, 40 

three-dimensional model in, 51-52, 65-66 

too muchltoo little data, 58-60 

visual system, operation of, 50 

visual triage, 57, 70-72 

Maps, 174-95 

drawing process, 177-95 

organizational charts as, 184-86 

rules for making/use, 175-76 

in showing process, 134, 136, 139 

SQVID applied to, 177 

types of drawings, 175 

Mind's eye 
imagining process, 41-42 

as visual thinking tool, 20, 25, 32-33 

Mobius strip, 112-13 

Multiple-variable plot, 223-34 

drawing process, 226-33 

rules for making/use, 224-25 

in showing process, 134, 136, 139 

Numenta, 113 

Objects, in seeing process, 79-80 

Organizational charts, 184-86 

Orientation 
coordinate system for, 54-57 

in looking process, 52-55 

as precognitive cue, 72 

Patterns 
manipulation, imagining process, 42 

in seeing process, 41 

People drawing, visual thinking 
images, 22 

Pictures, 18-27 

accessories for, 21 

basic images needed, 22-24 

built-in tools for, 20, 25 

hand-sketched, importance of, 25 

Pie charts, 166, 169-70 

Poker, compared to visual thinking, 34-37 

Portraits, 153-62 

drawing process, 156-61 

rules for making/use, 154 

in showing process, 134, 136, 138 

SQVID applied to, 155 

Position 
coordinate system for, 54-57 

in looking process, 52-55 

in seeing process, 80-82 

Precognitive visuals 
types of, 72 

in visual triage, 70-72 

Problems, 14-19 

how problems, 15 

how much problems, 15 

when problems, 15 



Problems (cont.) 

where problems, 15 
who/what problems, 15 
why problems, 15 

Process maps, 198 
Progressions, 198 
Proximity, defined, 72 

Qualitative representation. See Portraits 
Quality, versus quantity, 114-17 
Quantitative representation. See Charts 
Quantities, in seeing process, 79-80 
Questions (6Ws) 

coordinate system, use in, 67-69 
how, 15 

how much, 15 
in showing process, 94-95, 134 
in visual thinking process, 33 
when, 15 

where, 15 
who/what, 15 

why, 15 
See also individual questions 

Red Pen people, 27, 30, 147 
Right brain thinkers, 110-11,266-67 

Scanning, looking process, 40 
Schematics, 175 
Seeing process, 73-95 

bird-dog drill, 75-77, 85-86 
cause/effect in, 83-84 

chocolate company training manager 
example, 87-94 

compared to looking, 73-74 
defined, 40, 73 
objects in, 78-79 
position in spaceltime in, 80-82 
quantities in, 79-80 
questions/activities, 40-41 
seeing aloud, 244-45 
and showing, 132-35 
totality of understanding in, 85-86 

Selecting/ clumping, seeing process, 
40-41 

Self-assessment, visual thinking, 28-30 
Selling ideas, 237-51 

visual thinking steps in, 241-48 
Shading, as precognitive cue, 72 
Shapes 

as precognitive cue, 72 

visual thinking images, 22 
Showing process, 129, 129-44 

combination frameworks in, 144 
defined, 42, 130 
framework in, 131, 137-39, 144 
and questions (6Ws), 94-95 
questions / activities, 42-43 
and seeing, 132-35 
showing aloud, 247-48 
<6><6> rule, 133-37 
and SQVID, 140-42 
steps in, 131-32 
Visual Thinking Codex, 139-44 

Simple, versus elaborate, 108, 112-13, 
112-14 



<6><6> rule 
of showing process, 133-37 
and SQVID, 140-41 

6Ws. See Questions (6Ws) 
Size, as precognitive cue, 72 
Southwest Airlines, 120-22 
SQVID, 106-28 

change versus status quo, 122-24 
individual attributes versus 

comparison, 120-22 
and maps, 177 
meaning of, 107 
operation and use of, 108-9 
and portraits, 155 
quality versus quantity, 114-17 
right brainlleft brain activation, 110-11 
and showing process, 140-42 
simple versus elaborate, 112-14 
vision versus execution, 117-18 
visualization exercise, 98-105 
white board exercise, 125-28 

Swim lanes, 198 
Swiss-army knife visualization, 252-56 

Talking about pictures, 240-51 
imagining aloud, 246 
looking aloud, 243-44 
seeing aloud, 244-45 
showing aloud, 247-48 

Texas hold 'em, 34-37 
Things drawing, visual thinking 

images, 22 
Think maps, 175 

Three-dimensional model, in 
looking process, 51-52, 65-66 

Timelines, 197-213 
drawing process, 200-208 
rules for making/use, 198-99 
in showing process, 134, 136, 138-139 
types of drawings, 198 
See also Time series charts 

Time-management crisis, 122-24 
Time series charts, 208-13 

drawing process, 209-13 
Titles, 161 
Triage, visual, 70-72 

Venn diagrams, 175, 189, 192 
Vertical percentage charts, 170 
Vision, versus execution, 117-18 
Visual inputs 

looking process, 39-40 
seeing process, 40-41 

Visualization exercise, 98-105 
Visual thinking 

basic concept, 13,31 
basic images needed, 22-24 
built-in tools for, 20, 25, 32 
development of concept, 6-12 
four-step process, 37-45 
guide rope to, 31-33 
imagining process, 41-42 
as innate process, 31 
looking process, 39-40 
pictures, use of, 18-27 
precognitive cues, 72 

l"eA.e)C , 2.77 



Visual thinking (cont.) 
problems, types of, 14-19 
process, order of activities, 43-45 
questions in process (6Ws) , 33 
resources for, 269-72 
seeing process, 40-41 
self-assessment, 28-30 
selling ideas with, 241-48 
showing process, 42-43 
talking about pictures, 240-51 
visual thinkers, types of, 26-27 

Visual thinking cases 
approaches to, 148-49 
bank time-management crisis, 122-24 
charts, use in, 164-72 
chocolate company training 

manager, 87-94 
flowcharts, use in, 215-21 
maps, use in, 174-95 
multiple-variable plot, use in, 223-34 
multivariate instrument optimization, 

115-17 
portraits, use in, 153-62 
publishing company brand strategy, 

16-19,58-60,142-44 
software company flat sales, 241-47 
Southwest Airlines start-up, 120-22 
talking about pictures, 240-51 
tech project sales pitch, 238-40 
timelines, 197-213 

Visual Thinking Codex, 139-44 
application of, 142-44 
problem-solving pictures master list, 141 

Visual triage, 70-72 
precognitive visuals, use in, 70-72 

When problems, 196-213 
in case examples, 18, 60, 89, 93 
coordinate system, use in, 67-69 
defined,15 
in seeing process, 81-82, 89 
in showing process, 134, 136 
timelines in, 197-213 

Where problems, 173-95 
in case examples, 18, 60, 89, 91 
coordinate system, use in, 67-69 
defined,15 
maps in, 174-95 
in seeing process, 80-81, 89 
in showing process, 134, 136 

Who/what problems, 152-62 
in case examples, 18, 60, 89, 91 
coordinate system, use in, 59, 67-69 
defined,15 
portraits in, 153-62 
in seeing process, 78-79, 89 
in showing process, 59, 134, 136 

Why problems, 222-34 
in case examples, 18, 89, 94 
coordinate system, use in, 67-69 
defined, 15 
multiple-variable plot in, 223-34 
in seeing process, 85-86, 89 
in showing process, 134, 136 

Yellow Pen people, 26-27, 30, 147 
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